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Nora Aboali
This literature and interview-informed dissertation research sought to explore the
educational experiences of a small sample of those who identify as part of the
generation of Muslim youth in the United States who have come of age in “the age of
terror,” precipitated by the September 11th terrorist attacks on the U.S. The research
involved analyses and interpretations of selected literatures pertaining to seminal
theories, histories, and discourses pertaining to U.S situated Muslim students in high
schools. In addition, responses from seven Muslim high school students who describe
how they see themselves, their schooling environments around them, and their place
within that constructed world also contributed to this dissertation work. The researcher
interrogated study participants’ descriptions garnered mostly via facilitations of
interviews, and some student written narrative and poetry. Simultaneously, the
researcher, who identifies as a queer Arab Muslim-American educator, reflexively
interrogated her own assumptions, biases and expectations propelling and affecting her
analyses and interpretations of study data. Themes of visibility and “coming out” as
Muslim as well as of political structures, forms of oppression, namely Islamophobia, and
school environments are all navigated as well as questioned through the perspectives of
both students and the Arab-American Muslim educator-researcher. The research both
creates and leaves spaces for further delvings into teacher education dominant notions
of pedagogy, classroom images, and school communities. Additionally, this dissertation
research offers possibilities for change in relation to conceptions of larger intersecting
power structures that influence not only how the public perceives Muslim cultures but
also on how these youth see themselves.
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DEDICATION




In 2008 author and Brooklyn College professor Dr. Moustafa Bayoumi published
a book about the lives and experiences of Brooklyn Arab people coming of age in the
few years following the September 11th terrorist attacks in New York City. He wanted to
better understand what it meant to be Arab, Muslim, or perceived to be Arab or Muslim
in the age of terrorism (Bayoumi, 2011, pg. 1). The book is a culmination of his
observations and interactions with seven “twenty-something” year-olds, framed through
a “peculiar problem” metaphor first presented by Dr. W.E.B. DuBois in his book The
Souls of Black Folk (1903/2008). In his book, DuBois articulated an experience
correlated to the United States slavery policy, where even individuals opposed to the
prominently – although certainly not exclusively – Southern practice could not escape
the reality of what DuBois’ identity as a black man presented. Bayoumi examined
DuBois work and found a parallel between contemporary anti-Muslim rhetoric in the
United States. As such, the title of his book is a DuBois quote, How Does it Feel to be a
Problem? and is currently a book of study at many universities and high schools across
the country. It has received high praise and Bayoumi is the recipient of the American
Book Award (2010) for his work.
As an Arab-American Muslim within the age range Bayoumi studied at the time, I
was taken by his writing and have since recommended the read to several Muslim
students who have come to me as their teacher, mentor, and trusted community
supporter. I distinctly recall one Pakistani-American student, seeking to fulfill the
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requirements of an English class assignment, who brought me her work. The
assignment was to discuss something along the lines of the student’s home culture
through drawings. She showed me a completed pencil sketch of a woman entirely
covered from head to toe in a burqa. I was startled and asked her why she would
choose to draw such an image when no one in her family wears a burqa and she
doesn’t even wear minimal religious coverings, let alone full body-covering attire. She
wasn’t sure either. Or at least, that was what she felt comfortable communicating to my
questioning. She may also have felt shame around an awareness but didn’t feel
comfortable sharing. Of course, many other explanations could account for her choice.
No matter what her reason(s), silence prevailed. A rupture occurred. At least from my
perspective.
Within the contexts of that rupture, I suggested that she draw about foods that
her family eats or what she might wear to a cultural event such as a wedding. But it was
at that moment it hit me. I realized Muslim students were not removed from the vast
media imagery pertaining to stereotypical depictions of Muslims any more than any
other American. Of course this student knew that nobody in her family wears the burqa.
That said, this was an assignment to be presented to a class full of American students
without any other Muslim students enrolled, and as such, she wasn’t trying to reflect
what she knows about her family. Rather, in the moment, I conjectured that perhaps she
was trying to display an image she assumed an American audience would recognize as
“Muslim.”
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I am familiar with the feeling of an awareness of multiple cultures coexisting in
the same space, and I often have played the role of interlocutor for Arab family
members born outside of the United States and their American counterparts. What
multiple meanings might this expected interlocutor role hold for students attempting to
live with and in these same multiple cultures when those coexisting spaces are their
school classrooms? I thus was drawn to interrogate further this “double consciousness,”
also asserted in DuBois’ work, which I interpreted my student was demonstrating in her
drawing. I imagined, via this “double consciousness” lens, that she knew the drawing
she had done was not an accurate depiction of her family culture, and that she also
knew this image, albeit flawed, was her best chance to communicate something,
anything, about her family. In a sense, I felt that she knew her family’s lived reality and
yet she was also steeped in American culture enough to have figured out what her
reality was supposed to be, what reality would be accepted as “truth” to people who do
not know that lived reality.
As an educator I was disheartened. From my perspective, this student knew
fundamentally that her drawing did not reflect her and her family’s particular lived
versions of her culture accurately, and yet she replicated the stereotypical
representation anyway. And, personally, what was worse, she came to me, someone
she knows to be a trusted Muslim mentor, with pride. I tried to equate her pride with the
creation of a piece of artwork and yet I was left with questions. Does she see my queer
boyishness as a lack of Muslim identity and therefore assumed I’d be duped by the
image too? Or was she simply proud of a drawing regardless of content? Perhaps,
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worse yet, did she believe aspects of this singular American story that erases the
breadth and diversity within the Umma (the Muslim community)? The experience left me
feeling like I needed to interrupt something for her, and perhaps, for myself as well.
I gave her my copy of Bayoumi’s book, and she told me that she was so
captivated, she read the book in a single night – thus prompting my email to Bayoumi to
share this student’s interest in his work. I, too, needed the support of a community
mentor and educator. That correspondence was the beginning of an important Muslim
scholar relationship in my life and has since led to Bayoumi granting me permission to
write his book as a stage play adaptation. In working to adapt the narrative to a
performed piece now nearly two decades removed from that heavy day in American
history, I was left wondering what has changed, if anything, in the lives of urban Muslim
youth.
What I Needed as a Student
Typically, when I ask any high school students, Muslim and non-Muslim alike,
what they think they know about Muslims, I’ll receive a generic geographical answer
pointing to countries overseas. When further prompted about Muslim-American history,
rarely does a student have an answer. I, too, must admit I didn’t know anything
regarding Muslim-American history prior to graduate academic interests. Meaning that, I
too, went the length of a k-12 education, in addition to an undergraduate degree,
without any awareness that there were Muslim-American histories prior to 9/11, as silly
as that sounds. I remember finding a sense of self and comfort upon reading the
histories presented by Bayoumi and others, thinking that at last someone else out there
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in the world understands and can help me understand what immediately felt familiar.
That comfort quickly turned to anger that I had to stumble upon something that felt so
valuable and about which I knew next to nothing – I certainly had no direct study, within
the variety of my schooling contexts, of “Muslim-American history.” I don’t even think I
realized I had placed “secular” in tension with “Muslim” in my mind until I saw the variety
of Muslim identities before me affirming their existence. I fit in and amongst all these
Muslim diversities. And that fitting made me acutely aware of the importance for all
teachers to have access, not only in relation to our own learning, but also in relation to
our roles as creators, dispensers, and often-positioned gatekeepers of knowledge.
Brief Overview of the Scope of Research
In this dissertation research I engaged in explorations of Edward Said’s work as
a postcolonial critic of a named colonial East versus West binary, in addition to various
interations of United States Muslim histories. I sought to better understand Said’s work,
U.S. Muslim histories as they relate to current discourses pertaining to U.S. situated
Muslim students. A large part of this research also included a series of interviews with
participating Muslims students. I asked what happens when Muslim students from
several public New York City high schools are engaged in elongated discussions with an
Arab Muslim teacher about “Muslim identities,” especially as these are enacted as well
as perceived by others in school settings. It is important to avoid falling into the trap of
assuming that the students engaging in interviews for the purpose of this study are
reflective of the whole culture. Rather, they – and I, as their Arab American former
teacher or faculty member – only can attend to our varied interpretations of our lived
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experiences. Additionally, I am not assuming that these students and their
interpretations of their lived experiences thus far can or should be compared to
Bayoumi’s original seven students’ “stories.” Such an approach would merely function
as a false measure of change over time. Rather, those original seven stories as
represented by Bayoumi are seven articulated perceptions among seven specific youth,
and thus may or may not reflect assumptions, perceptions, beliefs or attitudes that I
sought to explore among the Muslim high school students whom I recruited for this
study. Bayoumi’s work was paramount to approaching one iteration of Muslim student
histories.
For the purposes of the interview study, I recruited, via email and what I later
discuss as word-of-mouth “snowball” techniques, and then interviewed those Muslim
youth who agreed to participate in the interviews. Specifically, I sought to recruit
students who were previously enrolled in high school courses that I taught, given that I
hoped for agreed-upon disclosure from my participants that they did personally identify
as Muslim. Similar to my earlier sentiment on Bayoumi’s participants, I opted not to also
interview non-Muslim students, given my own positionalities as well as assumptions I
brought into this work, wherein no individual is reflective of a larger, generalized whole.
Indeed I also problematize the reductionistic assumptions of a binary composed of
Muslim versus non-Muslim participants. I problematize that binary, given that I viewed
these interviews as possible means of highlighting these participants’ interpretations of
their various experiences as well as declared and often shifting positionalities of these
specific Muslim youth rather than as means to portray essentialized, universal
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experience of “Muslim” in schools. Therefore a comparison to non-Muslims would
suggest a singular way of experiencing either Muslim or non-Muslim alike, something I
intentionally attempted to diversify with this work.
In particular, I sought to research these student participants’ articulations of
constructions of self-identity to the extent they, or I, could be aware – if at all – in
relation to both past and current U.S. socio-cultural and economic contexts; dominant
as well as non-dominant discourses (especially those circulating among U.S. youth and
Muslim youth, in particular); and contemporary events that affect their very being in the
world, writ large. Specifically, via a review of selected literature and in-depth interviews, I
explored my study participants’ responses to (and questions about) their stated
interpretations of their self-described identities and how – if at all – these affected and
intertwined with their understandings of their educational experiences as well as
aspirations.
Certainly, another aspect of this research centered on my “reflexive”
interrogations of my assumptions, biases and expectations about my individual
“identity(ies)” and how these may or may not stand as marker(s) of someone who has
lived within Muslim and Arab households throughout my life. (I detail in Chapter Two of
this dissertation work theorization of this “reflexive” concept.) Such reflexive
questionings offered me opportunities to delve into some of the nuances associated
with what I often have understood as a polarizing culture in relation to my identity(ies),
especially when coupled with assumed “American identities.” I also could not ignore the
import and therefore potential impact of my intersecting identities relating to
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constructions as well as dominant assumptions about histories, gender, queerness,
teacher, researcher, and power dynamics associated with teacher-student relationships,
for example. Thus, beyond reviewing previously published literature or asking
participants about their experiences, if any, with discrimination in lieu of their faith, I was
also left reflexively considering less about “not-belonging,” and more about my own
wonderings: such as, what might it mean to feel as though you don’t belong because of
who you “are,” not necessarily because of circumstantial reasons such as transfers or
bullying? This line of questioning, like all my questions and text selections, required
reflexive investigation because an underlying assumption I carried into generating this
very question would be assuming that feelings of not belonging were indeed worse if
they are correlated with a student’s self-named identity.
I therefore also, to any extent possible, interrogated how my own assumptions
and biases influenced not only my selections of literature but also my interpretations of
such selections and of study participants’ responses to interview questions. Interrogated
responses included not only what students might have verbalized, but also silences,
physical shifts, tensions, and so on.
I proposed this dissertation research, in great part, because of my ever-growing
concerns about the long-term effects of what I perceive as religious marginalization in
the United States and about the hyperbolic ways fear and faith-based discriminations
contribute to hostile educational environments. While a review of literature and student
interviews lent support to these concerns, I will further elaborate upon this brief detailing
of some of the assumptions and biases that I carried with me into this body of work.
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These certainly required constant reflexive questioning on my part regarding if, and if
so, how these both frame and affect what I have posited here as my dissertation
research.
As such, the research questions posed that guided the evolution of the interview
portion of this study included:
1. How – if at all – do participants describe their interpretations of
experiences within the context of their daily school encounters and
interactions?
a. How do participants describe these interpretations of experience
specifically within classroom contexts?
b. How do participants describe interpretations of school experience
outside of those classroom contexts?
2. What, if any, assumptions, biases, expectations, and unanticipated
aspects as well as larger current and historical socio-cultural forces do my
self-reflexive practices enable me to interrogate in terms of their effects on
my interpretations of data gathered for this research?
My “Known” Teacher - Researcher Identities
I self-identify as a bi-racial, queer, Muslim woman. My mother is white, secularly
Christian, and grew up mostly in working class Petaluma, California, with a brief stint of
childhood in Boston, Massachusetts. My father is an Egyptian national who immigrated
to the United States’ San Francisco Bay Area after completing his undergraduate work
at The University of Alexandria in Egypt. He has been an American citizen for decades
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now and regularly attends Mosque prayers in observance of his Muslim faith. While
Arabs may reflect varying racial profiles, my father happens to be reflective of my
assumed stereotypical representation of brown Arabs. When my parents married they
made an agreement their children would be raised Muslim since it was seemingly of
more importance to my father than my mother’s insistance on Christianity. My mother
would honor that commitment throughout my childhood, often learning as much as she
could to support my siblings and my understandings of my father’s faith and native
culture. I can distinctly remember one evening where she scolded me because I
laughed at a pronunciation of an Arabic word that must’ve sounded funny in my
eight-year-old English-speaking mind; my mother would not allow any space in our
family for laughing at another culture. Perhaps, this is one way I carry my mother
throughout this work. It quite possibly could also be the seeds of where I began to
understand “my father’s culture” as “another culture,” or at least not my immediate
American family’s culture.
With that in mind, of the many things I do find pride in sharing, by far, my life’s
greatest gift and achievement has been becoming an educator. Indeed, that passion,
certainly shaped and influenced by my own consciously interpreted life experiences, is
something I brought with me into this dissertation work. I am a New York City public
school teacher enrolled in an English Education PhD program at Teachers College,
Columbia University. I also entered this work with experiences as an educator shaped
by myriad professional teacher organizations geared toward my own political
motivations – all related to my current understandings of education, educators, and our
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classrooms as inherently political. I thus consider myself an educator greatly influenced
by theories and pedagogies related to the seemingly catch-all phrase “social justice”
namely, but not limited to, anti-racism, feminism, queer, classism, etc. as lenses for
examination of power as I variously interpret its circulations within the realm of
education, writ large. Without question, those professional communities and shared
pedagogical practices influence the assumptions and biases I hold as I engaged in this
work and required constant examination and possible re-interpretations on my part.
Additionally, working in teacher education as an adjunct faculty member within
our English Education program at Teachers College, I also hold assumptions and biases
related to my four years of experiences shaping those beliefs. For example, an
assumption of mine that required constant attention throughout this process is one
focused on the preparation of teachers around issues pertaining to “diversity.” Within
such contexts, I often have been met with various forms of resistance, depending on the
topic, teacher, and circumstance. I thus carried a belief and therefore assumption about
teachers that, for example, when a particular oppressive system is named in our
teaching, many of us would be defensive. As such, I feel that a teacher’s humble
willingness to admit being “wrong” and an expressed desire to do better the next time
around indeed could be considered helpful, especially considering that teaching has
become reduced to grappling with an overarching environment of standardized test
scores, where “wrong” often follows with punitive action. While I may or may not be
correct in this assumption, it was certainly something to consider as I interpreted
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student responses to my further probes in interviews where students expressed ideas,
issues, and concerns in relation to their teachers, for example.
Potential Religious Pedagogical Assumptions
While my teacher education experiences undoubtedly influenced what I think I
“know” about teachers, it has also offered me a window into many different middle and
high school English classrooms throughout the nation’s largest school system. As such,
many scholars, Edward Said prominently among them, commented on contextual
import when examining cultures. I, too, carry this contextual belief and I thus rely heavily
on the work of Edward Said throughout this Dissertation.
Part of the context that shapes how I understand these youths’ responses and
insights into their multiple cultures included my own understandings of Islam, world
religions, and how these subjects show up – or not – in urban classrooms. My specific
education experiences have me assuming that all of the three major world religions
taught in U.S. classrooms have been utilized in ways to justify violence, contrary to their
proclaimed moral codes. And yet, while it is important to be critical of those violent
actions, it does seem that condemning one entire religion as inherently controversial or
violent without naming contextual and political controversies within and around that said
religion, nor addressing the similarities and controversies within all world religions, is
problematic. My assumption that a dominant practice in U.S. classrooms is to
singularize Islam as the only inherently violent or terrorist inclined religion is indeed
something I carried into this research. Thus, as I interpreted some of the student
participant responses regarding this subject, I tried to do so with constant reflexive
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practice and multiple interpretations, holding space for classrooms that do not
singularize Islam in this described manner.
To give context to my assumptions, however, I point to the white supremacist
terrorist organization popularly known as the Klu Klux Klan (KKK), which identifies as a
Christian organization. But all (and I don’t use absolutist terms such as “all” lightly)
practicing Christians, and non-Christians for that matter, whom I know and have ever
met take offense to the Klan making that “Christian” claim while engaging in overt acts
of violence, which are antithetical to Christ’s teachings. In a large portion – although not
all of American society – the Klan tends to be rightfully looked down upon, and the
assumption that Christianity is an inherently violent and racist faith is not something
many folks are willing to believe based on fringe radicalized groups co-opting the name
“Christian.” I thus wonder: why isn’t Islam afforded the same perspective? In part, I
assumed as I entered into this study, that this is because Islam is not the dominant
“norm” in the U.S. Further, I assumed that this is so too because so many folks are
indeed reliant upon images (motion pictures, social media, television, etc.) that we do
not further explore experiences with Islamic persons in order to greatly inform our
heretofore only imagined assumptions. My strong belief and therefore accompanying
assumption is that Islam isn’t any more controversial than Christianity, although the
focus on radical groups in Islam as equivalent of the Klan is controversial in many
quarters. It is part of what “others” one population as less fully human, as Morrison
(2017) argues, when imagined as a people born into inherent controversy.
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With that in mind, I assumed, coming into this research, that not only does a lack
of public awareness of Arabs and/or Muslims as diverse human beings negate our
historical relevance and value to the United States prior to September 11th, such a lack
of general understanding also becomes a seminal piece in perceiving how those who do
not identify as Muslim have missed opportunities to understand a narrative beyond one
“awful man” (Bin Laden), for example, beyond this caricatured and yet admittedly violent
individual.
I thus arrived at my research, driven by particular wonderings and confusions,
and questioning of those assumptions, biases, and expectations about which I am
aware thus far, including: why doesn’t there seem to be an interest beyond this
monolithic terrorism story about the ways Islam always has and is currently benefitting
democracy? To understand this blind omission, I realized that I must work to more
clearly and deeply understand the historical contexts, events and materialities framed
and generated by Western hegemony. As such, I therefore began this dissertation’s
research with Chapter Two on Methodology since, as previously noted, all of my
research required reflexive practice and thus also required attention to explorations of
literature selections and interpretations. I continued with Chapter Three, titled Catalysts,
as a review of literature of seminal theories and discourses by delving into Muslim
American histories and introduced Edward Said’s work on an imagined East verus West
binary. I then reviewed a very brief history of United States education in an effort to
juxtapose those two histories, which then enabled my entering into a third section on
Arabs and Muslims in U.S. schools.
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In Chapter Four, I continued with a review of the literature addressing seminal
theories as well as current discourses framing contemporary political and educational
narratives about Muslims. This naturally led me to Chapter Five, where I focused
specifically on Muslim and Arab students in United States schools. In Chapter Six, I
include my interpretations of student interviews, including my analyses of my
constructed categories that I based on my own known noticings of student responses. I
further problematized those categories for additional possible interpretations. Finally,
this Dissertation work concludes with a brief chapter on further considerations; possible
varying interpretations as well as their implications for high school teachers and teacher
educators; and some imaginings of potential future research extensions of this work.
Before moving into the review of literatures, however, I offer the following brief,
mostly biographical “snapshots” of participating Muslim youth in an effort to highlight
students for readers as they work through my known understandings of prior related
scholarship.
Brief Snapshots of Participants
Itachi is an Uzbekistani immigrant to Brooklyn, NY and, at the time of this study,
was a junior in the high school in which I taught. He is an excellent student and often
socializes with his peers. He is self-described as “being on the nerdier side of things”
when talking about his own popularity, but in my observations of him within our school’s
contexts, he is well liked by staff and many students. He claims to be minimally resentful
of “being born Muslim” because he says he “looks white” and doesn’t “look Muslim,” so
he has to continually explain how someone so fair-skinned “ended up Muslim.” He often
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repeats his wish that “people follow the law” (alluding to separation of church and state)
regarding religions and life. He wants it to be known that he doesn’t “do many religious
things and people shouldn’t care about each other’s religions.” He moved to the United
States when he was in middle school after his father won a competitive lottery for
Uzbeki nationals seeking to start a new life in the U.S. He talks of liking living in
Brooklyn but “missing my home.” His family lives well below the poverty line, and during
the timing of this study, Utachi missed several days of school to testify in his family’s
wrongful eviction case, a case they thankfully won. Needless to say, his socio-economic
status coupled with his parents’ immigration status, meaning no access to federal
support, contributes to his overall daily experiences.
Lina, a Palestinian-American, was a senior in high school, and does not wear a
traditional hijab. She refuses this wearing as a means of political liberation, despite her
mother’s choice to do so. Her mother is also a community advocate for Muslim and
Arab civil rights and because of her influences, I believe, Lina often seems to me to
offer a more thorough understanding of the systems of oppression. It is also worth
noting that, during the course of this research, Lina’s mother was arrested twice while
peacefully protesting on two separate occasions. Lina is an American citizen, born and
growing up in a robust Arab neighborhood in New York City. Lina’s skin complexion
reflects a brownness of many Arabs, similar to my own. Of all seven students, I perceive
Lina to be the most in tune with her layered marginalized identities, specifically gender,
and as such, she states that “Islam asks Muslims to speak out against gender
discrimination.” “Gender” is quite layered and as nuanced and non-binary as iterations
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of “Muslim.” However, this statement was important to her and she explained it was, in
part, why she agreed to be a part of this research.
Linda, a student born in Albania but who moved to the United States as a very
young child, also does not wear the hijab, mostly because her family doesn’t typically
choose to do so. She is simply following along in tradition. She is also white, which is
worth noting because it often perpetuates feelings of invisibility as described by her
since she recalls “having to convince people to believe her when she says she’s
Muslim.” Linda was a senior in high school at the time of these interviews and has
chosen her name for this study after an influential Muslim woman activist. I, also,
proudly would like to point out that Linda is my middle name and I was happy to share it
with her. I, too, have shared with her my similar feelings about being accepted in my
family’s Muslim community, although I am also present to my own feelings about what it
means to be a “good Muslim.” She says she has “some close friends at school, but not
many,” and she prefers it that way because she claims she “is a little shy sometimes.”
Amir is a Bengali-American student and the only American citizen in his family.
His father is wheelchair-bound after twenty years of service at the same occupation as
an apartment building supervisor, and when he fell ill with diabetes, his citizenship
status prevented him from federal benefits. The lack of access to medical care became
serious enough that his father lost a limb to amputation, and Amir thus has taken on his
building supervisor role in between his high school obligations. Amir’s older brothers
were in college at the time of his interviews but also were struggling to work to support
his family. Amir is proudly Muslim and feels it is his Muslim duty to help his high school
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peers better understand “the true Islam.” Amir wants “to be an Imam” when he grows
up. “That, or an engineer.”
Zufran is Pakistani-American and is the son of immigrant parents. He and his
siblings are first generation citizens. He was a junior at the time of this study and a
member of his school varsity basketball team. He describes himself as “pious and
American.” He emphasizes the importance of understanding that Muslims are just
“regular Americans like everyone else.” He carries very conventional conservative
beliefs, as I interpret them, about traditionally assumed gendered roles and same-sex
relationships. Zufran feels he is always practicing Islam and will often raise his hand in
class before a teacher shows a film to ensure there will not be what he deems an
inappropriate scene such as two characters sharing a romantic kiss. As such Zufran
was incredibly excited to be a part of a study that might help “Americans see it from our
perspective” and thus to hopefully gain a more full picture of his version of Muslim life.
Fatima is a junior in high school and she is an American citizen with immigrant
parents from Dakar, Senegal. She wears a hijab and self-describes as a “Black Muslim,”
explaining her family “speaks Wolof instead of Arabic like most Muslims.” I explain that
in fact Muslims are more diverse than she might think and point her to an author writing
about the especially challenging experience of Black Muslims in the United States.
Fatima would like to learn more about the experiences of other Black Muslims. When
prompted about gender or queerness she claims that she is “cool with the gay stuff” and
everything but she knows her parents would think otherwise. Fatima likes to draw and
keeps a journal and sketchbook. She explained she “is happy to be a part” of this study
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“because she never thought anyone would want to hear” what she had to say. She is
also an excellent student, competitive for her class’ Valedictorian award for highest
academic grade point average.
Niema was an American high school sophomore born to a Jamaican-American
father and a Moroccan mother. She has not been in touch with her mother or the
maternal side of her family since she was a baby and feels as though she “only can
speak on being Jamaican and Muslim” since Islam has been on her paternal side “since
before [her] grandfather,” and she is not familiar with anything Moroccan beyond her
mother’s place of birth. This seems to also suggest her awareness of Muslim diversity.
Like Fatima, she is recognizably Black and also wears a hijab daily. She is studious,
well-liked by our school community as far as I perceive and thus assume, and checks in
with Fatima often for support when moments of tension occur within the school building




In constructing this research, I framed this study by employing a self-reflexively
informed methodology and analyses as means to explore literatures pertaining to
Muslim youth and their interpretations of their educational experiences in a large urban
city in the United States. My reflexive analyses were vital to my own understandings (at
least as are available to my consciousness of such) of how many of my own
assumptions, biases, and expectations have informed, framed, skewed and/or
challenged my interpretations of literature selections as well as student participants’
responses to “interview” inquiries.
As part of my overarching approaches to methodology for this dissertation work, I
considered: 1) literature selections and interpretations pertaining to Muslim youth in
U.S.-based schools and interviews as my primary “methods” of data collection; 2)
self-reflexivity as my primary mode of interrogating my assumptions, expectations and
biases that I brought into this study. Each held potential to influence how and why I
interpreted data in certain ways – and how I therefore challenged, complicated and
questioned all of my interpretations; 3) how I recruited student Muslim participants; 4)
what criteria I established for choosing participants.
Given that Muslim “identity” is a major aspect of this dissertation work, I
understand “identity” as described by scholars Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson via their
2010 second edition book in a chapter titled Autobiographical Subjects. I also
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simultaneously acknowledge multiple intertations and understandings of “identity” exist
and my choices here indeed required constant reflexive monitoring throughout the
manuscript. With that in mind, in this chapter Smith and Watson (2010) note:
Identities materialize within collectivities and out the culturally marked differences
that permeate symbolic interactions within and between collectivities. One is a
‘woman’ in relation to a ‘man.’ One is a ‘disabled’ person in relation to someone
who is seen as ‘able.’ Identities are marked in terms of many categories: gender,
race, ethnicity, sexuality… to list the most obvious. These are differences that, at
least for now, have meaning in the material and symbolic structures that organize
human societies. But identity as difference implies also identity as likeness. As
Susan Stanford Friedman notes, ‘an identity affirms some form of commonality,
some shared ground.’ (p. 38)
While Muslim youth might share this “commonality” of religious and/or ethnic identity,
Smith and Watson (2010) go on to suggest, “social organizations and symbolic
interactions are always in flux; therefore, identities are provisional… Because of this
constant placement and displacement of ‘who’ we are, we can think of identities as
multiple” (Smith and Watson, 2010, p. 38-39). Therefore, while I understand Muslim
youth agreed to participate in this research work specifically because of their “identity,”
this work also sought to explore differences that also comprise these participating
Muslim youth.
Recruiting and Selecting Study Participants
With attention to these strategic categories, I recruited youth of high school age
who self-identified as Muslim and who, at the time of my participant recruitment, were
enrolled in classes other than the ones that I teach. Participating youth were also
informed, before agreeing to participate, that they must also be willing and able to
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commit to a series of a minimum of two to four in-depth and open-ended interviews, at
the outside-of-school locations of their choosing. Interviews, therefore, occurred at a
range of locations, from hotel lobbies to Dunkin’ Donuts coffee shops. I recruited youth
from the greater metropolitan area of New York City for interviews in order to maintain
mutual participation accessibility. Each student participated in two interviews over the
course of a semester.
As a method to recruit those potential study participants, I employed a “snowball
technique” (Thompson, 2002), one that suggests reaching out to an already known
possible participant with the possibility that person might be able to recommend another
participant who fits within the selection criteria for additional participants. In order to
recruit students from a relatively small demographic, I used this “snowball technique” by
asking for recommendations for additional students via the students who offered a
response to my initial email request.
In order to recruit and get the word out to as many potential participants as
possible, I used current available email addresses to contact possible student
participants. In those emails, I described the study as well as articulated my
commitments to doing all possible in order to ensure confidentiality and anonymity of
any participants. I initially emailed sixteen students, and heard back from ten of them.
Of the ten, eight were willing and interested in participating, although the two who did
decline offered email addresses for additional possible candidates if I needed them. I
ultimately did not.
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Given ample student interest and responses offering recommendations for
additional participants to my initial email invite, I made selections of participants based
on first responders to the initial request rather than relying on arbitrary essential
categories such as gender. To select students based on such categories would be
antithetical to my positionings that reject notions of “absolute” and therefore selecting
students as representative of gendered categories, for example, would perpetuate a
notion of a singular “male Muslim” experience rather than foster research intended to
offer multiplicity to possible Muslim experiences. This meant that I selected those first
eight students without emphasis or attention paid to their identities beyond their
self-proclaimed “Muslim” identification. One student would eventually become
unavailable, leaving seven remaining students.
The remaining seven left me with one more than my initial 2-6 students I was
seeking and rather than select one to omit, I decided to work with those first email
responders, thus hopefully guaranteeing that I would have a sufficient number of
participants if another student needed to drop out during the course of the study. As a
result, the seven selected participants included four young women and three young men
of varying ages, racial demographics, ethnicities, immigration and citizenship status,
etc.
Specifically, then: from those eligible, according to my criteria, I selected the
following students: one recent graduate and now currently a freshman in college; five
current high school students previously enrolled in a class I taught, and one student
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who was never enrolled in a class I previously taught but happens to be familiar with me
as a high school faculty member within her high school.
Interviews and A Brief Literature Review
As my main source of “data” collection, I used a series of semi-structured as well
as open-ended interviews. Qualitative researcher Robert Yin (2016) identifies
“structured” interviews as necessitating the researcher to “carefully script” their interview
questions prior to the interview, often eliciting “closed-ended” limited response (Yin,
2016, p.133). I used semi-structured questions, with some pre-planning and careful
thought, but also remained open to participating youth responses, leaving space for
more conversational, “two-way interactions” (Yin, 2016, p. 134), especially in the event
an interviewee wanted to ask a question of me or discuss a topic not “predefined by the
researcher” (Yin, 2016, p.135). For example, a few exploratory questions that generally
appeared in a first interview with my study participants included:
1. How, if at all, do you self-identify?
2. How do you – if at all – perceive and/or describe your Muslim identity?
3. How does your Muslim identity shift, if at all, from school to home?
Given my interest in exploring perceptions, issues, fears, aspirations of a specific group
of students in an urban U.S. high school who identify as Muslim, and given too that I
entered into this study with what I have thus far described as my own situated and very
strong assumptions about “the topic” of my research, writ large, I was compelled to
attend to James Scheurich’s (1997) problematizings of assumptions of the
“objectiveness” of interviewing.
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In particular, Scheurich points to post structural theories’ influences on his
attempts to engage with a “reconceptualization of power within the interview… ” (p. 61).
Scheurich begins with a critique of Mishler’s 1986 book, Research Interviewing, first in
agreement of Mishler’s examination of “asymmetries of power” (Scheurich, 1997, p. 70),
and yet critical of a “dominance-and-resistance view of the play of power” created by the
researcher in the role of authority and the interviewee in the passive role in need of
“empowering.” This view is “a kind of paternalism based on modernist assumptions
about who has power and how power operates” (Scheurich, 1997, p. 71). It suggests an
exertion of power of the researcher by bestowing empowerment, as if one can actually
give another “empowerment.” In short, it becomes another kind of a binary, the powerful
and the powerless, and “unfortunately, the dominance-resistance binary can itself
become a new totalization… [therefore], to enclose social life within the
dominance-resistance binary is but another prison house of language, meaning, and
communication” (Scheurich, 1997, p.72). Throughout any interview context, then, lurk
dangers of maintaining the binary of a still-dominantly positioned interviewer who is
posing questions to a participant, who may or may not refuse, resist or comply with any
“answerings” of those questions.
Scheurich also critiques interviewing not only because of the power relations at
play but also because of the existence of humans’ unconscious, semi-conscious, and,
at times, fully conscious states. He writes,
the interview interaction is fundamentally indeterminate – the complex play of
conscious and unconscious thoughts, feelings, fears, power, desires, and needs
on the part of both the interviewer and interviewee cannot be captured.
(Scheurich, 1997, p. 73)
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Scheurich draws attention to the fact that, even in supposedly aware and equitable
“power relations” the interviewer’s processes might intend (although never fully
achieve), there exist constantly shifting perceptions on the parts of both the interviewee
and the interviewer. He continues with, “the crux of the issue is the interpretive moment
as it occurs throughout the research process. And, into this moment, the researcher
brings considerable conscious and unconscious baggage” (Scheurich, 1997, p. 73). As
such, the “final interpretation” of the interview process then must be nuanced and
layered with as much awareness of this baggage as possible, thus leaving space for
researchers’ questionings, challengings, and re-interpretations of their initial
interpretations rather than positing just one final determinate representation. Scheurich
argues for remaining open to this “indeterminate ambiguity”, and notes that “as we
conduct the interview and interpret the interview ‘data,’ we can illustrate, though never
completely, the shifting openness within the interview itself” (Scheurich, 1997, p. 74).
Scheurich also emphasizes that both within and across interview times and
contexts, individuals’ language, intentions and interpretations can widely vary. “The
language out of which the questions are constructed is not bounded or stable; it is
persistently slippery, unstable and ambiguous from person to person, from situation to
situation, from time to time” (Scheurich, 1997, p. 62). Power dynamics,
non-transparencies of language, and humans’ unconscious as well as perhaps
conscious desires to be “known” in certain ways and not others – all affect if, how, and
why possibly multiple (yet never universal) “stories” are told, who benefits from
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particular “tellings” and not others, and how questions are constructed, for brief
examples.
Scheurich thus problematizes the notion that one can obtain “objective” data as a
result of interviewing. For example, I perhaps ask a question with phrasing that is
seemingly the same from one student participant to the next, but is it really? Did I exhibit
a more enthusiastic interest toward one student, given that student’s “answer” to my
particular prior interview question? Was I in a bad mood with another participant, or
because of something that happened earlier in the day, or because of my own personal
life and its complexities, for example? Could a student offer an answer that the student
might assume I wish to hear rather than what the student might actually believe or
experience? Did I phrase a question differently and/or was it interpreted differently from
one student to the next? Undoubtedly, these contingencies occurred throughout my
interviewing processes. All of these questions, among potentially many more, were
cause for Scheurich’s critiques of what have been assumed by many as “the
conventional and preferred assumptions” of typical qualitative research interviewing.
However, Scheurich suggests that, while it seems as though he is against
interviewing as a research practice, given his post structurally inflected theoretical
positionalities, he instead is urging that “we need to critically rethink what occurs in
research interviewing and how we report (represent) our results” (1997, p. 73). He goes
on to stress the importance of the researcher complicating her own typical descriptions
of her social positionalities as well as a need for “some new imaginaries of interviewing
that open up multiple spaces in which interview interactions can be conducted and
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represented, ways that engage the indeterminate ambiguity of interviewing, practices
that transgress and exceed a knowable order” (1997, p. 75).
With the awarenesses that the researcher’s “findings” often are more of a “mirror”
into their own thinking about the interactions of the interview rather than any assumed
agreed-upon “meaning” of those interview interactions and responses, Scheurich’s
analyses are crucial in my understandings and recognitions of the incoherences,
unknowables, and incompleteness, not only of the “interview” itself but also of my
analyses. His critiques encourage me to maintain an openness to what might be
unknown and indeterminate rather than to assume a positivist-oriented expectation of
finality or completeness or ever “fully knowing” what either a participant or I myself
might have been consciously as well as unconsciously thinking, wishing for, resisting,
performing, habitually assuming – all of these possibilities and more.
Therefore, I attempted to conceptualize my interviewing and analytic processes
as more aligned with conceptions of interviews as forms of conversation, transactions –
all awaiting responses, with the awareness that “conversation” is never a-political. In a
sense, conversation then becomes a response that awaits another response, perhaps
to be conceived as constantly working toward the ideal of full understanding or
interpretation – albeit never fully realizing that goal. After all, Scheurich helps us
recognize there is no single, never fully complete, never fully possible “understanding.”
Rather, Scheurich points to potentialities of interviews to offer the exchange of multiple
and shifting understandings and interpretations.
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Thus, all I could hope, beyond the completion of this specific research study (but
never could promise or declare with any certainty) was that my interviews with Muslim
youth might possibly add to the larger discourses, especially within the broad field of
education, about issues that often accompany prevailing assumptions in the U.S. about
“Muslim,” in particular. I continue to hope that my research also might entwine with other
kinds of “interpretations” already in existence.
Interview Process
I conducted interviews with Muslim youth study participants over the course of
two months in the fall of 2019. The majority of interviews were completed within the first
month, with limited interviews in the second month. Interviews commenced directly after
I selected those participating youth who met my criteria for study participation and who
had signed written permissions for participation in this study. Interview sessions were on
average 45 minutes or so with a one rather lengthy outlier hour and a half second
interview with Amir.
I coordinated and conducted the student interviews at locations selected by youth
participants. Interviews took place at venues such as Dunkin’ Donut coffee shops or
hotel lobby lounges. Each interview length varied but most ranged from forty minutes to
an hour. The length of one outlier interview was nearly ninety minutes, although all other
interviews fell within the previously mentioned window of time length. I then used the
following month to transcribe and “interpret” collected data from the aforementioned
interviews. I too scheduled additional follow up interviews with several youth in an effort
to seek additional clarity and understandings as my interpretation processes unfolded.
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With permissions, I tape recorded, transcribed, and then interpreted, after
listening and re-listening, to what I decided to identify and name as possible recurring
“themes” voiced by these student participants. I also “listened” for silences, gaps,
fissures and pauses in student responses – not in order to determine what these “mean”
– but rather to address these as important noticings that may well have affected how
and why I interpreted my accumulated data as I did. Such “noticings” are crucial,
especially in relation to my own reflexive practices of “discomfort” (Pillow, 2003) that
urge me to “leave the unfamiliar unfamiliar,” for example, as opposed to rushing in to
announce “absolute meanings” of that which I cannot ever fully know.
Self-Reflexivity
Scheurich helps us understand that it is not possible for a researcher to be “fully”
aware of all of one’s own biases, assumptions and expectations, let alone of all the
unknowables that permeate the literature choices, questions, responses, perceptions,
desires, fears, and seemingly overt intentions of either the researcher or study
participants within any “interview” context. As such, I only could be as “aware” during
readings, interviews, and interpretive processes as my consciousness permits. But
these admissions do not change the always circulating power dynamics previously
noted by Scheurich.
Thus, in order to address these issues of power, authority, and (im)possible
(re)presentations, I employed a methodology of self-reflexivity. To address “the
‘responsibility’ and ‘political [self] awareness’ of reflexivity (Pillow, 2015, p. 420), Wanda
Pillow (2015) discusses the nuances and importance of reflexivity in research. In her
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2015 article, Reflexivity as Interpretation and Genealogy in Research, Pillow reviews
some of the seminal “moments” in qualitative research outlined by majorly influential
researchers Denzin and Lincoln. Of qualitative researchers Denzin and Lincoln and their
posited major “moments” in qualitative research study, she notes (2015):
Located in Denzin and Lincoln’s (2005) third and fourth “moments” in qualitative
research, characterized by “blurred genres” and a perceived “crisis of
representation,” feminist research focused attention on the power and politics of
the gaze, heightening attention to questions of representation and reflexivity in
research. (p. 421)
Pillow helps us understand Denzin and Lincoln’s fourth moment, which they call the
“Crisis in Representation” (Pillow, p. 421) in recognition of what was first named by
anthropologists Marcus and Fischer (1986). Marcus and Fischer argue that any attempt
to fully represent another person is not possible because the representation itself must
always be examined with attention to power relationships and politics of the “gaze,” or
onlooking researcher’s own unique biases and assumptions. Marcus and Fischer too
were responding to post-structural theories that point to the power of dominant
discourses not only to frame but also to deeply influence how and what persons think,
say, and interpret. As such, both the literature reviewed to gain deeper insight into
seminal theories and current discourses, and the interview processes and
interpretations were in need of reflexive practice. Given my specific research
participants, I therefore knew the importance of attending to all known issues to which
the crisis in representation refers. Particularly in relation to power relationships between
adults and youth, I had to attempt to be acutely aware of my potential, as
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teacher/researcher, to silence, intimidate, influence, persuade how and why students
might respond to my interview questions, for example.
Overall, what Denzin and Lincoln (2005) discuss in relation to the “crisis in
representation” highlights a researcher/representation process that cannot be
“objectively” accomplished. Rather, these processes are those that require mandatory
attention to the ethical engagements among participants, the researcher, and any
potential readers of this dissertation research. The only guarantee is that subjectivity
permeates everything, from literature choices, to interview questions and answers, to
exchanges among students and the researcher, to interpretations of assumed data.
After all, I think I know what “data” ought to be, but do I really? Because I hold the
location of “scholar,” “teacher,” “adult,” “researcher,” and the list could be endless,
Pillow’s critiques, among many writers, regarding “gaze” and who gets to speak, whose
voices are emphasized and to what advantage, the choices and phrasing of questions,
etc. – all are that which I am seeking to “monitor” – knowing that I’ll never be able to be
fully aware of all that functions as and within my subjectivities. And yet, via these
next-described “reflexivities of discomfort,” I engaged in such “monitoring” processes as
best I can.
Pillow’s (2003) conceptualizations of  “reflexivities of discomfort” were the result
of her critique of four “common trends” in current uses of reflexivity as a qualitative
research method and how these trends are “marked by a desire to use reflexivity to
write our research subjects, issues, or settings as familiar” (Pillow, 2003, p. 180). What
this familiarity does for the researcher, Pillow critiques, is to somehow assume a subject
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is fully knowable and therefore can fully be represented. However, “an understanding of
a subject as postmodern, as multiple, as unknowable, as shifting, situates the purposes
and practices of research, and the uses of reflexivity, quite differently” (Pillow, 2003, p.
180). Pillow ultimately argues for “reflexivities of discomfort,” but prior to doing so she
teases out these individual four identified problematic trends in reflexivity.
First, Pillow critiques “reflexivity as recognition invokes the Cartesian belief in a
unified, essential self that is capable of being reflected on and is knowable” (Pillow,
2003, p. 181). While Pillow still discusses the importance of researchers disclosing as
many known social and cultural positions as they may be aware, the idea that one is
capable of full awareness of self, and therefore any potential impact on research or
representation, is not possible, nor is a singular notion of “self.” It also reduces
disclosure to preempting research with any known similarities or differences amongst
researcher and subject in an effort to make the subject more “knowable” to both
researcher and any potential readers of the represented research. “Knowable” here
meaning a researcher’s disclosure of known identities in a comparable “same as me” or
“different than me,” would essentialize these claimed known identities by making the
mistake of assuming that since I am “Muslim” for example, I suddenly “know” the
experience of being Muslim and therefore better “know” a subject who is also Muslim.
However, this reductionist approach assumes one way of being Muslim, in this example,
and as such would work against my claimed positionings attempting to diversity the
never singular experience of being Muslim.
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Pillow goes on to discuss a second trend, “reflexivity as recognition of the other”
(Pillow, 2003, p. 184), wherein she teases out the larger discussion of a subject’s
“voice” and the many efforts made to co-create research. However, this approach is
also problematic. To claim a researcher is “giving voice” to their study participants
assumes a power dynamic role that is actually capable of giving someone a platform to
speak uninterrupted by the many discourses and contingencies always affecting
research and subjects. One cannot give “voice” to represent another, nor is there a
“singular” voice from which persons speak. While it is important for a researcher to
constantly be examining their own positionings in relationship to any potential known
impact on their study, the idea that representation of a participant’s voice without
attention to power researchers clearly assert in questions, design of the study, or even
inviting and recruiting participants, for example, only serves the researchers needs to
“understand” their participants “true voices,” rather than careful examination of what is
thought to be said, what multiple possibilities exists in lieu of a singular “voice,” and
what is thought to have contributed to these noticings.
Pillow also asserts, “in our research we have to continually question the
capability of the subject to define her/his self or even the desire of the subject to do so”
(Pillow, 2003, p. 185). Meaning, subjects, like researchers, can’t possibly be fully aware
of all of their own positionings, let alone possess an interest in naming or creating such
definitions. Additionally, post structural framing, as mentioned, rejects a notion of an
Enlightenment universal absolute self and instead asks researchers to acknowledge
multiple “selves.” Subjects (and researchers) are constantly shifting and shifted by the
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various contingencies and discourses presented. Who we are, then, is relational to only
one historical, situated moment in time, and even in that moment multiplicity of “self”
exists.
Pillow’s third critique focuses on a notion of “reflexivity as truth,” one where an
effort is made to validate one’s “voice” as one means to offer “truth” or validity to
research. This third “trend” that Pillow critiques supposedly serves to know a “fully
developed” and able to be articulated “voice” that can reveal an ultimate “truth,” about a
subject, thus suggesting one can be fully known and singularly represented via one’s
voice. Beyond a lack of one’s ability to fully represent one’s constantly shifting and
evolving “voice,” there lies the further critique of “truth,” wherein Pillow asserts this third
reflexive tendency falls short by means of researchers assuming reflexive practices will
somehow get them to an exactitude of truth. However, as mentioned, there is not a
universal truth per se, in addition to the issues related to one’s lack of ability to tap into
memory, for example. “Truth,” then, relies on multiple discourses acting and shaping,
while constantly shifting from moment to moment.
Pillow’s (2003) fourth critiqued trend is “reflexivity of transcendence,” or the
notion that “the researcher, through reflexivity, can transcend her own subjectivity and
own cultural context in a way that releases her/him from the weight of
(mis)representations” (Pillow, 2003, p. 186). I understand Pillow to mean that even if
one were able to be as aware of one’s own situated positionings as possible, albeit
never fully, completely “known,” then the question remains as to how one is allegedly
going to “transcend” those unknown biases, beliefs, assumptions, etc., to an ultimate
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“truth.” In actuality, the attempted “transcendence” is an attempt to absolve the
researcher of the discomforts of tension, representation, etc., rather than offering a
transcended clarity. Pillow explains,
Reflexivity as a form of ‘confession’ and ‘absolution’ situates it firmly within the
Enlightenment ideals of ‘truth and understanding’ which require ‘the
transcendence of one’s web of situated positionality’ – to ‘free oneself’ (Ilter
1994, 63). Self-reflexivity can in this way perform a modernist seduction –
promising release from your tension, voyeurism, and ethnocentrism – release
you from your discomfort with the problematics of representation through
transcendent clarity. (Pillow, 2003, p. 186-187)
While it would seem Pillow is in rejection of reflexivity as a practice, she instead offers
“reflexivities of discomfort” as a means of interrogating and constantly attending to what
is unfamiliar, challenging, or uncomfortable. Rather than continuously making desperate
attempts to reduce persons participating in one’s research (including the researcher) to
fully knowable and representational entities, “reflexivities of discomfort” tasks the
researcher with employing self-reflexivity in “what I would term uncomfortable reflexivity
– a reflexivity that seeks to know while at the same time situates this knowing as
tenuous” (Pillow, 2003, p.188). Instead of positing research intended to “know” a
subject, Pillow’s notion of reflexivity suggests acknowledging the unfamiliar and refusing
the researcher's desire for alleviation of discomfort. Self-reflexive practice, then,
becomes about interrogating one’s own interpretations and complicities in multiple
“meanings” of data as well as of interpreting multiple and often incongruent possibilities
of those always-in-flux “meanings.”
To attempt such “reflexities of discomfort,” I made use of a “double-entry” form of
journaling practice. In 2016, Azlina Abdul Aziz completed dissertation research on
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Muslim American female immigrants' interpretations of their English education
experiences. Abdul, while holding some obvious similar identities as I do, also varies
from me in many ways, and yet her interest in Muslim youth, albeit exclusively
immigrant Muslim youth, still focuses on at least a portion of the population I
interviewed. Abdul made use of a double entry journal as a self-reflexive method and I,
too, found it helpful in mining moments of “discomfort.”
The Double Entry Journal
I envisioned and employed this double-entry journal practice as one wherein I
wrote down noticings, first impressions, further questions, assumptions, tensions, etc.
from my interview encounters with students in one column of a researcher notebook. I
then used a second column and addressed each of these initial noticings by
self-reflexively asking of myself, as researcher, how is it I think I came to know or notice
these things. Elizabeth St. Pierre, as referenced in Pillow (2003), notes a major
responsibility of researchers and readers, stating that “we might consider why we read
and respond in the ways we do” (St. Pierre, as cited in Pillow, 2003, p. 191). My second
entry column in my researcher notebook thus was an effort to engage reflexively in
consideration of why I’ve noticed the things I have as well as why, at these particular
moments, I think that I’ve interpreted these as I have thus far. I thus here too considered
what I might not have initially noticed in lieu of first impressions, for example.
Abdul (2016) also frames her study’s interpretations with postcolonial theories
that allow for explorings of politics in U.S. education, questionings of the role of the
researchers, and examinings of dominant versions of U.S. education and its practices in
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terms of construction and/or perpetuation of colonial practices. She also employs
methods of self-reflexivity that allow her to attend to issues of power and privilege, to
questionings of what might constitute ethical research, and to “unveilings” of how and by
whom knowledge is constructed/produced/distributed. She utilizes writing practices to
note that even though “self” is never fully knowable, her reflexive practice could become
more knowable and multiple via constant examination of her assumptions, expectations,
interpretations, and representations.
Abdul’s methods of self-reflexivity seemingly resonate with my investigation of
Muslim youth educational experiences, especially given my use of Wanda Pillow’s
notion of “reflexivity of discomfort.” Again, Pillow (2003) argues that since we cannot
ever fully know or assume universal versions of one “truth” for all, her reflexivities of
discomfort instead ask researchers to question where knowledge, assumptions,
tensions or “discomforts” arise. Rather than arbitrary “conclusions,” Pillow (2003)
emphasizes leaving the unfamiliar exactly that, unfamiliar. There are no conclusions to
better “know” a subject, rather, multiple possibilities of knowing.
I made use of a Double Entry journal as one version of a “reflexive method,”
where I indicated not only my interpretations but also questioned how I thought I had
come to those understandings or interpretations. This method offers space for change
in interpretation, or rather, multiple possible interpretations, once I began to unpack and
to ask, “what/how might I see (or understand) differently here,” or “what could be
missing in an initial interpretation instead of another possible one?”
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My second column of my double entry journal was used to “speak back” and
question what I had written as my assumed interpretations of data and how I thought I
came to “know” these interpretations as supposedly “the best, or right or preferable
ones.” In a sense, this second column served as a way to consider the multitude of
possibilities that help us better understand and resist a monolithic interpretation of a
generalized Muslim student. This column, too, considered the many additional (that I am
aware) possible “interpretations” of each initial noticing, especially with an awareness of
the many possibilities that I heretofore had ignored, resisted or refused, etc.
With issues related to representation, power, and ultimately my ability to research
with a self-reflexively infused methodology, I reference Abdul’s work as she turned to
Pillow’s critiques of “validated strategies of reflexivity” and her suggestion instead of “a
move toward ‘reflexivities of discomfort’ to keep the critical intent of reflexivity in play (p.
421)”. Like Scheurich, and Denzin and Lincoln, Pillow challenges the notion of a fully
“knowable self.”  She points to “reflexivities of discomfort” that recognize, among other
things, the impossibilities of  one single “self.” There are multiple, changing, and even
unknowable “subjects”, and therefore also multiple, evolving, and unknowable “others”
as well (p.430).
In what Pillow (2003) goes on to describe in a section titled “Irreducible -
Necessary - Tensions (p. 429),” she continues with helping better understand how these
“discomforts” experienced as tensions might be of use for research purposes because
they offer sites of reflexive attention that encourage explorations and continuous
questioning. As such, again, while I cannot fully acknowledge all of my own
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assumptions or biases, in an effort to better “monitor,” – but not control or fully illuminate
– my multiple unknowable gazes influencing the course of this study, I used these
moments of tension to guide my second column. I thus made an entry into a research
notebook after each interview with student participants, specifically addressing what
came up for me as the researcher during each session. In particular, I sought moments
of tension or moments of my own private discomfort, if any (not all interviews elicited
feelings of tensions that I was able to notice), that may or may not have been expected
and places of discomfort, which, as Pillow would note, are “productive discomfort from
which to (re)think” (p. 430). Therefore, employment of self-reflexive practice will be
stylized with italicized text moving forward. I made use of an italicized textual choice to
indicate my self-reflexive noticings and questionings. This choice was intended to help
guide readers of this dissertation work to how I am problematizing what I think I’ve come
to “know” in an effort to leave it unfamiliar.
Participants
The seven students selected are not students in my everyday high school
classroom, although all seven had been enrolled in a school where I was a faculty
member at one time in their high school tenure. The participants selected came from
three different New York City public high schools ranging from student populations of
about 350 students to 550 students total. Each student participant was invited to select
a pseudonym for the purposes of anonymity. All students attend co-educational, grades
9-12, schools except one, Niema, who attended an all-girls, grades 6-12, middle and
high school combined school. For each student, I had been their only Muslim teacher
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thus far within their formal schooling (at least as far as they were aware of), prior to
entering this study. Each student offers a diverse perspective ranging from gender to
status of citizenship, although, again, I wish to avoid the false notion that because a
student participant holds a particular social group identification, they then somehow
represent or reflect the perspective of their assumed gender, race, ethnicity, etc. Such
an assumption would singularize very diverse demographics, something I attempted to
actively work against throughout this study. That said, these selected seven students
are also from families with lineage from eight (nine, if you include my own Egyptian
family, since I draw from my own experiences as well) different countries outside of the
United States: Albania, Bangladesh, Jamaica, Morocco, Pakistan, Palestine, Senegal,
and Uzbekistan. As such, I outline a brief biographical sketch of my own known
identities.
Given that my ethnicity, gender, and citizenship status, among many of my
various identities, also help inform portions of this study, it feels relevant and worth
sharing a bit of my own biographical story. My family is Egyptian and American as
mentioned, although I am bi-racial. My mother is white, born in the United States,
generations removed from her European lineage that brought my maternal side of the
family to the United States during the Irish “potato famine,” and raised in a moderately
Christian, working class home. My father was born Arab, and Muslim in Egypt; he
immigrated to the United States in the 1970’s as a twenty-one year old college
graduate, and obtained citizenship in large part due to his marriage to my mother. I am
openly queer, including with students, and have a “masculine” gender expression
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despite my preference in gendered pronouns matching my female gender identity. I am
also proudly a public school teacher and education scholar, interested in all things
related to education and marginalization of youth – perspectives in need of constant
self-reflexive practices.
As far as student proclaimed gender identities, I worked with four young women
and three young male students, none of whom identify as queer. However, two of the
young women have expressed “bi-curious” interests, typical of many high schoolers, in
my experience, seeking to understand the fluidity of sexuality. Each student was invited
to select a name that she or he would like to be called for the purposes of confidentiality
of this study. It is worth noting, all of them chose relatively sounding (or inspired by)
Muslim names for anonymity, except one – a young man who “doesn’t feel Muslim” by
practice. In the following three chapters I offer multiple interpretations of my own
noticings from the explorations of pertinent literatures followed by delvings into




In the following review of the literature, I address seminal theories as well as
current discourses framing contemporary political and educational narratives about
Muslims, the potential effects of such on Muslim youth, and varied popular as well as
scholarly analyses of how Muslim youth educated in the United States “see” themselves
and the world.
While I understand there are various interpretations and implications of “youth,”
for the purposes of this dissertation work, I use the term “youth” to describe Muslim
students in an age range of 15-18 years old. To understand the current contexts and
contingent conditions in which U.S.-situated Muslim youth are coming of age, I first
explored and questioned at least a portion of those historical, social and cultural events,
forces and beliefs that have contributed – according to scholars and cultural observers,
among others – to attitudes about “Muslim youth” currently circulating in the U.S., writ
large.
On Youth Identity
Daniel Hosang (2013) in a chapter entitled, Beyond Policy: Ideology, Race, and
the Reimagining of Youth, wrestled with how people identify themselves in a social
world and to what extent or purpose.
Interpretation of political discourse – and its broader ideological dimensions –
involves not simply which words or slogans are used to advance political issues,
but a recognition that to exercise long-term political power requires interventions
into the way people formulate, imagine, and identify themselves within the social
world. As mediators of experience, discourses establish the terrain on which
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people understand their identities, experiences, and interests, constituting the
‘common sense’ they draw upon in their negotiations and calculations of
day-to-day life. (Hosang, 2013, p. 4)
I understand Hosang (2013) to imply the many discourses produced within a social
world influence and shape how people identify themselves, and how they make sense
of their lived experiences. Thus, Muslim student interview participants were not simply
working with constructions of “Muslim” as they have uniquely interpreted in their lived
social world, they are also constantly shifting and shaping in response to the various
discourses influencing their day-to-day lives. Reflexively I considered here that perhaps
there isn’t “Muslim experiences,” even if Muslim is understood as multiple. Students are
influenced by school related discourses, religious discourses, racialized discourses,
gendered discourses, and so on, each unstable and constantly evolving based on the
political pressures influencing and shaping those exemplified, yet endless, discourses.
As such, exploration of “youth” became important to contextualize for this body of work
given it is regularly utilized and therefore projected onto participating students.
Why did I feel so attached to the term “youth” rather than indicating age or grade
levels? One possibility here is that even though I am a generation older than the
students I interviewed, I also consider myself youthful. Thus I am left considering this
dissertation work might be less about individual scholars or students and more about
my assumed collective identity. Meaning, I realized that it’s possible I selected texts and
data based on a notion of “seeing” (as much as I can be aware) myself in them.
Perhaps, this is what Pillow was referring to as an example of a researcher’s temptation
to make subjects more familiar.
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Hosang (2013) notes that historically “youth” in the 1960’s and early 1970’s
became synonymous with youth activists that led political and social movements
ranging from antiwar and free speech to feminist and gay rights. “In short, young people
played a central role in securing the (downward) redistribution of material resources and
social status” (Hosang, 2013, p. 6). With young people leading movements and
generating political power and progress, the conservative response to these powerfully
evolving notions of youth political discourses and leadership came via Ronald Reagan’s
election in the 1980’s.
Not coincidentally then, the conservative counterattack epitomized and escalated
by Ronald Reagan’s capture of the presidency in 1980 turned in many ways on
profiling and constructing young people of color as threats toward, rather than
allies of, national hopes for peace and prosperity. The narratives mobilized by
conservative opinion leaders… almost required an antagonistic stance toward
youth raised outside the sanctity of white middle- and upper- class life. (Hosang,
2013, p. 6)
From this historical perspective, in the 1980’s the term “youth” began a shift guided by
conservatives in positions of power and with political influence in mind. “Youth” went
from evoking notions of social activism, peace and prosperity to “a pejorative identity,
emblematic of the failure of family, values, and nation” (Hosang, 2013, p. 6). Thus,
situating this dissertation work not only amongst Muslim students, but specifically
Muslim youth, situates these participants navigating an added layer of discourses
pertaining to projections and expectations socially constructed around youth deviancy.
Conservatives shaping discourse around youth, especially racializing youth of
color, through major political events became a vehicle in seeking to naturalize a vision
of a social world. Through these issues people identify themselves and others.
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That is, the discourses they mobilize through these conflicts seek to naturalize a
particular vision of the social world – one in which inequality is normal, inevitable,
and beyond the ambit of state intervention. By regulating the frameworks through
which people understand issues in public life and the identity positions they claim
for themselves and ascribe to others, a hegemonic discourse stakes out in
advance the limits of legitimate debate. (Hosang, 2013, p. 7)
Thus, as discourses are shaped (and in turn identities influenced and constantly shifting
moment to moment), part of what maintains dominance for certain discourses is a
by-product of limiting potential debate or possibilities of differing constructions of identity
in advance under the guise of a national response to major events. For example, the
September 11th attacks occurred under a conservative president and discourses
pertaining to identities of those perceived as responsible for those terrorist attacks
proliferated as I demonstrate in the next two sections. It is possible they proliferated in
ways that felt all consuming to me and hence the literature selection in the next
sections. To others there remains multiple possibilities, including not accessing or
hearing what felt monument regarding discourses related to Muslim identity.
Therefore, as dominant discourses are shaped, because they hold a position of
societal power in their dominance, it becomes all the more difficult to contrast dominant
interpretations of social norms, let alone fully understand their influence on known
identities. Hence, Hosang (2013) makes it a point to conclude with a discussion on the
importance of spaces like the interviews here with participating Muslim students
because it gives youth space to “make sense of the vexing and contradictory forces that
shape their lives, and allow them to test new avenues of struggle and resistence” (2013,
p. 16).
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Muslim Youth and Scholarship
While I would have loved to attempt to paint a portrait of what scholarship about
Muslim youth living in the U.S. was produced before September 11th, 2001, in going
back to the seminal theory addressing “othering” of Arabs or Muslims by Edward Said
(1978), what I have ascertained thus far is an apparent lack of scholarship pertaining to
this particular demographic of U.S. students prior to September 11th. This assumption
required reflexive interrogation as it remained possible there was scholarship, but
because of the lack of interest, I hadn’t been made aware of resources that would point
me to it. Either way, the lack of it’s robust existence or my lack of ability to find much
would suggest minimality and contributed largely to my feelings as an absent identity in
the discourse prior to 9/11. This rather minimal scholarship helps facilitate what
Bayoumi refers to as “War on Terror Culture,” one where “Muslim American history is
forgotten, as if Muslims existed in the United States only after September 2001”
(Bayoumi, 2011, p. 13).
In this research, I thus explored implications for Muslim youth coming of age in
contexts that ignore what I firmly believe is their added cultural value that, I argue, in
fact contributed, historically, to the rise of The United States and its democracy. I think
this point about contributions to democracy contributed to my choice of selecting certain
“histories,” that perhaps offered the chance at highlighting some of what I perceived as
an oversight of value. At the same time, those contexts, conditions and events,
particularly as represented by the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, condemned
Muslims’ varied cultures by assuming (and perpetuating) a singular evil, essentialized
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monolithic caricature. While I could speculate about this relative omission of educational
research focused on Muslim youth prior to September 11th, it would be just that,
speculation at best. As such, the fair point to make is that September 11th and the
multiple jargons following that date are clear indicators of an explosion of discourse
about an “identity” that, given the limited breadth of exposure prior to that date, few in
the U.S. could possibly be familiar with beyond familial ties or close relationships. Given
the post-September 11th emphasis in media and political discourse on Islam, some
scholarship that emerged following that event thus is worthy of note.
In 2003 authors Ahmad and Szapara published an article appearing in The
Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs entitled “Muslim Children in Urban America: The NYC
Schools Experience.”  Although I approached this scholarship with curiosity for what it
might offer my study, this article seemingly focuses on Muslim immigrant youth in an
urban education environment. While the literature is helpful in terms of narrowing focus
to urban schooling contexts, it also focuses on immigrant populations exclusively.
“Urban,” therefore, is indeed another discourse student participants navigate as the
authors (2003) discuss points around educational equity and opportunity for many urban
students, mine included. My concern with this particular research is that the authors use
“Muslim youth” writ large as the experience of all Muslim youth while ironically claiming
to discuss how diverse Muslim populations are, and yet making no mention of U.S.
Muslims not as a unitary identity, but rather as a part of that diversity. Perhaps, it was
the authors’ intent to focus exclusively on immigrant populations.
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I am a native-born Californian Muslim and wished in this study to focus less on
immigration (although undoubtedly family immigration stories are important pieces, mine
included), and more so on why the general public appears to continually focus on
“Muslims” as outsiders coming into the U.S. When thinking of other major religions,
does that same general public think of immigration or non-U.S. citizens? If so, is there a
distinction between religions assumed to be “Western,” meaning, namely, Christianity,
and religions that are assumed to be “Eastern”? Do researchers and writers continue to
perpetuate “othering” of Muslim communities as non- “American” by lack of focus of
native-born (here meaning U.S.-born) Muslims? Is there an assumption that those of us
who were born in the U.S. somehow aren’t really Muslim? Did I not delve deeper and
more thoroughly because I carried into this work the resentment of constantly being
identified as foreign? These were only some of the lingering questions that this article
inspired, and that therefore helped shape the contours of this dissertation research.
In fact, in this Dissertation research, I ultimately did interview both immigrant
Muslim students and U.S. born Muslim students, not in an effort to falsely compare and
thus perpetuate an East v. West binary, but rather to attempt to delve into issues and
representations of diversity. This prompted discussions ranging from racial identification
to home cultures and practices. Moreover, careful attention to research participants
pushed me to further inquire about how student participants think they came to their
interpretations of Muslim identity. Thus, this Ahmad and Szapara 2003 study, published
just following September 11th, helped me to consider reflexivity in terms of my own
interpretations of immigrant Muslims or U.S. born Muslims. What did I think, imagine,
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expect, assume about foreign and U.S. Muslims as I entered into my research? It also
asked me to consider student backgrounds and perhaps helped me to diversify multiple
iterations of “Muslim” by impelling me to consider contexts (politically, socially, and
culturally) of current historical moments and events within each country of origin that
student participants as well as I, myself, claim.
With a United States context in mind, I turned to a text titled Young Muslim
America: Faith, Community, and Belonging (Ali, 2018). Ali’s book argues for “narratives”
as “a particularly useful way to examine” Muslim identity, in part, due to a relatively small
demographic who identify as “Muslim” in America. Said, among many theorists and
researchers, would caution Ali’s use of narratives as the supposedly simple and fully
conscious complete telling of stories. Narrative research theorist, Catherine Riessman
(1993) writes of narratives, “the idea of representation brings into view the constructed
nature of social scientific work. Said (1979) went further, and his views have bearing for
all researchers” (Riessman, 1993, p.16). Riessman cites Said’s 1979 text, Orientalism,
to support her vast claim.
[The] real issue is whether indeed there can be a true representation of anything,
or whether any and all representations, because they are representations, are
embedded first in the language and then in the culture, institutions, and political
ambience of the representor… a representation is eo ipso implicated, intertwined,
embedded, interwoven with a great many other things besides the “truth,” which
is itself a representation. (Said 1979 as cited in Riessman, 1993, p.16)
Nevertheless, Ali deals with themes of “identity crisis” for young Muslims as well as how
imperative it is that the United States create an “American Muslim community and
culture.” Ali notes the difficulty of Muslims navigating “multiple differences” in race,
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ethnicity, religion, and sometimes gender.  However, the author also argues that while
those differences could make these youth more susceptible for the rare comfort of
radical outlier ideology, it also means many Muslim youth construct a sense of identity
by attempting to be inclusive of all “parts” of themselves, despite unconscious limitations
negating the possibility of fully known “all parts”. Ali goes on to argue a sense of
“American” Muslim community and culture is already in formulation in large part as a
coalition response due to the xenophobia experienced following September 11th, 2001.
In an effort to better understand how Muslim youth in the United States are
dealing with these identity specific tensions in their schooling environments, I also
turned to an article in The High School Journal titled “Negotiating Muslim Youth Identity
in a Post-9/11 World” (Tindongan, 2011). Tindongan’s review of literature uses Edward
Said-heavy postcolonial theories and post-September 11th new anti-Muslim contexts to
grapple with a potential framework for discussing immigrant Muslim children in U.S.
public schools. This framework of pairing postcolonial notions of American empire and
hegemonic interests with post-September 11th contexts is helpful for a macro political
discussion of how larger political discourses then play out in local contexts within our
schools. For example, in a discussion around school personnel struggling with
patriotism versus what the faculty members deemed at odds with what is understood as
“American interests,” tension and biases played out in the local school context with
students who were perceived to carry identities similar to what those staff members
correlated to “terrorism.” The idea that “patriotism” in a pro-United States context was
understood by faculty as an anti-Muslim notion of “Islam attacked us,” further
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perpetuated stereotypical assumptions about their Muslim students. This translated into
assumptions made about a Muslim young man, tardy to one of his classes like many
high schoolers, where punitive action was taken against him as he was accused of
being late because he doesn’t respect women (in this case his teacher). Or, a young
Muslim woman who chose not to attend a school dance was angered when she was
sent to a school social worker to ensure her father didn’t force her not to attend. When
reading the account of this young woman, I too, was angered and perhaps this is why I
included it here? While this discussion is located in a post 9/11 environment, it is still
prior to the current Trump anti-Muslim context (discussed in the following chapter).
As such, I was left wondering how the additional layers of overt anti-Muslim
rhetoric adds to the discourses of “dispositions,” or the anti-Muslim contexts following
the events of 9/11. That said, this discussion again portrays Muslims with language
such as “Muslims entering the Western world,” and, while Ali (2018) is clearly
intentionally discussing immigrant Muslim populations, I am also left wondering how
“discussing Muslim youth in public schools” framework holds up when considering
Muslim youth who are not “entering the West” and instead were born in the United
States. Can one be born “Western” and yet carry “Eastern” lineage, cultural affiliations,
and historically informed understandings and beliefs? It is also possible that my feelings
around “proving” (despite my obvious existence) that Muslims can be native-born and
not foreign superseded differing points here because I was distracted by my emotional
response.
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I was again reminded of Bayoumi’s parallel of Arab youth in the U.S. to W.E.B
DuBois’ (1903) “double consciousness” in Souls of Black Folk. DuBois explains it as an
experience where “one ever feels his two-ness,” in describing seeing himself through
dual lenses of both a Black man and through his interpretation of a white gaze toward
him. He continues, “an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled
strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it
from being torn asunder” (Du Bois, 1903/2007, p. 2). What, then, does it mean to be
“American,” and do Muslim youth situated in the United States feel this same dual
tension between (in many cases a citizenship and/or place of birth) American, or
“Western,” identity and also a lineage of “Eastern” Muslim identity?
In search of some answers, and yet always finding more to investigate, I
considered a 2016 article, “Towards An Understanding of Muslim American Adolescent
High School Experiences” (Seward & Khan, 2016). While this article is geared toward
school counselors supporting Muslim youth in U.S. schools, it also offers some helpful
recommendations for youth navigating identities seemingly at odds with their school’s
location within national contexts. Recommendations for supporting these youth
included: school training in overcoming discrimination and bias, faith based
accommodations, responding to Islamophobia rather than ignoring or minimizing claims,
and building peer community and affinity groups interest (Seward & Khan, 2016, p.10).
While these are helpful recommendations, it assumes all Muslim students have
experiences with discrimination, and perhaps they do. I also can’t seem to distinguish
those counselor recommendations from what I believe a counselor ought to do to
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support any high school student, not just Muslims. At the same time, I think this article
did help me with current “snapshots” of what some Muslim youth are saying in an effort
to complicate and diversify what conceptions of “Muslim youth” might multiply “mean” to
and among those “Muslim youth,” in general.
I also think recommendations for counselor best practices offer a foundation of
support for what is necessary when any students feel as though they do not belong in a
community. Many of those recommendations would be true for a new student admitted
mid-year as transfer and who was seeking community and needing school clubs or
programs. What these recommendations at least do confirm, in part, is that Muslim
youth in American high schools require a certain amount of
for-the-moment-essentialized identity-specific support. To simply wait for Muslim
students to report incidents of overt harassment, or Islamophobia, negates the possible
presence in schools of such, and as this article suggests, that it likely already is present
despite the lack of awareness of many non-Muslims and sometimes Muslims as well.
Perhaps, this lack of awareness exists in a realm of assuming “if I don’t see it
happening, it must not be on my campus,” or, perhaps, it becomes self-affirming that
school staff members may individually believe they are not Islamophobic and therefore
do not recognize the ways it shows up in their school communities and/or how they
might contribute to such attitudes.
Seward and Khan’s 2016 article also reminds me of “color blind racism”
(Bonilla-Silva, 2006), or the idea that one “doesn’t see race” in an effort to negate one’s
own racism. It becomes inherently racist to suggest one doesn’t “see” race because of
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course we see people’s races, despite the many flaws in ascribing such racial
categories. For example, if an emergency 911 call were placed regarding an offender of
some kind, such as a robbery or assault, among the first questions the dispatcher will
ask is to describe the suspect, including their racial profile. Would the caller feasibly
reply, “I don’t see race,” as their answer? To claim one doesn’t see race suggests one’s
ascribed racial categories, albeit socially constructed, don’t exist. Or perhaps another
reading here could suggest that instead of meaning a person doesn’t “see” race
existentially, one could also interpret not seeing race as meaning one doesn’t see
racism such that it is better understood how race operates. This interpretation suggests
more a language barrier between understanding racism rather than an admission that
race doesn’t exist at all. Such a stance negates the experiences of people of all races
due to their proclaimed racial identities (Bonilla-Silva, 2006, p. 1-2). I draw this parallel
here to suggest that, as Seward and Khan’s (2016) article indicates, we don’t “see” or
“hear” Islamophobia; rather we must go pro-actively in search since the scholarship as
well as daily lived lives points to its existence. The authors suggest creating a school
culture of preempting, instead of waiting, for discrimination or misinformation to occur,
as well as the need for overcoming Islamophobia. Providing spaces, for example,
before Muslim youth have to ask for faith-based accommodations (an indicator of
outside-of-the norm to be sure) such as a place to pray at school was one such
recommendation.
While these journal article and book authors focused on “Muslim youth identity,”
unfortunately, from my perspectives, each deals with aspects of these youth who have
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been pushed to the margins in various ways, whether via overt discrimination and bias,
or a general lack of feeling that their home cultures can be reconciled in Western
schooling. But, why? Why do Muslim youth populations seem to me to be so “othered”
beyond this current overly Islamophobic and racist atmosphere in the U.S.? Especially
given the relatively minimal scholarship that appeared prior to September 11th, how has
this demographic of students been portrayed prior to this current moment? Some
historical context is helpful here.
Selected Historical U.S. Muslim Contexts
Scholar Jack Shaheen (2001) created a literature review of American film
fictional representations of Arabs or Muslims historically. In his book, and later in a
self-narrated documentary film, Reel Bad Arabs, How Hollywood Vilifies a People,
Shaheen (2001) pointed to our first learned stories about the projected “Arab world,”
and traced the evolution of those images throughout the twentieth century.
I reflexively engaged with why I made Shaheen my first choice in a history
section and then I was reminded of my love and constant presence of Edward Said.
While I talk more about his book on Islam and the media later in this manuscript, I am
also left considering if my familiarity with his book (and my belief in him as a trusted
scholar) shaped my literature choice here. Thus, I felt Shaheen’s review of xenophobic
film images over the course of American history would contextualize possible attitudes
of those that were responsible for write their following versions of history.
When youth are not exposed to Arab or Muslim culture, what most Americans
might refer to as “the Middle Eastern culture,” Shaheen argued that the imaginations of
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individual Americans are left to fill in the gaps of omission, relying on “evidence” that
was not experienced first-hand. Consequently, these films become the assumed reality
despite Shaheen’s insistence, among many, that these are the very essentialized
caricatures that Said’s theory of othering articulates. (I delve deeper and more fully into
Said’s work in the next section.) In short, I believe that Shaheen’s review of film
literature does an excellent job of displaying the variety of images a young person might
be exposed to, with very few making the effort to humanize and diversify the breadth
and depth of myriad Muslim and Arab cultures.
I emphasize Shaheen’s work because, unlike other media analyses, his writing is
specific to fictional characters portrayed on American film and television, not necessarily
news stories or the like that would also be considered media. Thus, when considering
education and young people, these cartoon-like or fictional villains become foundational,
an embedded first story, presented as a singular story. In short, before American youth
arrive in our schools, many are walking in with a constructed image of what to expect
from this Muslim population, and therefore it is fairly safe to assume that many students
too have an expectation of how to treat or interact with those perceived to be Muslim as
well. To be sure, this is not at all about September 11th; rather, it is about the consistent
historical othering of Arabs and Muslims in the United States, with 2001 offering a more
concrete “real villain” face of a singular story.
Nobel Prize winning novelist and literature scholar, Toni Morrison, in a spring
2016 lecture series at Harvard University on “the literature of belonging” (2017,
Morrison, p.vii), discusses media images as presentations that “deploy images and
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language that narrow our view of what humans look like (or ought to look like) and what
in fact we are like” (2017, Morrison, p. 37). The series has now been published as a
collection of lectures in a book titled The Origins of Others (2017). Given her
discussions around “othering” and her description of images and language as vehicles
to distinguishing who belongs and who does not, Morrison’s work too contributed to my
better understanding of the relationship between historical othering of a population and
media representations. Media representations that, in turn, help to define in limiting and
often deleterious ways, the “othered” experience.
Muslim or Arab identities too are part of the human plurality of the whole of
America. That said, statistically most people in the United States are not Muslim and, as
such, must rely in great part on these mentioned media representations to understand a
culture perceived as “other,” as “different.”  Liz Jackson (2010), seeking to understand
potential educational implications, explored the topic of images of Islam in United
States’ media. She writes about many Americans finding a “real villain” after September
11th in American media, since “by far the most frequently represented (self-identifying)
Muslim, bin Laden, has become a sort of icon” (Jackson, 2010, pg. 8). I here emphasize
that bin Laden was the most represented Muslim in America for nearly a decade after
9/11. Every student currently in U.S. classrooms today has come of age with that
contextual image.
The mention of “real villain” by Jackson is also illuminating because it suggests
that at least a portion of American citizens already had an embedded first story of a kind
of “Jafar”-like character, for example. Jafar, a fictional animated character from the
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famous Disney film Aladdin, is a character with dark features whose behaviors and
attitudes perpetuate tropes of exotic, mythical, and violent oppressor. The attacks of
9/11 simply supplemented the already hated fictional face with a “real” one. Jackson
(2010) posits that even though there were other Muslim religious and scholar leaders
speaking out against the perils of extremism, the singular image of bin Laden suddenly
became the symbol and national example of a religion and diverse culture that very few
in the U.S. previously knew anything about.
In a 2018 article titled “Marketing the Muslim Woman” appearing in The Intercept,
Muslim journalist, Rashmee Kumar, notes: “increasing Muslim representation is not just
an ineffective strategy for fighting Islamophobia, but a dangerous one, Kazi (author of
the book Islamophobia, Race, and Global Politics, 2018) said, as it misunderstands
Islamophobia as an individual bias, rather than a structural apparatus” Kumar explains
In 2013, Ogilvy Noor, the ‘Islamic branding’ division of advertising company
Ogilvy, estimated American Muslim spending power to be at $170 billion. Dinar
Standard and the American Muslim Consumer Consortium reported that
Muslim-Americans spent $5.4 billion on apparel that same year. ‘If I was to pick
one person who represents the cutting edge of Muslim futurists, it would be a
woman: educated, tech-savvy, worldly, intent on defining her own future, brand
loyal and conscious that her consumption says something important about who
she is and how she chooses to live her life,’ explained Shelina Janmohamed,
vice president of Ogilvy Noor, who is Muslim. ‘The consumers these brands are
targeting are young, cool and ready to spend their money.’ (Kumar, 2013, para.
16)
While Kumar explains that the intention here might be a good one, albeit driven by
capital interests, “Ogilvy Noor’s approach inches toward essentializing who young
Muslims are, which can then be monetized by corporations.” Beyond essentializing a
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young Muslim population in order to target that exact demographic for capitalist gain,
the systemic Islamophobia becomes layered. Kumar teases out that despite “most
Muslim women in the U.S. do not always wear a headscarf in public; one-fifth of
American Muslims are black; almost half of Muslim-Americans reported incomes under
$30,000 last year; and many American Muslims identify as queer, transgender, and
gender nonconforming”, the image of the Arab hijabi woman becomes singularized. This
becomes especially problematic because
the selective visibility of hijabis reinforces a false binary between “good” and
“bad” Muslims, upholding liberal, flag-waving Muslims as tolerable and benign
without rectifying deeply entrenched perceptions of Muslims as terroristic and
fanatical. While most Americans do not personally know a Muslim, Pew
Research Center reported that Muslims are regarded with the most negativity
among religious groups. A recent study also found that terror attacks with an
alleged Muslim suspect receive 357 percent more media coverage. (Kumar,
2013, para. 49)
Therefore, not only does including a singular image of a hijab-wearing Muslim woman
perpetuate Islamophobia by erasing the vast diversity of what and who constitutes
“Muslim woman,” it also is contributing to an either/or binary myth that there is a “good
kind” and a “bad kind” of Muslim. This further perpetuates Islamophobic notions often
misrepresented in the media regarding a false dichotomy of options for Muslim youth. A
singular image suggests either you can be a liberal, flag waving hijab bearing woman,
or you can be demonized as terroristic or inherently violent. When the only images of
one’s culture are reflected with these seemingly at odds, reductionist, caricatures, it can
leave little space to feel like any deviation from those examples are possible. Another
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possibility, for some, perhaps these representations that happen to reflect lived realities
affirm their existence or even encourage life choices or practices.
Thus, I hypothesize this is why I am often told “you are queer so you can’t
possibly be Muslim,” or I would often make jokes of self-hatred in the weeks following
Sept. 11th to the effect of “I guess I can be a terrorist when I grow up.” In large part,
both pilots during those awful attacks were Egyptian and, up until that point in my life, I
couldn’t remember seeing another image of an actual Egyptian person on television. Of
course I had no intention of becoming something so terrible; I was just so young and,
like most of the country, struggling to navigate a painful national moment while
reconciling my home culture. These binary options left me feeling as though, like many
Americans, “we” had been attacked, and yet the imagery flooding around me suggested
my only “identifier” could be one of “attacker.”
Teachers who perhaps choose to display this essentialized hijabi woman image
most likely are well meaning, but like most Orientalists (a term outdated and explored in
further detail in future sections), I believe that they are perpetuating Islamophobia rather
than counteracting it. I concur with Kumar that, in actuality, teachers, in using such an
image, are perpetuating a singular stereotype by projecting the image and then
remaining silent, or unaware, about the diversity or political implications associated with
the most politicized garment in human history (Rizvi, 2005), the hijab. After all, Jackson
(2010) also asserts that Islam itself is a “controversial subject” (Jackson, 2010, p. 21).
Jackson (2010) points to Islam as a religion regarded as “controversial,” rather
than overtly considering the xenophobia and racism that both generate and perpetuate
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the actual spaces where controversy lives. My critique of Jackson is that the religion
itself is not controversial – but what has historically been enacted as Islam or assumed
about Islam is. I believe that the positioning of an entire religion as controversial, rather
than examining the actions of those who hijack that religion for political reasons,
creates, perpetuates and stabilizes assumptions about an essentialized, singular other.
In my opinion, it is extreme to label a religion as controversial without naming those
actors who, although they may well have misguided understandings, stand to benefit
from continued perpetuation of an oppressive other. Another potential reading of
Jackson’s work here might just be that Islam is actually controversial and carry with me
defensiveness of feeling singled out. If indeed one interprets Islam as controversial,
then I’d still maintain other religions are as well and for many of the same reasons. That
said, upon reflexively engaging, I must admit and hold space for multiple interpretations.
Given his vast body of work on the subject, the literary theorist and cultural critic
Edward Said became helpful to me in understanding Western hegemonic influences on
pervasive and obvious distortions of Islam, of Muslim peoples, of any and all deemed
“other.” I thus examined such influences, particularly in relation to who stands to benefit
from the continued unconsciousness and perpetual bigotry geared toward maintaining a
republic egregiously uninformed and misguided about one demographic of its
population. While Said’s work on Western hegemony, “Western gaze,” and his theories
on potential effects of othering a population, directly tackle such influences, I am also
reminded of Toni Morrison’s ideas on origins of othering and her claim that “there are no
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strangers. There are only versions of ourselves, many of which we have not embraced,
most of which we wish to protect ourselves from” (2017, Morrison, p. 38).
Edward Said & Western Gaze
Edward Said, a pioneer and subsequent legend in the field of postcolonial theory,
discussed the Western unfamiliarity of Islam in his 1980 article, “Islam Through the
Western Eyes,” that appeared in The Nation. Decades before that fateful September
11th day, Said (1980) observed,
so far as the United States seems to be concerned, it is only a slight
overstatement to say that Moslems and Arabs are essentially seen as either oil
suppliers or potential terrorists. Very little of the detail, the human density, the
passion of Arab–Moslem life has entered the awareness of even those people
whose profession it is to report the Arab world. What we have, instead, is a
series of crude, essentialized caricatures of the Islamic world, presented in such
a way as to make that world vulnerable to military aggression. (para., 11)
Essentially, Said’s observations in his now seminal text, Orientalism (1978), point to
these crude and unconscious depictions of an “othered” culture by demonstrating how
they are retold, embedded, passed along, and recreated. Such constructions occur all
within a white European gaze seeking to define its own certitude of different-from-me,
thus avoiding the vastly more substantial narrative of similar-to-me that was never
considered. Said discusses the Western othering from a geo-political literary standpoint,
seemingly teasing out not only the work of othering a population, but also seeking to
understand “why,” or best stated, “what’s to gain by doing so?” Said further argued that
the dehumanizing and othering of Eastern people was to justify hard hegemonic military
aggression and therefore to also justify domination.
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Upon reflexive re-reading and further interpreting I realized Said did not mention
“domination” in the quoted excerpt. Perhaps, he was mentioning the East as vulnerable
for military aggression due to vilification in lieu of capital interests in the region rather
than any interest in explicitly dominating Arabs or Muslims. While the process of
usurping resources does seem like domination would be necessary (and perhaps this
was how I first read as such), the difference would first be an assumption of “wanting” to
dominate, as if one might know intention or be fully conscious of wants. And secondly, it
highlighted my entry into this dissertation work with a biased assumption of the West
actively seeking to dominate Muslims or Arabs. This second reflexive reading left me
considering the West might seek domination for geopolitical and capitalist reasons, no
matter the demographic of peoples in the region of interest. Thus, in this additional
reading, “othering” would be less about a binary of “East versus West,” and more about
a dehumanizing tactic of Western countries (regardless of indigenous populations)
seeking resources or capital beyond known borders. Might Western individual countries
seek to dehumanize ANY demographic of people when selfish imperial goals are
thought to be met?
Toni Morrison nuanced this theoretical political idea by talking about “the
psychological work of Othering,” allowing for “the need to confirm one’s humanity while
committing inhumane acts” (2017, Morrison, p. xii). While Said named an othered
Eastern people at the hands of a Western construct, Toni Morrison also addressed the
“how” the work of othering occurs. She argued that to dehumanize allows space for
justification of acts that would be at odds with moral codes. It is much more palatable to
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dominate the terrorist stranger than it would be your own brother. So this becomes the
psychological work, to somehow dehumanize enough as a culture to “convince oneself
that there is some sort of natural and divine delineation (2017, Morrison, p. xii)” between
“us” and “them,” between oppressor and oppressed. Indeed, as Morrison argues, it is
the only way a slave owner (or a Nazi during the Holocaust, or fascists of any kind, etc.)
can become so callous to atrocities such as rape, torture, and domination. The act of
doing so, however, can only lead to a kind of dehumanization of self. Thus, “othering,” in
a sense, also leads to a loss of self, of our own humanity.
Said’s theory of othering was supported with his review and brilliant analyses of
myriad texts written by white Western authors that claim to be works “about” Eastern
peoples. Why did I feel the need to regularly “qualify” Said with words like “brilliant?” It is
possible I carry doubt from my own experiences that an Arab author and scholar might
not be taken as seriously as a non-Arab author, despite contrary evidence of Said
receiving prominence in academe. This line of insecurity runs the risk of my own
over-reliance on Said rather than seeking out more philosophers or concretely declaring
and working to constantly re-interpret my own positionings. Moreover, this reflexive
consideration further highlighted the possibility of feeling protective and therefore I
admittedly struggled to be critical of him. Less important than including many more
scholars, I am more importantly taken aback by the further remaining possibility, then,
that I have ironically limited my own light or talents as a scholar out of a discomforting
fear of rupturing the important figure of Said in my life as well as standing on my own
feet as an academic, capable of critiquing when necessary (even for well-loved
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scholars). Thys, my fear of an Arab scholar not taken seriously was projected onto Said
because I privately carry that worry about myself.
For Said, this body of work solidified his notion of a Western-created “us” versus
an Eastern “them” (Said, 1978, p. 2-3). While the field of postcolonial study is complex,
postcolonial theories blossomed from this, among many small but vibrant seeds,
seeking to question what we, as humans, assume to be “true” about the world.
“Postcolonialism,” then, became a major “moment” within a larger “post” (-modern,
-structural, etc.) movement.
In particular, Said’s work provided a lens for examining the United States’ film,
literature, media, and scholarly writing. He argued that many American imaginings (and
those of Western nations, writ large), lacking exposure to “Eastern” cultures beyond
Western constructions, were vast but profoundly ignorant in regard to Arab or Muslim
cultures. Said’s (1978) analyses drew attention to these Western assumptions, which
included that those from “Eastern” cultures possessed very few of the basic human
qualities that unite us all universally. Rather, he saw the political fear-mongering used to
perpetuate fictitious images as affirming the false belief that Arabs and Muslims are
vastly different from the dominant “us,” and further, that they are threatening or violent to
the point of necessary control. These indeed are dangerous assumptions, not to
mention rhetoric, especially when considering the historical implications of
dehumanizing a population through propaganda. Anti-Chinese messaging during the
Chinese Exclusion Act, or Japanese internment during WWII, are historical examples of
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the dangers associated with propaganda and a general public feeling of necessary
control (Shaheen, 2001).
This dangerous rhetoric also lives in an underlying assumption that “we,” as the
United States populous, does not include Arabs or Muslims, when that is simply
factually untrue, dating back to the creation and colonization of the current United
States. One only need to point to the recent exhibit at The Brooklyn Historical Society
titled “Muslims in Brooklyn” to offer historical context. This exhibit is the product of a
2017 project to document the absent history of Muslims in the borough of Brooklyn.
Society president, Deborah Schwartz, is quoted as saying “before this project if you had
come to the Brooklyn Historical Society to do research about Muslims or any topic
related to Muslims, you basically would have found next to nothing” (Jacobs, 2019).
I clearly believe that an awareness of the diversities within the Muslim
community, writ large, as well as some historical analyses dating back to the
colonization of what is now the United States could be useful in dispelling some of these
socialized myths, not just for students, former students and myself, but also for all who
regard themselves as “native” U.S. citizens.
Explorations of Contextually Relevant Muslim Histories
Muslims have been arriving on American soil since the beginning of the
Transatlantic slave trade, and while Said wrote from a scholarly lens in the 1970’s until
his passing in 2003, Arab and Muslim history can readily be traced as part of the fabric
of the United States immigration story (Bayoumi, 2008) well before Said’s work was
established. That said, Said’s understandings and scholarly perceptions about flawed
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American media portrayals of Arabs and Muslims did not come to fruition in isolation
from “modern” history and its scholarship.
Indeed, Arabs and Muslims have been defined as an “other” and not “one of us”
in the United States repeatedly through legal precedent, Christian religious dominant
discourse, and media portrayals throughout the course of our dark, rich, but often silent
history. Shaheen (2001) even highlights Nazi propaganda with exaggerated cartoonish
images of “Jew” utilized during the Holocaust as reappropriated with the exact
cartoonish images of Muslims in the United States following World War II. In fact,
government involvement and government surveillance of Muslims communities didn’t
just appear suddenly as a response mechanism to the terrorist attacks in 2001.
Bayoumi narrates a key political discovery when a Michigan civil rights lawyer, Abdeen
Jabara (also one of the founders of the first politically active Arab-American
organizations), filed a lawsuit against the FBI in the years following the change to the
U.S. immigration quota system in 1965 as well as the conclusion of the Arab-Israeli War
in 1967. An excerpt from Bayoumi’s text (2008):
Jabara’s suit also led to the disclosure of a secret Nixon plan dubbed ‘Operation
Boulder,’ a series of presidential directives demanding that every person with an
Arabic surname undergo a security check before receiving a visa to the United
States. Operation Boulder further authorized the FBI to spy on the
Arab-American community… resulting in the general harassment of the
community... And government intimidation and repression continued throughout
the 1970s and 1980s. In 1986, the same year President Reagan claimed Libyan
‘hit squads’ had entered the country to assassinate him (a charge later revealed
as a ‘complete fabrication’ by FBI assistant director Oliver Revell), the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) circulated an internal document
titled ‘Alien Terrorists and Undesirables: A Contingency Plan.’ The program
called for the wide-scale registration and detention of nations from seven Arab
nations in an Oakdale, Louisiana, camp that had already been prepared with
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fencing and sanitation facilities in the event of a major conflict in the Middle East.
(pp. 264-265)
The analogy of U.S. construction of Japanese internment camps following the bombing
of Pearl Harbor is an obvious one here. The U.S. federal government, without the
checks and balances afforded to public knowledge and free press, literally set up
concentration camps and labeled Arabs and Muslims as “undesirables.” There is no
reading between the lines. It is written in plain English – this particular community is not
desired in “our” (and who gets to say who counts as part of this “our”?) country, at least
as reflected by the divisive 1960’s Nixon administration. The United States already had
established physical detention camps.
The idea that our country’s government has had to apologize for Japanese
internment, while in the same breath continuing to work to dis-include the next
“problem” our international politicking assumes, is both dangerous and evidence of poor
leadership. Why engage in a practice we’ve already publicly acknowledged as one of
the huge blemishes on our troubled civil rights history? It suggests to me a profound
ignorance and further exacerbates the issue by preventing communities of Muslims’
trust in necessary government institutions such as law enforcement, at the very least.
What happens when that community trust becomes a necessary relationship when
considering best practices of informing authorities or when a community member must
trust the state schooling system? Should we who identify as Muslims feel as though we
can place trust in American schools, I wonder? They are, after all, another kind of
institution.
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Potential Consequences of Historical Omission
While there might be minimal scholarship pertaining to the particular
demographic of Muslim students prior to September 11th, hateful rhetoric, community
surveillance, and harassment are all themes about which seminal authors studying
systems of oppression were researching and writing. Especially in relation to these
issues with/in education in the U.S., I was reminded of an authoritative classroom as a
place for little creativity or engagement when the teacher is positioned as the expert,
while students are only allowed a rote style of learning devoid of critical thinking or
creative expression. I began to wonder what comes of an authoritative classroom as it
pertains to the aforementioned well-meaning teacher. Perhaps, this rote style of learning
not only negates student critical thinking, a skill useful in understanding and combating
xenophobia, but also prevents the teacher from thinking deeply and critically about the
material presented. I believe that, if nothing else, the classroom can become a catalyst
for engagement in the democratic process, a process where public school advocates
from Thomas Jefferson to John Dewey comment on the import of citizenry as educated
pupils in order to alleviate the possibility of what Jefferson called “tyranny over the mind
of man” (Greene, 1988, pg. 29).
Thus, accounting, in U.S. classrooms as well as curricula, for the historical
omission of Arabs and Muslims not only feels relevant to me, but also part of this
informed citizenry writ large. Contextually, I thus, throughout this dissertation, use the
seminal scholarship of Said that provides a framing for the understanding of a West vs.
East geopolitical binary (1978). He argues that the “knowledge” of Eastern people is
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qualified by dominant Western hegemony that is deemed as possessing “expertise”
about a culture hardly known. This assumed knowledge becomes what is meant when
discussing “Western gaze,” or the Western expert’s interpretation of an Eastern
population.
This Said analysis becomes helpful in understanding the political import of
assumed educational knowledge, knowledge voters will ultimately rely upon when
exercising civic engagement choices. Said explained that under an umbrella term of
“Orient” or “Oriental” as peoples of non-Western descent:
The Orient and Islam have a kind of extrareal, phenomenologically reduced
status that puts them out of reach of everyone except the Western expert. From
the beginning of Western speculation about the Orient, the one thing the Orient
could not do was to represent itself. Evidence of the Orient was credible only
after it had passed through and been made firm by the refining fire of the
Orientalist’s work. (p. 283)
Consider the gaze that guided this project: it is, obviously, a representation of a
certain self, one that required constant reflexive practice. It is through that lens – as
articulated by Said, in particular, and as understood and employed by me as
teacher-researcher – that I sought to better understand what it “means,” in multiple and
differing ways – for these youth to be young and Muslim in United States schools as
well as for me to “be” both teacher and reflexively oriented researcher.
Toward a “New” Democracy: A Brief and Segmented Historical Overview of U.S.
Education
As United States citizens, we take for granted certain inalienable rights that are
supposedly guaranteed by the Constitution. When an idea is socialized to an entire
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public as a given, it tends to be treated as such, indicating the profound influence that
education, for example, has over our society writ large (Dewey, p. 17). But when
considering a true hallmark of education, an informed democratic republic, one can’t
help but notice just how short we fall compared to other developed nations in the world
(DeSilver, 2017). The Pew Research Center conducts international comparative
education studies every three years in math, science, and reading abilities – all of which
I believe are a necessary part of an “informed democratic republic.” This recent DeSilver
(2017) study indicated The United States continues to lag “behind many other industrial
nations,” and “placed the U.S. an unimpressive 38th out of 71 countries.” There are
many systemic factors that contribute to one of the world’s wealthiest and most powerful
nations seemingly struggling to educate its populace when compared to international
peer groups. That said, lack of quality education does also seem to present an historical
conundrum that is frankly rather undemocratic and less than ideal. My feelings around
what I perceive is the poor treatment of United States public education was something I
carried into this work and likely influenced literature choices here. However, that the
U.S. has public education at all could be (and perhaps should be) considered
democratic, even if in need of dire improvement to foster a more democratic body
politic.
One could argue, then, education has been interwoven with democracy (and
democracy with education) pre-dating European Enlightenment. But, in the late fifteenth
century, as early colonials were arriving on the shores of what is now the East Coast of
The United States, what were the many cultural, political, and social contexts of this
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historical moment leading up to a national revolution seeking democracy? Ultimately,
the answers to these questions shape the needs for the first schooling in early colonial
“America,” and therefore become the bedrock and foundation from which education in
The United States evolved (Zinn, 1990, pp. 9,21).
In the early 1600’s, the needs of the first English colonies were understandably
concerned with their own survival in terms of health, food sources, and the
establishment of communities. For those first arriving colonists on Native American
land, conditions were harsh, often desperate enough for food to even go as far as
digging up deceased bodies. According to historian Howard Zinn, 1609-1610 was a
“starving time,” when, “crazed for want of food, they roamed the woods for nuts and
berries, dug up graves to eat the corpses, and died in batches” (Zinn, 1990, p. 24).
What these “crazed” conditions of starvation meant was a kind of desperation for those
arriving colonists to provide food sources. However, many of “the free white settlers . . .
were skilled craftsmen, or even men of leisure back in England” (Zinn, 1990, p. 25), and
as such, white colonial settlers were not able to grow food in the ways Native Americans
vastly more familiar with the land and resources could. This desperation for survival,
coupled with agricultural skills of Native Americans created “a kind of frustrated rage at
their own ineptitude, at the Indian superiority at taking care of themselves, that made
Virginians especially ready to become the masters of slaves” (Zinn, 1990, p. 25). Here
we see traumatic and envious conditions prime for radicalizing white settlers, desperate
to regain a sense of control over very difficult circumstances. Because of starvation and
resentment at the success of Native American agriculture, these early colonists turned
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to the Transatlantic Slave Trade. According to Zinn, in 1619 the first enslaved Africans
arrived on the shores of the future United States.
I point to this historical context of tension amongst whites settling in colonial
America and Native American populations, in addition to the conditions that led to
choices to engage in the barbarity of slavery, because these also were the contexts
under which education was established in the United States. True to Edward Said’s
notions of postcolonialism, one cannot comment on the early dissemination of formal
education without noting a cultural foundation in which Black and Brown racialized
people were not considered fully human, and therefore would not be represented in
humanizing ways within that formal school (if mentioned at all).
This was also a moment, in 1619, where “religion and wealth, not physical
appearance, defined status” (Pounder et all, 2003), and therefore prior to the
establishment of racial categories of “white” or “black,” historian Theda Perdue claims,
“they were more likely to distinguish between ‘Christians’ and ‘heathens’ than they were
between people of color and people who were white” (Pounder et al, 2003). As the
newly forming British, French, and Dutch colonies inched toward revolution in the 18th
century, the 1700’s were also marked by what many historians define as European
Enlightenment. Perdue explains that while this Enlightenment period was marked with
influential philosophical thought regarding reason, tolerance, political thought,
separation of church and state, to name a few, it was also a time when Europeans were
becoming increasingly socialized to see “whiteness” as a standard of beauty. Perdue
points to paintings of the time period evoking nearly impossible white skin and the
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aristocratic social fettish of painting faces to appear more white, as assumed by then
Europeans to “appear more pure” (Pounder et al, 2003).
European Enlightenment was not only a period of philosophical human and moral
thought, it was also within a context of scientific evolution and scientific methods. This
cultural interest in scientific experiment juxtaposed with Western colonial expansion,
often via slave labor, then, created a context where in order to satisfy Christian moral
code seemingly at odds with a practice of slavery with scientific notions of an exact
absolute singular “truth,” “scientists” set out to “study” a racialized social order. In turn, a
“scientific” racial hierarchy was created reflective of White and Western peoples at the
top of that hierarchical order.
I can’t think of a better example of why this Enlightenment notion of an absolute
singular truth must be critiqued than its devolvement into the creation of scientific racial
categories that have now long been debunked. Education scholar and historian, Jory
Brass, extends this potential impact of a Western Christian notion of absolute scientific
truth by discussing how this disposition of truth evolved alongside education and would
influence pedagogical practice throughout the next centuries of American education.
Brass (2011) writes, “pedagogical discourse of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century combined Christian views of salvation with a ‘scientific’ disposition towards truth
and governance” (Brass, 2011 , p. 161).
What this suggests, and already was evidenced when Thomas Jefferson sat
down in 1781 to pen his now famous Notes on the State of Virginia, is that early
Christianity was synonymous with whiteness in the growing colonies and therefore also
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with elevated social status. “Jefferson and his contemporaries were also influenced by
European Enlightenment thinkers who believed that education and environment could
improve people” (Pounder et al, 2003). Jefferson became highly influential in advocating
for the import of education, despite his often disparagement and oversight of varying
populations.
But as white settlers were establishing education for the “improvement” of
people, they were also rendering Africans, African Americans, and Native American
populations as less than human. Because early Americans dehumanized Black and
Indigenous populations by first identifying these categories as “heathen,” an effort
ensued to “civilize” first Native Americans, and then later in U.S. history, Black people,
through “education” and forced assimilation. “Civilization,” as it became known
colloquially and then later legally, “included Christian religion, it included English
education, and commercial agriculture” (Purdue et al, 2003). Given this was the
foundation of “English education” formally in early America, I am often left considering
what potential current English classrooms hold to not only educate with this historical
context in mind, but also engage with practices that might have evolved from traditions
of Christianity. Because Christianity is positioned as dominant in the U.S., it is possible I
focused on Christianity exclusively in terms of religious influence due to my perception
of this dominance. Thus, another interpretation here could be additional religious
affiliations, or none at all, have influenced and shaped discourse and practices of
education in the United States. That said, I clearly intentionally sought to better
understand only Christian influences.
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Historian David Tyack documented some of these early traditions, even arguing
that early Massachusetts Puritan settlers were “the very foundation-stones upon which
our American public school systems have been founded” (Tyack, 1967, p.1). He goes
on to say, “the Puritans sought a knowledge inseparable from faith and a faith
inseparable from regeneration and saintly conduct” (Tyack, p. 2) and would write into
law in the mid 1600’s a requirement to bring children up in “good Christian cultivation”
(Tyack, p. 7). Tyack would explain that, of the first teachers to appear in Puritan colonial
New England, “the chief teacher in the Massachusetts Bay Colony was the preacher,
often called ‘master’” (Tyack, p. 2).
In an article appearing in the American Quarterly, scholar Jennifer Monaghan
(1988) also discussed some of these early education practices influenced by, and in
service of, spreading Christianity. Monaghan writes that the colonial reading curriculum
“followed the outline sketched by John Locke, who in 1693 characterized it as the
‘ordinary road of the Horn-book, Primer, Psalter, Testament, and Bible’” (1988, p.19).
The Primer and Horn-book would be “the child’s first ‘text,’” well into the seventeenth
century (1988, p. 20). Primers became a staple of literacy instruction and Monaghan
asserts, “the primer admirably sums up, in its title, the dual role it, like the hornbook,
played in both reading and religious instruction” (1988, p.20).
In short, Christian dominance was not only an aspect of early education practices
in the United States, it was a feature. From the inception as a nation, Americans taught
populations that anything “other” than Christian, a word later replaced by whiteness,
was indeed savage, dehumanizing. It wasn’t simply that Christianity happened to be the
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predominant religion amongst white settlers; it is also important to note that Christianity
became the intended outcome of many of the United States’ first educational practices.
While the United States would eventually shift to a secular public school model, we
cannot ignore the historical fact that public schooling in the U.S. has evolved from a
foundation of spreading Christianity. Brass (2011) drawing an historic parallel between
Christianity and English pedagogy notes, “given these points of historical continuity, we
can begin to think of modern English teaching as an extension of pastoral pedagogies”
(Brass, 2011, p. 161).
Heading South to Teach: A Review. To offer context of early 1800’s and a
real-world accounting, I reviewed the book Heading South to Teach by Kim Tolley
(2015), a book detailing the teaching life of Susan Nye Hutchison based on her journal
entries from 1815-1845. I again was struck by the early American connection between
education and religion as an expression of nationalism. Hutchison was an Evangelical,
teacher, and Northern white woman seeking to contribute to the world via what she
thought were her Christian values. For obvious reasons post-revolution America was a
country newly budding and, as such, the call to patriotism and nationalism can easily be
understood as one to be handled with care. Tolley takes special care to illustrate the
connection of these feelings of patriotism to “the enormous task of building a new
country. In many communities, revivals of religion led Americans to connect the notion
of the calling with the task of nation building” (2015, pg. 24). What Tolley does for us is
to establish a working framework for understanding that while religion is important to all
countries and people that practice, in this particular time period and context, religion
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was also part of the fabric that helped weave the newly evolving American quilt. Why
only in this time period? Perhaps, it still does. This was a moment situated by post-war
nationalism, an evolving “democracy,” and on the heels of Enlightenment. Brass (2011)
notes,
Thus, emergent accounts of English not only aimed to attune young people’s
souls and minds to Christian truth, but to governmental objectives such as
socialising immigrants, forging national and racial solidarity, developing a
productive workforce and active citizenry. (p. 162)
This point becomes particularly important because, as Susan Nye Hutchison’s story
helps illustrate, education became a major vehicle for many for achieving religious
national goals.
Beyond Hutchison’s calling to serve as an educator, she was inspired by her
Evangelical Christian belief that she should work to spread the word of Christ to as
many converts as she could. As Tolley helps us understand, a “woman such as Susan
Nye may have been prohibited from becoming a minister, but she could still take up a
life of lay ministry through teaching” (2015, p. 26). This tells us that not only was
Christianity Hutchison’s entry into education, it also suggests her choice was a political
one.
Further, this term “lay ministry” is interesting because it helps Tolley make her
case for religious nationalism as a pillar of educational formation in the United States.
What Hutchison really wanted was to spread her faith. Teaching happened to be the
only way she might have an impact in doing so, suggesting one deep seeded origin of
teacher as preacher. Lay ministry as a vehicle for women who wanted to minister or
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preach publicly also becomes evidence of “American” goals when discussing the import
of education. It suggests the church and the classroom as one in the same, and in fact,
Tolley (2015) points to early educational models that both took place within the homes
of ministers as well as more formal schoolrooms. Brass (2011) explains, “the course in
English was governed by often overlapping teleologies of national and racial progress
… the rise of a new type of national culture” that “viewed the teaching of ‘English’
language and literature as an important means to help young people form an emotional
attachment to ‘America’ and self-identify with the progress of the nation and race”
(Brass, 2011, p. 163).
If one needed more convincing that early nationalism and religion dictated the
goals of education in the pre-civil war era, they would not need to look any further than
the textbooks Tolley (2015) points to that Hutchison, and many Americans, used during
this time period. One example was the common teaching by Hutchison, and teachers
across the country, of a book by William Paley (1785), called Principles of Moral and
Political Philosophy. This text supposedly was to teach students about slavery and the
“moral” way Christians should navigate the challenges associated with justifying the
cognitive dissonance of religious morality against the vile backdrop of slavery. In her
book, Tolley (2015) discusses Paley’s (1785) point about “gradual emancipation” rather
than sudden abolition of slavery, a position Hutchison would stand by increasingly and
more vocally throughout her teaching career. Tolley (2015) notes:
Paley’s argument about gradual emancipation found their way into hundreds of
American academy and college classrooms during the early national period,
contributing to a national discourse regarding slavery. (p. 72)
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What Tolley (2015) points out is that educators using Paley’s (1785) moral and
philosophy text helps us to understand that textbooks chosen and taught during this
time period, and beyond, contributed to national political discourses and thus highlights
the import of the choice of text. Noticeably absent were other religious texts, namely the
Torah or Quran. These absences constituted evidence that not only were textbooks
contributing to the national dialogue regarding slavery (in this example contributing to
political leanings regarding “gradual emancipation”) but that these books were also
positioned exclusively through the Biblical lens of Christianity. Meaning, choices of
political importance were taught to be adjudicated not by practicality only but rather also
by Christian religious doctrine.
To be certain, Evangelicals at the time believed that making choices, political or
otherwise, with Christian will at heart would ultimately be choices with the good of the
people in mind as well. But that proved to not always be the case, and in fact, became
how Hutchison ended up on the wrong side of history when considering her adamant
belief in “gradual emancipation.” After all, Tolley (2015) takes care to note several times
that Hutchison does believe slavery to be “a great evil” (p. 158). Hutchison’s ideology
regarding the abolitionists stance is reflective of many unfortunate stories of incredible
Americans who simply didn’t understand they were contributing to the continued
oppression of the Black population Hutchison claimed she wished to support. Hutchison
becomes an excellent example of why racism and all forms of oppression are not only
awful for the targeted subjects of that oppression but the oppressor as well.
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I would have appreciated a bit of contemporary commentary from Tolley (2015)
on this subject of Hutchison’s unconscious racism, although I did really appreciate her
telling of this particular issue through the voice of Ned, an enslaved man that worked
with Hutchison by hire. Tolley’s commitment to providing opportunities for her historical
characters to speak was helpful in illuminating the unlikelihood of Hutchison’s full
consciousness of slavery, despite disagreeing with the practice. In this instance,
Hutchison becomes an example of a teacher, seeking to offer students a quality
Christian and moral education, and yet contributing to the continued erasure and
oppression of non-white or non-Christian populations anyway.
As the Civil War drew nearer, “both abolitionist and proslavery positions
hardened” (Tolley, 2015, p.170), leaving little ground for white moderates (although
historically it is worth noting Tolley (2015) identifies Hutchison’s position as
“conservative”) like Hutchison on shaky ground. I mean “white moderate” in the Dr.
Martin Luther King commentary of the word, as he suggests in his 1963 Letter from a
Birmingham Jail,
I must confess that over the last few years I have been gravely disappointed with
the white moderate. I have almost reached the regrettable conclusion that the
Negro's great stumbling block in the stride toward freedom is not the White
Citizen's Council-er or the Ku Klux Klanner, but the white moderate who is more
devoted to "order" than to justice; who prefers a negative peace which is the
absence of tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice; who
constantly says "I agree with you in the goal you seek, but I can't agree with your
methods of direct action;" who paternalistically feels he can set the timetable for
another man's freedom; who lives by the myth of time and who constantly
advises the Negro to wait until a "more convenient season." Shallow
understanding from people of goodwill is more frustrating than absolute
misunderstanding from people of ill will. (p. 3)
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Because educators of the time taught youth that when adults were making political
decisions, they should ground those choices in their Christian faith, it became
increasingly popular to reject Evangelicals, Methodists, or Baptists and their callings for
an end to slavery on the grounds of Biblical justification. Tolley (2015) writes,
“abolitionists...were very willing to believe their slaveholding colleagues were ‘of the
devil.’ The proslavery camp regarded them with fear and loathing. Everyone else in the
middle...individuals who remained on the fence- simply wished the agitation would
subdue” (p. 170).
What this tells us is that race relations have not evolved much since Hutchison’s
time period. There are perhaps fewer but remaining overt racists, in addition to
anti-racist positions, and then middle ground moderates who are on the fence. Rather
than help absolve the anti-racist position Hutchison felt in her heart, she advocated for
“gradual emancipation” by playing into those racist fears of Black uprising or genuine
loathing of another race. Dr. King’s aforementioned 1963 writing would suggest
Hutchison’s notion of gradual emancipation is the “shallow understanding of people of
good will,” and advisement of another man’s freedom to wait for a “more convenient
season.”
While Tolley (2015) works hard to not vilify her protagonist, I do think Hutchison
deserved a bit of critical awareness criticism. If the argument of gradual emancipation
rested in a theory of avoiding economic devastation and/or fear of Black uprising, what
this really goes to suggest is, on some level, Hutchison feared Black army mobs as well.
I appreciate Tolley taking the time to point to fires started near Hutchison’s home,
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rumored to be Black folks resisting slavery, to offer context to Hutchison’s fears, but it
still doesn’t justify a lack of support. I would love to ask Hutchison, “if you are fearful of
violent Black uprisings, what social service programs can we put in place right now to
support those newly free individuals and therefore disincentivize the need for uprising?”
Perhaps, she would have an excellent, thoughtful answer, but the early national period
using teachers and education as the vehicle to control a particular Christian nationalism
certainly left space to both appreciate a newly forming nation and yet question, “at what
– and whose – expense?”
Evolution of U.S. Schooling & Christian Missionaries Abroad. Of this newly
forming nation and its assumed “national identity,” in 1821 Boston opened the first
public high school in the United States; the first of its kind that was not attached to a
particular church or religious sect, according to New England historian Richard Smith
(Smith, 1998, p. 23). By the end of the 19th century, public schools outnumbered private
and a democratic push for educational opportunities for women, as well as the right to
vote, were gaining ground. Granted, this early “moment” for a democratic resistance is
grounded in a context that still excludes people of color, and certain feminist theorists
would reject this as an example of “feminism” in that this moment was merely supported
as a means to serve a wealthy aristocratic class of women and not all of womanhood in
general. However, this idea of taking a small step in the direction of a more just society
while still maintaining some of the invisible oppressive factors that contribute to social
inequity can be traced into more contemporary contexts. And so, while it was important
to even begin hearing the voices of those advocating for education on behalf of women,
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for example, it is also worth highlighting that our moments of resistance in the name of a
more democratic educational system should be viewed through that lens. Each moment
offered us a step in this uphill climb toward justice and yet they are just that; a step, a
place to stand while pursuing the next moment.
By the mid 1800’s famed educational theorist Horace Mann introduced a more
political push toward a democratic education system, claiming that education should be
free and universal, with civic engagement and society as the ultimate expression of
democracy (Scholes, 1998). And, while the idea that a public school system making
democracy accessible to all citizens sounds ideal, Mann argued “the shift of economic
activity out of the home and into a village market required the invention of a public
school system to guarantee economic access for all citizens, to reduce crime, and to
preserve our democratic society” (Myers, 1996, p. 49). According to Myers’ analysis,
Mann was offering a picture that, yes, universal free education is a democratic step. All
children should have access to schooling. Myers, however, is also pointing to
complexities of intertwinings of social, cultural, and economic conditions and pressures
that put tremendous and almost impossible pressure on public schools to do all.
To offer multiplicity to some of these social and cultural conditions of the mid
1800’s, I note that Tolley’s (2015) main historical figure, Susan Nye Hutchison’s
example of Evangelicals becoming teachers to spread Christianity was not isolated
within the United States. In Beth Baron’s book (2014), The Orphan Scandal; Christian
Missionaries and the Rise of the Muslim Brotherhood, she describes an inciting incident
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in Egypt that became a media frenzy in the early 1930’s, when a young Muslim orphan
was beaten for her refusal to convert to Christianity. Protests ensued and with
the manipulations of... a British advisor to the Egyptian Ministry of the Interior...
Egyptian officials moved to suppress a peaceful protest movement against
missionaries, which in the long term only fueled the Islamist opposition. (2014, p.
11)
Ultimately, Baron argues, the establishment of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt was the
culminating result of anti-Western pushback to American and British Evangelical
missionaries arriving under the guise of offering social services to desperate people,
and instead requiring conversion to Christianity before rendering those services (2014,
p. 26-27). For example, while this orphan affair happened in 1933, anti-Western
missionary movements had already long been established. “Founded in November of
1927, the YMMA was consciously modeled after the Young Men’s Christian Association,
which had started a branch in Cairo in 1923” (Baron, 2014, p. 137). Baron traces
historical roots of American Christian missionaries arriving on the shores of a Muslim
majority country in an effort to better understand the seeds of resentment that propeled
a popular anti-missionary sentiment in Muslim majority Egypt.
Baron points to early Christian missionaries arriving in Egypt in the mid 1800’s
coinciding with British occupation of Egypt (2014, p. 26-27), “after which state
investment in social welfare declined” (p. 26). This offers contextual cultural and social
awareness when considering Horace Mann back in the United States, as mentioned,
was attempting to gain popular support for universal education by invoking a certain
separation of church and state a decade removed from what would become the
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American Civil War. Meaning, while Americans were embroiled in bloodshed and war
over preservation of a system of human bondage, Americans were also attempting to
portray the moral high road of Christianity by traveling abroad and trying to convert
non-Christians by leveraging social services to people desperate under the conditions of
Western oppression and colonial control.
One couldn’t be faulted for expecting Americans to empathize with the Egyptians,
given they were profoundly oppressed in their own right under British occupation. The
young United States had only newly become such a nation after successfully resisting
their own British control. Therefore, Horace Mann’s claims of “universal” education must
be understood and contextualized with the spread of Christianity by American teachers
at home and abroad. Thus, perhaps, solidifying a non-Western expectation of Western
education as synonymous to forced conversion, begging the question, “universal
education” to whom? Perhaps, my concerns related to a forced conversion guided my
interest in specifically discussing Christianity.
On the domestic front, to make his case for public education at the expense of
collecting taxes from a public still reeling and rebuilding after a costly revolution from the
British over “taxation without representation,” convincing a majority of people proved to
be a difficult challenge even for the talented orator Mann. He would spend the years
1837-1848 writing a yearly report on the state of education as he traveled on horseback
observing the nation’s schoolhouse conditions and teaching practices. In his twelfth and
final report, perhaps the most famous of them, written “after having won a seat in the
United States Congress” (Cremin, 1957, p.79), Mann summarizes his early reports “as
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well as his lengthy commentary on the relation of church, state, and public school in a
free society” (Cremin, 1957, p.79) in this final report. Mann would face the political
dilemma of a public already suspicious of taxation as mentioned, but also one in which
the initial goal in early education practices was in service of each family’s particular
practice of Christianity, not necessarily democracy or the economy. In an effort to sway
political support for separation of church and state, Mann cleverly makes reference to
Jews and Muslims (at the time referenced as “Mahomedan”) to support the basis of his
claims toward a universal education. Mann carefully explains that while an exact
Christian denomination might no longer prevail in the schools, the continued use of the
Bible guarantees Christianity will still remain present in schools as the virtues of
Christianity will still be taught while “other” non-Christian faiths remain noticeably
absent. He writes,
If this Bible is in the schools, how can it be said that Christianity is
excluded from the schools; or how can it be said that the school system, which
adopts and uses the Bible, is an anti-Christian, or an un-Christian system? If that
which is the acknowledged exponent and basis of Christianity is in the schools,
by what tergiversation in language, or paralogism in logic, can Christianity be
said to be shut out from the schools? If the Old Testament were in the schools,
could a Jew complain, that Judaism was excluded from them? If the Koran were
read regularly and reverently in the schools, could a Mahomedan say that
Mahomedanism was excluded? … Is it not, indeed, too plain to require the
formality of a syllogism, that if any man’s creed is to be found in the Bible, and
the Bible is in the schools, then that man’s creed is in the schools? (Cremin, 195,
p. 106)
What this passage provides is not only the argument that might have gained public
support and eased the tension of accusations of “anti-Christian” in the establishment of
public schooling, it also mentions Muslims and Jews explicitly. Mann’s first hand account
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of the existence of Jews and Muslims in the United States is also evidence that those
religious groups, or any non-Christian faith, were not part of the establishment of public
schools. The mention of these two faith groups, however, also indicates that they were
indeed part of the population within the United States. However, they were simply not
considered or included as voices represented within the schools, despite their likelihood
of also facing taxation. In fact, reference to the exclusion of Jews and Muslims by Mann
and yet mentioning the remainder of Christianity as means to assuage Christians’
concerns over the value of taxation for publicly funded education is also quite
illuminating. Ironically, this lack of faith-based representation in the schools was
seemingly the major hurdle Mann was attempting to overcome here. It goes to suggest
that even in establishing a separation of church and state, Christian dominance and
visibility was certainly still a goal of public education. “Universal'' came to mean, then,
universal versions of Christianity.
Further Developings of U.S. Education & English Education. Mann’s
foundation for public education, while nuanced and problematic, becomes only a step
toward a more egalitarian education system, but certainly not the end of the journey.
Even though guaranteed education is seminal, Mann’s ideas around “reducing crime” or
equating a failure to develop student writing facility with “a failure of character, which
could only be corrected by more silent drill (Myers,1996, p. 49)” would also become
foundational, and problematic, as a pedagogical approach as well as a philosophical
and conceptual framing for “the public school.” Mann also argued for the teaching
profession as a woman’s profession due to our “nurturing” or “motherly” tendencies
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(Myers, 1996), categorizing women into binary (and essentialized) gender roles while
equating learning to rote repetition.
In the early 1900’s the debate around “school reform” would take shape
seemingly to position Mann’s “skill and drill” machine-like style of exercising “the muscle
of the mind” pedagogy versus a Dewey inspired humanistic approach to teaching and
schooling. Around the same time, within the field of English education, tension over
simply what qualifies as English education and best pedagogical practices were also
rooted in this theoretical debate. As previously noted, for example, Brass (2011)
highlights “largely forgotten associations between English pedagogy and pastoral
Christianity” (Brass, 2011, p. 154).
In 1894, John Dewey arrived at The University of Chicago where he would
eventually open his famed Laboratory School two years later, a site to test his
pedagogical theories. “Out of this school, and a series of talks with parents, came his
The School and Society (1899)” (Applebee, 1974, p. 48). This text, along with his later
writing, laid the groundwork for what would become the progressive movement in
education (despite Dewey’s lack of ever really identifying himself as a “progressive” or
with that exact movement, per se). Most importantly, three major arguments came from
Dewey’s theorizing while at The University of Chicago and in his work at his Lab school.
First, social reform through education should be a staple for any progressive society.
Secondly, there should be a rejection of the canon of educational texts as the monolithic
view of culture. And third, but certainly not final, “there was Dewey’s conviction that
democracy demands education in the problems of living together for all (italics in
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original text) in the community; there could be no provision for a cultural elite”
(Applebee, 1974, p. 48). Interpretation of Dewey and democracy here indicates a
potential bias I carried throughout this work that democracy is indeed in need of further
work in order to include all people.
“School reform,” critical analyses of reflected dominant culture, and accessibility
for students of any demographic are all arguments that still feel relevant to today’s
schooling challenges. Becoming critical of educational goals that American schools
were socializing students to do, or become, is seminal in understanding the plight of
Dewey’s ideas around democracy. To quote famed suffragette, Susan B. Anthony in an
1896 convention speech defending the repudiation of Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s
Women’s Bible, Anthony said, “I distrust those people who know so well what God
wants them to do, because I notice it always coincides with their own desires” (Harper,
1898, p.293).
In 1916, Dewey published Democracy and Education. Dewey argued that
because society is a social experience, the school becomes the place for social reform.
With an historical context in the midst of WWI, according to the history presented by
The New School, in 1919 Dewey and several of his distinguished professor colleagues,
including Charles Beard, Thorstein Veblen, James Harvey Robinson, and Wesley Clair
Mitchell, opened The New School for Social Research in Manhattan as a response to
the censorship by Columbia University for many of their views opposing the American
entrance to the war (Our History, The New School website). Dewey and his foundational
faculty saw The New School as a place where his democratic ideals for education could
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more fully be put into practice. Dewey wrote of the “Democratic Ideal” in his text
Democracy and Education,
The devotion of democracy to education is a familiar fact. The superficial
explanation is that a government resting upon popular suffrage cannot be
successful unless those who elect and who obey their governors are educated.
Since a democratic society repudiates the principle of external authority, it must
find a substitute in voluntary dispositions and interest; these can be created only
by education. (1916, p. 94)
What Dewey offers us, in short, is the idea that education can (and should) foster the
kind of culture “we” wish to create, assuming “we” finally includes all Americans. While
Dewey’s emergence as a vocal advocate of school as a crucial element of
democratically articulated social reform might not have been in isolation, his publication
of this particular text, Democracy and Education, at least forced a discourse about
aligning our educational goals with democratic ideals (Myers, 1996). There were (and
remain) plenty of steps to take in pursuit of democracy; however, Dewey’s accumulated
work created one prominent foundation within varied United States educational
dialogues that called more attention to education as liberation for all, rather than in
service of capitalist endeavors of few.
Dewey grounded his thinking and theories on a foundation of Plato’s focus on
society and Rousseau’s on the individual (Dewey, 1916). He was critical, however, that
Plato’s democratic emphasis on society as a singular whole, while helpful in the
dialogue on a social interaction, was harmful in perpetuating a social class system, thus
“marking” people into certain expected categories. Dewey saw Rousseau, in resistance
to caste, making efforts toward an individual focus on capacities. Like Plato, Dewey was
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critical of this kind of Rousseau theory in that Dewey appreciated development of
individuals; however, from Dewey’s perspective, Rousseau was remiss to separate the
individual from the collective society. And, although Dewey appreciated Plato’s theory
on society, he deviated from Plato in this way:
Plato subordinated the individual to the social whole. But it is true that lacking the
perception of the uniqueness of every individual, his
incommensurability with others, and consequently not recognizing that a society
might change, and yet be stable, his doctrine of limited powers and classes came
in net effect to the idea of subordination of individuality. (Dewey, 1916, pg. 105)
Thus, Dewey’s ideas about democracy and education evolved into his own version of
developing individuals with recognition of a constantly shifting context of society, a
society where all people have potential beyond caste. Dewey himself found his earlier
roots leading to that maturation in the collective acceptance and rejection of both Plato
and Rousseau.
That said, Brass (2011) indicates, “in the early twenty-first century, these
pedagogical techniques have remained linked to practices of scientific inquiry and social
administration – as they were in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century” (p.
166). Despite Dewey’s writing and experimental educational practice emanating from
the scientific method and his accompanying use of biology metaphors, his
self-proclaimed “democratic socialist” education reform positions went largely ignored
until following WWII (Myers, 1996, p. 86). His ideas finally attained hopeful life by
reformers only after his death in 1952.
However, such historical moments set the precedent for democratic possibilities,
with examples such as the formation of The National Council of Teachers of English
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(NCTE) in 1911 in the midst of resistance to The Modern Language Association and its
emphasis on language rather than an emphasis on teaching, per se. After all, “English
education” has great power to shape culture (which, as noted, was to be one of the
early goals of “Christianizing” a national population). My reflexive engagement here had
me considering that perhaps, if English education can be utilized in service of promoting
national goals, in this case Christianity, then it certainly holds potential to foster more
inclusive pluralism. However, as an English pedagogue, it is also likely that any content
area holds the same potential. I just focused exclusively on English for the purposes of
this work.
English education scholar Arthur Applebee also notes of the formation of the
NCTE: “New York State protests about the entrance requirements in English led to the
founding of the Nation Council of Teachers of English” (Applebee, 1974, pg. 272).
English teachers were increasingly concerned with College Board and the monopoly
this company had on “testing” as a mechanism for preventing access to higher
education, a trend we still resist, no less. During this period of formation for NCTE,
much of the debate around what English education was and more specifically how to
identify “basic literacy” centered around two positions of schooling that would become
the binary (a capitalist, industrial, machine-like educational approach versus a more
human, student learning centered approach) mentioned associated with school reform
(Myers, 1996, pg. 84).
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Margaret Haley, who helped form the nation’s first teacher’s union and who was
an advocate for Dewey’s ideas on schooling as a place of democracy, was quoted in
1904 on the two sides of the school reform debate:
Two ideals are struggling for supremacy in American life today: one the industrial
ideal, dominating through the supremacy of commercialism, which subordinates
the worker to the product and the machine; the other, the ideal of democracy, the
ideal of the educators, which places humanity above all machines, and demands
that all activity shall be the expression of life. (Myers, 1996, p. 85)
Haley and Dewey’s position, advocating for “democratic transactions” and “social, civic
literacy” became the cornerstone of what school reformers argued. While NCTE leaders
also advocated for Dewey’s ideas, even “recommending in 1935 that the nation adopt
An Experience in English (Hatsfield 1935) organized around Dewey’s thinking,” Haley,
Dewey, and the NCTE were not able to convince stakeholders to avoid the capitalist
notion of school organization. “Dewey’s ideas slowly disappeared from the few schools
where they had been tried, and by 1944, Dewey’s Progressive Education Association
had closed its doors” (Myers, 1996, p. 86). As a result, “most of Dewey’s notions about
teaching and learning, although still discussed and debated, ceased to be a major
influence in most public schools until the 1960s” (Myers, 1996, p. 86).
Dewey’s insistence on a schooling system that produces informed citizens
capable of making critical voting decisions (merely one of the many implications of
Dewey’s thinking) cannot only be realized through policy. Dewey specifically rejected
the idea of the “Absolute” or a “cosmic order of events.” Rather, he suggested that the
inclusion of all parties in the educational experience disrupts the assumption that events
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are predetermined and offers a space of imagination for experiences that individuals
might not have been able to consider otherwise.
As Dewey was rejecting an “absolute,” Louise Rosenblatt’s emerging theory was
resisting another kind of New Critic influenced “absolute” on the reading of text. In 1932,
twelve years prior to the close of Dewey’s Progressive Education Association,
Rosenblatt published Literature as Exploration, where her “transactional theory” was
presented. She grounded her theory in the idea that, when reading literature, we are
engaging with more than what The New Critics might have argued as simply focusing
on positivist assumptions that “meaning” can be “found” in the text (Applebee, 1974).
The 1930s, leading up to the publication of her iconic text, was dominated by New
Criticism in a time period referred to as “decoding/analytic literacy.” Cleanth Brooks, a
New Critic, was “emphasizing form in literary studies and resisting any reference to
‘extrinsic’ meaning” (Myers, 1996, pg. 243). Rosenblatt asserted that the reader, as an
individual, is both transformed by and transforms what is read as text, specifically
pointing to extrinsic experiences or meanings. “The first major proposals for shifting the
focus of literature from types of texts to types of readings were made in 1937-1938 by
D.W. Harding, and Louise Rosenblatt” (Myers, 1996, p. 243).
Rosenblatt furthered her case for her transactional theory by arguing that no two
readers would experience the text the same and insisting, “no hard-and-fast line
separates efferent – scientific or expository – reading on the one hand from aesthetic
(or poetic) reading on the other” (Rosenblatt, 1938, p. 35). Harding would propose there
are two types of socially constructed roles when reading, “spectators” or “onlookers”
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that are “played by readers engaged in a literary or poetic reading, and the socially
constructed roles of participants, ...roles played by readers engaged in nonliterary
readings” (Myers, 1996, p.244).
This seminal distinction in the reading of literature becomes a major moment of
democracy within the English classroom because Rosenblatt further argued for – in
reference to Harding’s take on spectator/participant roles – “the process of shifting back
and forth between the poetic or spectator reading and the efferent or participant reading
developed in students’ habits of reflection and imagination, which could help students
engage in social choices in public discourse” (Myers, 1996, p. 265). This sort of
reader-response asks students to become an active participant in their reading
experiences, not only by imagining worlds they may not know, but also by actively
reflecting on their current worldview and choices. Rosenblatt furthered argued:
The emotional character of the student’s response to literature offers an
opportunity to develop the ability to think rationally within an emotionally colored
context… The reading and discussion of literature can contribute greatly to the
growth of such habits of reflection. (Rosenblatt, 1938, pg. 227)
For Rosenblatt, it was not enough for a student to only read closely. One must also pair
it with students’ developing some kind of reflexive questionings of why they respond in
the ways they do. Teachers additionally need to offer students opportunities for
discussion as explorations to unpack the myriad socially constructed ideas in the
classroom.
Rosenblatt’s ideas live in the imagined democratic education Dewey advocated
for, one that equips students for constantly shifting contexts via reflection and
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discussion, along with opportunities to empathize with worldly experiences beyond the
initial purview of a student’s imagination. After all, as Arthur Applebee so eloquently
argues, when discussing Literature as Exploration:
A pluralistic, democratic society such as the United States can offer, ofcourse, no
one simple pattern, but neither does literature. Indeed one function of literature
would be to illustrate the many different ways of life open to any individual.
(Applebee, 1978, p. 124)
Democratic moments thus arose within theoretical moments of the evolution of English
education, and education, writ large, in the United States.
While Dewey’s and Rosenblatt’s ideas would reemerge in the 1960s, the
heightened political and cultural tensions amidst a racially divisive Nixon administration
(coupled with some legal momentum) cannot be ignored in the plight of American
English education. Certainly, The Brown v. Board of Education decision (1954) requiring
schools to desegregate, arguing that separate doesn’t guarantee equal, did establish an
educational policy win for Dewey’s described pluralistic democracy, thus providing an
opportunity for classrooms to finally begin to integrate with varying cultures and races.
During this time period (one that is now seminal in what democracy in action may very
well look like), Americans, were also suffering from the JFK assassination, saw the
awesome passage of the Voting Rights Act, the murder of Black Muslim civil rights
leader Malcolm X, and the passage of the Higher Education Act within a two-year
window.
These events all preluded the painful 1968 murders of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
and later that year Democratic candidate for president, Robert Kennedy. Of an era
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marked by legal, political, and cultural divisiveness over “separate but equal,” James
Baldwin was asked why he doesn’t attend church. Baldwin replied referencing Malcolm
(a Hajji and one of the nation’s foremost public intellectuals, peace be upon him), “I
know as Malcolm X once put it: ‘the most segregated hour in American life is high noon
on Sunday. That says a great deal to me about a Christian nation’” (Baldwin, 2017).
One possibility as to why I made use of Baldwin or Malcolm X in this section is due to
my great admiration of both men. Another possibility would be that in my experience
they tend to be more familiar to the average teacher than less known public intellectuals
and therefore might “qualify” my point here.
Needless to say, race and civil liberties were at the forefront of the national
dialogue when the seminal Dartmouth Conference in 1966 emerged as another
potential “democratic moment.” This was the first conference of its kind, gathering over
fifty educators from around the world, with a focus on the teaching of English
educational and pedagogical approaches (Myers, 1996, pg. 244). British scholars urged
their American counterparts to move away from method and more toward an aesthetic,
transactional approach to literature initially presented by Louise Rosenblatt. This
position shifted the focus of English education from the teacher to the student, a
democratic concept in its own right. “What the British offered the Americans was a
model for English instruction which focused not on the ‘demands’ of the discipline but on
the personal and linguistic growth of the child (Applebee, 1974, pg. 229).” However, the
whole of The Dartmouth Conference should not simply be reduced to a debate over
language and “personal growth,” although the “growth model” conversation does
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become part of the larger debate over “what is English,” and also a point of contention
with education for all, a hallmark of education and democracy.
The conference opened with Albert Kitzhaber proposing English “be defined as
the triad of language, literature, and composition studies (Myers, 1996, pg. 244), but his
respondent, James Britton, countered with Harding’s ideas as a foundation: “the
spectator or literary role in the reading and writing of the English language (Myers,
1996, pg. 245)” ought to be central of English. Britton’s position is a moment, a step,
toward a more just, democratic English education. However, as noted earlier
Rosenblatt’s theory suggests, it also became a limitation of democracy as an
unintended yet problematic outcome. “The insistence of the Dartmouth Conference
(Dixon 1975) that the primary purpose of school language should be personal growth is,
thus, deeply contrary to linguistic assumptions of… other ethnic and cultural groups
(Myers, 1996, pg. 216).” As critics pointed out, this idea works with the
assumption that expressive conversational language is nonpolitical… the
Dartmouth Conference seemed to assume that expressive and conversational
language were neutral forms, generating personal growth. To some degree…
Dartmouth’s language policy may have been used by many as a language policy
for ignoring the political revolutions of the 1960s. (Myers, 1996, pp. 216-217)
While Myer’s criticism of Dartmouth certainly highlights some glaring issues, it does not
seem mutually exclusive to Rosenblatt’s contributions to the “democratic experience”
conceived as student and experience focused. Simultaneously, the critique that
language is indeed political does not appear to stand in the way of Dewey’s or
Rosenblatt’s notions of democracy, rather, it seems to support them. Recognizing the
political import of language only further supports a teacher’s (and student’s) ability to
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“escape from the limitations of time and place and environment, the capacity to
envisage alternatives in ways of life and in moral and social choices, the sensitivity to
thought and feeling and needs of other personalities (Rosenblatt, 1938, pg. 291).” In
short, transaction offers the reader a chance to reflect on limitations, committed to the
Dewey ideal of constantly becoming, constantly re-examining shifting social context.
The earlier movement to literature alone could be considered its own democratic
moment in that the push came from those seeking movement from the rhetoric and
oratory dominance in the field. As Robert Scholes reminds us, “academic fields are not
permanent” (1998, pg. 1). Dartmouth provided a space to explore (no Rosenblatt pun
intended) the implications of literature, and beyond, in the field of English education
while becoming the catalyst for next moments of progressive evolution.
With civil rights in mind, Myers reminds us, “English classes have a major
responsibility for helping to create a public discourse which, while acknowledging
different perspectives, constructs a shared, intercultural understanding across
boundaries” (1996, p.129). With the evolution of language, one might understand the
changing of what a “thing” might be called to another term if we hold Myer’s ideas about
creating public discourse to the goal of plurality in democracy. Meaning, as language
evolves, so too do the cultural norms we are shifting from and toward. And as Dewey
and Rosenblatt have both articulated, the plurality of our collective American whole
must be included in the construction of that culture. We have to ask ourselves: are we
evolving for democratic reasons, or for reasons to continue using a word (or language)
we are clearly feeling the public push to shift away from? For example, Myers notes,
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“the vocabulary shift from ‘Negro’ to ‘Black’ in the 1960s has now been replaced by the
shift from ‘Black’ to ‘African American,’ a label emphasizing specific cultural roots in
Africa and the United States” (1996, p.128). This identity marker currently has
seemingly shifted again for many back to diasporic “Blackness” as an acknowledgement
of a Black identity embraced, in part, in lieu of the atrocities of slavery negating
historical access for many Black Americans to trace family lineage to a specific African
country. Nevertheless, the point is that the lineage of naming Black or queer citizens in
the United States, for example, has been met with moments of democracy, forcing the
next shift in language as a more liberating expression of a demographic of human
beings. So, in the same way our English classrooms hold potential to challenge and
read the world critically, consciously as we read and uniquely interpret pages, they are
also potentially dangerous if taught without the commitment to inclusivity and
democracy.
Thus, I agree with many who claim that the danger lies in what is unseen, what
one couldn’t have even imagined as an erasure of already marginalized students.
Considering the status quo as a young country coming of age on a foundation of
colonization and white supremacy, without this consciousness, an English teacher could
inevitably be perpetuating the assumption of all language as “natural and neutral.” This
would include words evolving not because they are more affirming for the named group
or community affected, but rather to continue the lineage of remaining invisible to
political influence. After all, famed Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire, known for his work
regarding education and oppressed peoples, argues inaction in the classroom is also a
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political act (1972). Many education scholars make this same point so reflexive
engagement left me considering why I chose Freire at all. One possibility would be a
continuation of earlier noticings of my own tendency to make use of scholars that seem,
in my limited understandings, to be more well known to the average teacher. Further
prodding had me considering that perhaps, scholars more known to me provided a level
of familiarity and comfort. At the risk of oversimplifying, the English classroom inherently
then becomes a potential catalyst for continued pain and potential freedom.
We rarely recognize the extent in which our conscious estimates of what is
worthwhile and what is not, are due to standards of which we are not conscious
at all. But in general it may be said that the things which we take for granted
without inquiry or reflection are just the things which determine our conscious
thinking and decide our conclusions. And these habitudes which lie below the
level of reflection are just those which have been formed in the constant give and
take of relationship with others. (Dewey, 1916, p. 23)
Dewey, and many others, have conceptualized “democracy” and “democratic education”
so that current educators might make the case for reflexive practice as one vehicle,
among many, that could enable teachers especially, to further work toward varied
examples of democratic action in the classroom.
I believe that English teachers share a social responsibility to construct a public
discourse that is a people’s public discourse, one in which the people, all people, are
central, and where basic human needs of all our citizens are considered; this is
especially so, given that I’m considering that the content area “English” alone reflects
evidence of colonialism. It was hard to end chattel slavery and yet, as ugly and painful
the process, many throughout the U.S. persisted in these efforts, and that was a step. I
obviously believe that breaking from our mostly socialized silence and acknowledging
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our education system intentionally undervalues our most vulnerable citizens is the next
one.
Religion and history education scholar, Ben Justice, in his 2016 article appearing
in Theory and Research in Education, discusses this need of valuing all citizens,
Political theorists and social psychologists agree that legitimacy is a building
block of democracy. People cooperate - with strangers, with authorities, with the
law - not merely instrumentally (which is to say, out of pure self-interest), but out
of the ‘nature and strength of people’s social connections to others’ (Tyler, 2011:
1). In the case of more abstract social connections, between people and laws,
authority figures, and broader societies, legitimacy stems less from a question of
‘what’s in it for me’ or ‘will I get in trouble’, than a question of whether they view
authority as ideologically legitimate. This is typically true at the micro level of
school politics as well as the macro level of state governments (Tedin, 1994).
Moreover, for people to see legitimacy in the actions of authorities - say school
board members - research suggests that there are key indicators for procedural
justice: that people have a voice, that they are treated with dignity and respect,
and that they believe they are being treated impartially. (p. 174)
Fulfilling a Dewey-ian visual of plurality, then, would necessitate belief by communities
historically marginalized, or targeted, for their faith or ethnic identities, that their schools
are at least treating them fairly, impartially. It is not enough for administrators or school
officials to simply claim impartiality, as is often the claim of people in positions of power
regardless of the reality or truth to their statement. Rather, it would seem school officials
are better served to try to better understand what Muslim students, or any marginalized
community, believe about their treatment on their campuses.
After all, Justice would go on to argue it is “a form of intellectual abuse to subject
children to a totalizing education based on misinformation about their world and its
inhabitants” (2016, p. 175). Here, Justice is making the case for public schooling as a
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democratic equalizer for communities that tend to be so conservative that they typically
educate their youth privately and in seclusion. That said, his point about “intellectual
abuse” when youth are educated based on “misinformation” seems to also support the
need for public schools to not only consider curricular choices reflective of Muslim
diversity and actively work against Islamophobic tropes, but also to value plurality rather
than exclusion. I believe that these points are at the heart of changing the lack of
legitimacy that I perceive many marginalized youth feel. I further believe that if all
demographics of youth populations could see the school as valuing their home cultures
and treating them impartially, then, perhaps, we could see a shift from an individualistic
Western notion of “what’s in it for me,” to a more democratic ideal of “what’s in it” for us.
With the escalation of hate crimes and rhetoric in what I perceive, along with
many others, as this new dark era of Trump, a commitment to educating an informed,
critically literate republic capable of making democratic voting decisions in the interest of
our own welfare cannot be ignored either. In fact, it is imperative to the welfare of the
republic (Dewey, p. 93), no hyperbole intended. While there certainly is not a universal
“right” way of politicking, we can no longer tolerate a society created to remain ignorant.
It is no surprise this privilege of denial has duped its way to our highest office in the
land, directly on the heels of the first and only Black president. Rather than expel these
realities into the abyss of denial, or fake news, imagine a society that channels anger
from what was omitted in a singular educational experience to civic engagement. The
English classroom and Rosenblatt’s theories, especially, seem to be the ripe
environment for constructively stimulating this “imagined” experience as capable of
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being enacted in all contexts by diverse students and teachers. Dewey would argue that
is democracy alive (Dewey, 1916, p.393).
Dewey in fact argued that it was the duty of school to make a better future for
society (1916, p. 24). Applebee would later comment on Dewey’s commitment to the
school as a vehicle for a more democratic society when he wrote, “there he places the
school at the center of social reform, arguing that there was ‘no means for the
amelioration of reform of society more radical than those of which teachers hold the
leverage’” (Dewey as cited in Applebee, 1974, p. 47). While Dewey might be right that
teachers hold great potential for radical social reform, the very idea that we even name
progressive social reform “radical” is interesting because it is true that, in a sense, we
need drastic change. That change does feel overwhelming, but a lack of effort to even
try and make democracy a function of our actual plurality feels far more radical, and just
because it has always been the case doesn’t mean that we still can’t name it as radical.
As such, it is horribly “radical,” in a negative sense, to not offer a basic quality education
to all of our citizens. And yet this discrepancy persists, decade after decade.
This overarching and continuing situation thus becomes the necessary import of
Edward Said’s work in order to move beyond Dewey and Rosenblatt, despite the giant
shoulders these, among many, have provided. Dewey and Rosenblatt both are
examples of thinkers evolved from Enlightenment assumptions and even though Dewey
would eventually shift his thinking around an “absolute” or “scientific” truth (Myers, 1996,
p. 216), his work still revolved around a scientific method and Western notions of fully
“knowing.”
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Said’s work troubles a Dewey-ian notion of knowing. In Orientalism (1978), Said
explains that even though the West may have had genuine interest in studying
“Eastern” cultures (and similarly Dewey may also have had a genuine desire to improve
education), “to have knowledge of a thing is to dominate it, to have authority over it. And
authority here means for ‘us’ to deny autonomy to ‘it’ - the Oriental country - since we
know it and it exists, in a sense, as we know it” (Said, 1978, p. 32). This “dominance” is
also what allows for Western presumptions about what is “radical” to persist as the
discourse instead of one of many. So while it is valuable to aspire to Dewey’s notions of
democracy, Said’s postcolonial leanings ask us to further question what we think we
know and how we think we came to know it. It is not to say that everything the
Enlightenment philosophers offered should be thrown out entirely; after all, ideas about
democracy and humanity seem worthwhile. Rather, similar to how I interpret Dewey, I
wish to complicate full “knowings” of self, the “other,” and the world as these are
understood and situated with and in these unique and contemporary moments in time.
This would seem, rather than contradictory to Dewey, as in service of his imagined
pluralistic democracy, especially given that Said’s initial postcolonial critique came to
fruition in large part because Western men ascribed to a fully knowable subject. I did not
set out to seek fully able-to-be-known Muslim youth participants. Rather, I am one
English educator who sought to better understand – as limited and situated as my
understandings are and will be – these particular youth.
The plurality that Dewey values, then, asks us to consider the foundations of
education in relation to who was noticeably absent in the formation of formal education
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in the United States. But such plurality also requires that we examine in what ways have
these omissions may have become institutional.
Inquiring into marginalized youths’ interpretations of their experiences possibly
could further understandings of some of the invisibility of othered populations, certainly.
However, Christian dominance, historically prevalent in American schooling as a
catalyst for that marginalization, then, also asks us to consider the ways such
marginalization has maintained, or even proliferated, if at all. It is not only about the
word “God” in the Pledge of Allegiance (an odd thing to ask of students in general), it is
also about the remaining statues of Christ hanging in buildings that might’ve once been
a Catholic school, for example, and is now a public school, as was the case when I went
to a Brooklyn public high school for my teacher certification exams. It is about maps,
and careful attention to borders or nations missing for global images. It is about the
additional textual literature populating the shelves intended to “reflect” Muslim
populations. It is about peer interaction, like when my white well-meaning friend
suggested she would have trouble voting for a woman American president because the
U.S. has such conflicts with “the Middle East” that she thinks Muslim leaders would
“never respect a woman.” It is about damaged student-teacher relationships, such as
when I was recently told one “shouldn’t stand too close to Muslims on the subway to
avoid getting blown up.” I have even had graduate students who were in-service
teachers working at “interfaith” schools suggest that their schools were truly interfaith
because they allowed the non-Christian students to miss Christian prayer built into their
daily student schedules.
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Christian dominance can still feel so prevalent and relevant in United States
education that when preparing teachers for potential suicide or depression indicators in
youth, there is always the pro tip that these suicidal ideation risks increase during the
holiday season, as if the upcoming Christian holidays are the only holidays. It is true,
one could point to Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, or even New Year’s Day as additional
holidays that are non-Christian in nature during that same general yearly window of
time. But the expression “the holidays,” suggests two things: first, our school calendars
are largely still shaped and influenced around Christianity, indicating a certain level of
Christian dominance and privilege in celebration. And secondly, it suggests suicide risks
increase during Christian holidays. Does this mean, then, that students celebrating
religious holidays outside of the end of November and December are at higher risks
during those times? Should we be training teachers to look for all holidays, or is it
uniquely an American experience where even non-Christian youth are at higher risks
during “the holiday” season, given all of the hyper attention paid to families, commercial
sales, societal expectations, etc.? In any case, Christianity remains quite visible and
dominant in our schools, particularly in English pedagogy as noted by Brass (2011).
Although I don’t take issue with Christians’ ability to practice their faith, I do bring into
this study my assumption that our commitment to this thing called democracy obligates
teachers to consider historical evolutions of Christianity in schools and to constantly




ARAB AND MUSLIM YOUTH IN SCHOOLS
Schools are interesting places that provide multiple possibilities for one’s
socio-political investigations.The teachers, administrators, school staff members, and
youth located within any one educational institution tend to enact localized
performances of current political contexts.
A Muslim seventh grade Brooklyn-born student came up to me the day after
Donald Trump was elected the U.S. president in 2016 and said, “I want to stand next to
you, my parents are afraid someone is going to tear off my hijab and run.” She wasn’t
wrong to be afraid either. Reports of students abusing other Muslim students have
surfaced. For example, an incident in late 2017 was filmed involving a Tennessee
teacher tearing off the headscarf of an 8-year old Muslim girl while her peers harassed
her for wearing the religious garment (Carey, 2017). Certainly, the twelve-year old girl
who hid in my shadow is every bit American as any other and yet she was feeling the
tension of a vastly increased hate-filled political discourse; rhetoric promoted, in
particular, by the Trump campaign. Trump is the epitome of the narcissistic image of a
modern-day white supremacist in all of his bigoted glory, and, perhaps, of all of the
beliefs and positionings I carried into my work, my feelings related to the Trump
administration may well have been the hardest for me to continuously engage with
reflexively.
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The Muslim Ban, and Trump Administration Context
It was a Friday morning on January 27th, 2017 and I was in my hometown of
Sacramento, CA, visiting friends and family for a short weekend trip. I had to make it
back to New York City for my Monday teaching schedule and was hoping to see as
many loved ones as possible. It was also the day Trump signed Executive Order 13769,
titled Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States, less than
a week after his inauguration (Federal Register, 2017). It became known politically as
“the Muslim Ban,” for its obvious targeting of Muslim majority countries as well as
Trump’s campaign rhetoric. For example, consider this 2015 comment the future
president made at a South Carolina rally: “Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and
complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States until our country's
representatives can figure out what the hell is going on” (Kight, 2020). The connection
between calling for the prevention of Muslims from entering the U.S. and naming the
targeted subjects of his actual policy “foreign terrorists” is perhaps the most clear
indicator of Trump’s attitude toward Muslims as a population.
The following morning I received a phone call from my father, overwhelmingly
apologetic that I would be in California, having traveled from New York, and yet he might
not be able to see me. His frantic tone was unlike him and his apologetic emphasis is
also a testament to his incredible commitment to family. He would never be out of town
when I visit, under any circumstances, other than an emergency. This certainly was an
emergency. He was driving from Sacramento to Los Angeles, about a six hour commute
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depending on traffic. He received an urgent phone call from his cousin, Mohammad,
who was being held at the Chicago O’Hare Airport in Illinois.
Mohammad’s wife, Shaima, had been living in Southern California for a few
months already, and despite being an Egyptian national, Mohammad’s lucrative
engineering job was located in Saudia Arabia. He was attempting to work up until his
wife’s due date to maximize income, especially with a new baby on the way. Shaima
went into labor earlier than anticipated that Friday, called Mohammad, and he was on
the first flight he could find to Los Angeles. He was connecting in Chicago and on a
layover when he was detained. He had never been arrested and had no reason to be
viewed as suspicious other than he bought an emergency flight to the United States on
the same day Trump signed the Muslim Ban into effect. He was detained in Chicago’s
airport for 72 hours, missed the birth of his first child, was never afforded legal
representation, and was deported back to Saudia Arabia on the lengthy flight after this
whole ordeal.
Shaima didn’t have family in Los Angeles so my father in Sacramento was
closest and went to be with Shaima. When a Muslim baby is born, among many
practices of Islam, a Muslim baby’s father will sing “the Fatiha,” or the main prayer
Muslims recite in daily prayer routines. My dad, who once sang in my newly born ear,
performed this ritual for Saif, Mohammad and Shaima’s new son. A piece of me broke
for Mohammad.
I returned to Sacramento a month later where Shaima was now staying with my
father until she felt well enough to travel to Saudia Arabia. (Mohammad’s experience left
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him, rightfully so, resentful toward the United States government and changed his mind
about pursuing a move to the U.S.) I met adorable little Saif. I remember, as I was
visiting with my father, that I could see Shaima down the hall with Saif on a video call
with Mohammad. I was saddened by the geopolitical strife immediately so localized in
our family living room. Their child was a month old and I could hold Saif with ease while
Mohammad hadn’t yet met his child in person.
An American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) lawsuit was filed against Trump’s
“Muslim ban” attempts, followed by a court ordered blockage of the ban. Without
evidence supporting Trump’s claims of national security interests, he had attempted to
legally render Muslims as “foreign,” and not from “here,” while in the same pen stroke
associated Muslims as “terrorists.” After all, a Trump administration lawyer arguing for
the legality of the Muslim Ban ended oral arguments on April 25th, 2017 by saying,
perhaps Freudianly, “Islam is a great country.”
The result of this Trump anti-Muslim rhetoric would perpetuate a hate-filled
climate and discourse in the years following his election. In 2018 the Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) published a Civil Rights Report titled Targeted. In
this report it is documented that hate-filled anti-Muslim bias has risen 17%, and, most
notable for the purposes of this research, 15% amongst children and youth. The
Democracy Fund Voter Study Group is a research collaborative of analysts and
scholars across the political spectrum that study beliefs and attitudes of the American
voter electorate. The Democracy Fund Voter Study Group published research in 2018
titled, Muslims in America; Public Perceptions in the Trump Era. According to this 2018
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report, “20% of Americans believe Muslim Americans should not be able to vote,” and
“Americans view many Muslims in the United States as insufficiently ‘American.’” In
large part this is because most Americans also believe, “that Muslims tend to be
religious, have outdated views of women, and separately, have outdated views of gays
and lesbians.” This 2018 Voter Study Group research would go on to indicate that, in
fact, Muslim Americans were the most favorable religious demographic in support of
queer issues, and, most Muslim Americans reject highly traditional views of gendered
roles. Analysts noted, Muslim women were more educated than their male counterparts
with 73% of Muslim women educated beyond high school as opposed to 57% of Muslim
American men. I am clearly using my platform as researcher to exert a counter
perspective to assumptions related to Muslims. My own feelings here perpetuate
uncomfortable feelings of defensiveness. And, again most notable for the purposes of
this dissertation work, the Voter Study Group (2018) also indicated 42% of K-12 enrolled
Muslims report being bullied for their faith, while one in four of reported cases involved a
teacher or administrator as the perpetrator. CAIR (2018) also reports that the Trump
name is considered a hate symbol as it is often evoked during moments of white
supremacy vandalizations or acts of violence.
At the press conference held by CAIR introducing the publication of their 2018
work, organization officials found the rise in hate-filled Muslim youth experience so
alarming they dedicated a portion of the press conference to speak directly to Muslim
youth in schools. Two points made addressing Muslim students in United States schools
that have really stood out to me from that presser were, first, a call to Muslim students:
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“don’t give up your faith,” despite the vast pressures that may, or may not, arise in either
disliking what is portrayed as a negative culture, or pressures from wanting to conceal
and therefore protect oneself from anticipated bigotry or harassment. The second point
made to Muslim students that resonated with me was “CAIR has your back,” indicating
Muslim youth experience Islamophobic issues in schools and those students shouldn’t
hesitate to reach out. Aside from the obvious gratitude I feel as a Muslim educator that
Muslim youth have a place they can feel safe reporting, I am also left feeling the need
for a safe reporting place exists in lieu of a perceived lack of ability to do so at their
campuses in the status quo. It is problematic that not only are youth experiencing
anti-Muslim behaviors and attitudes, but also find difficulty in reporting to school
officials.
American Educator, a quarterly publication of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), the national teachers union, titled its fall 2019 issue “Confronting Bias
in Schools” and in an article called “Assessing - and Interrupting- Intolerance at School,”
scholars Maureen Costello and Coshandra Dillard discussed Muslim students
navigating Islamophobia in school. Costello and Dillard (2019) note, “teachers reported
hearing Muslim students - or those perceived as Muslim - called names such as
‘terrorist,’ ‘bomber,’ ‘Osama,’ or ‘ISIS’” (p. 7), and report one situation where classmates
were “pressuring a student to translate the phrase, ‘Death of America’ into Arabic.” The
authors go on to describe a scenario where a non-Muslim student “complained that a
poster illustrating a young woman in a hijab in front of an American flag was, ‘offensive
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to him’” (2019, p. 7). Costello and Dillard also indicate these incidents and experiences
of anti-Muslim sentiment were not exclusive to peer rhetoric.
An educator in Wisconsin told us about families going to the school board to
protest an eighth-grade English language arts unit based on the book I am
Malala. A teacher in Illinois told us that parents contacted school leaders after
seeing a Muslim parent take pictures outside the school. Some of them
demanded that the parent be investigated. Anti-Muslim incidents reported by
educators were far less likely than average to make the news, and educators
reported that they’re also less likely to result in disciplinary action… Anti-Muslim
hate was also the least likely to prompt communication with parents or public
support of the targeted group. (2019, p. 7)
As such, while it was important to paint a portrait of current anti-Muslim contexts in the
United States, it was also important for this study that I pointed to ways that
Islamophobia and the othering of Arabs and Muslims, along with racism in the United
States, has a long history well before Trump’s capturing of the U.S. Presidency. In part,
situating and contextualizing moments historically is in line not only with my Edward
Said leanings and “posts” framings, but also with my high school context, which
consisted of the September 11th attacks and hate- filled rhetoric that followed that
particular historical moment. It wasn’t until I studied historically that I realized my
interpreted internalized xenophobic feelings toward my own culture had been a
by-product of a long history of xenophobia toward Arabs and Muslims in the United
States. This undoubtedly contributed to literature selections here. In my realization of
this long history, I am reminded of James Baldwin (1963) when he said, “you think your
pain and heartbreak are unprecedented in the history of the world, but then you read.”
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Islamophobia Prior to the Emergence of “Trumpism”
Trump’s brand of hatred toward Muslims can be understood as representative of
a kind of fear-based othering. Since the September 11th terrorist attacks,
bias crimes against Arabs, Muslims, and those assumed to be Arab or Muslim
spiked 1,700 percent in the first six months after September 11 and have never
since returned to their pre-2001 levels. A USA Today/Gallup Poll from 2006
shows that 39 percent of Americans admitted to holding prejudice against
Muslims and believe that all Muslims - U.S. citizens included - should carry
special IDs. (Bayoumi, 2008, p. 3-4)
These trends continue to tick upward. This is the socio-cultural context within which this
study’s participating youth have come of age. However, as mentioned this Trumpism, so
to speak, doesn’t come out of the blue. He can only cultivate seeds of discord because
they were historically planted, well before he took office. To be clear, Trump did not
create Islamophobia. He is just the latest, among many, benefitting from the intentionally
generated public fear and multi-million-dollar industry.
I was in high school when the September 11th terrorist attacks of 2001
happened. I can distinctly recall a feeling of foreboding when I learned the pilots of both
planes were Egyptian. I felt different and not in a good way, a way where I knew my
difference wasn’t appreciated or welcomed. I kept thinking, “I wish they were somebody,
anybody else.” I remember my father, an Egyptian native with a minimal Arabic accent
still remaining after his three decades in the United States by that point, coming home to
our Sacramento, CA suburb house really early from work. He said he was at the grocery
store and waiting in line to purchase his items, but he saw so many people staring at
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him that he left his items and just came home. We ordered pizza that night. To me as a
young person, it felt like the “typical” American night.
In the weeks following the September 11th attacks, the countless stories of joking
about being a terrorist when I grew up and the like must have weighed heavily on my
father, and maybe on me too, but I wasn’t able at that time to understand. Regrettably,
my father eventually changed his last name to what he thought was a more American
denim jeans sounding “Lee” because he owned his own business and didn’t want
anyone to know he’s Arab. He was so certain his Arab identity was hated in the U.S.
that he feared losing business, and therefore livelihood, if recognized. The irony that our
last name, Aboali, literally translates in Arabic to “abo” meaning “father,” and “ali”
meaning “great one”. Aboali, “father of great one.”
September 11th meant that I no longer have the same last name as my father
and, in some ways, this very fact denigrates his pride in being “the father of my
greatness.” I don’t know if many non-Muslim Americans realize what many
Muslim-American families also lost on that awful day in addition to the many Muslims
who perished among the lost in the World Trade Center - all the while joining with the
national collective feelings of shock and despair. But I was in high school at that time,
and the youth who participated in this dissertation research as well as all those currently
enrolled in U.S. schools were born into all that accompanies even the mention of
“September 11th”, and thus far have lived their whole lifetimes within this context.
I thus believe that I am the lucky one involved in this project. Those of us who
were in high school when the September 11th attacks happened are among those
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Muslims who know an experience of being Muslim in the United States prior to that
date. And of those few that were youth during that time, many of us finally have come of
age such that we may attempt to participate in the academy. Our varied interpretations
of our life stories thus far, too, present a uniquely situated historical moment, and these
have constituted one point of my reflexive considerations throughout the course of this
study.
While I would love to say that this frightening “day of, and beyond, September
11th” for Muslim Americans was only relevant following the 9/11 attacks, The Southern
Poverty Law Center, an organization that tracks hate crimes in the United States,
reports that as of the morning of November 14th, 2016, six days following Trump’s
election, 437 new reports of hate-based intimidation and harassment had been filed.
Within those new reports thirteen possible options were listed as locations where the
harassment most frequently took place. K-12 schools and universities were the top and
third highest reported places, accounting for just over one-third of all reported cases
(Southern Poverty Law Center, 2016).
Indeed, schools provide an environment where self-formations and definitions
are part of the educational processes. Tatum (2000) argues “choices made in
adolescence ripple throughout the lifespan” and “to the extent that those in the target
group internalize the images that the dominant group reflects back to them, they may
find it difficult to believe in their own ability” (p. 14). Youth are only playing what they
perceive to be their roles in this developmental process of trial and error, even as they
view all kinds of angles and aspects surrounding the larger American elections, for
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example. Therefore, in an effort to engage in what students assume to be their
“American identities,” what they perceive, and what is reflected back to them from any
specific election climate, in turn could be performed as acts of self-definition within
schools. Students who, knowingly or not, could be seen then as choosing to perpetuate
these reported cases of violence, for example. Non-Muslim youth could be assuming
that they simply are demonstrating a positionality of “I am American, and this is what
Americans do and believe in.”
The result: harassment, intimidation, and bullying are part of the experiences
currently reported by numerous Muslim students in America. Admittedly, I expected
student participants to elicit these feelings as well. However, while they each did
experience some level of interpreted harassment, not all of them articulated
experiences with bullying or feeling intimidation. Another possibility here could be that it
might be difficult to admit or recognize these factors. As it pertains to schools and young
people, not only would those experiences be played out directed toward Muslim youth,
but those students also have to face an additional and difficult layer of possible
intimidation – if they wish to report such harassment and bullying – of having to confide
in an adult. Thus, in my interpretations of experiences reported by this study’s
participating Muslim high school students, I took caution not only to examine what these
students said, but also to explore as well as to postulate multiple possibilities of what
they perhaps have left unsaid. Mainly, this exploration of multiple possibilities is also
related to issues of power in that, as researcher, I am also still positioned as “the
researcher” and “the teacher,” even though I am no longer these dissertation study
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participants’ teacher currently. Projected or otherwise, dominant assumptions about the
“power” position of “the teacher” thus required my constant attention to multiple
possibilities, including those that students, for whatever reason, did not or could not
name in our interviews.
Language Dominance and Muslim Youth in School
Paolo Freire (1970), among many scholars, argued, “all education is a political
act; teaching is never a neutral act” (1970, p.19). It is simply not enough to have
assumed to have adequately addressed a bully concern, or perhaps to have assumed
what a student reported maybe “wasn’t that big of a deal.” That is one form of using a
position of power “over,” of authority – in this case, that of dominant conceptions of the
teacher as the one “in charge” – to not really do enough to stop the targeted
harassment.  Whether a teacher acts on an act of aggression toward a student, or not,
the teacher’s action or inaction is bound to have an effect on the targeted Muslim
student.
But that tangible example is not the only possibility to which I am referring when
mentioning Freire’s notion of teaching as political. I also am adding  another rather
negative conception of teaching as a political act that results from omission of other
possibilities, including what is left unsaid, in part due to teachers’ own assumptions,
biases, beliefs and expectations. A teacher maybe doesn’t believe the student, for
whatever reason, or didn’t fully understand the dynamic under consideration, or perhaps
is made uncomfortable by a student reporting an act of bullying, for example. In any
scenario, the teacher most often retains the power to make choices of subject
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discussion or not, to move the class along or explore an idea, to believe or disbelieve a
student. As such, this power imbalance localized at the classroom level can contribute
to what Freire called “cultures of silence,” or places where the marginalized are either
directly silenced, or indirectly do not speak for reasons related to their position as
student, or subordinate.
At the risk of an overly layman example, I am thinking of the teacher who
changes the subject at the mere mention of the word “abortion” for fear of discussing a
“hot button” topic, for example. But, I believe that the lack of discussion allows the
perceived myths about abortion to remain. I wonder: should we, and if so, how might we
interrupt the cycle of perpetuating ignorance if teachers can choose to avoid something
purely because they have made the calculation that it is too controversial, too “radical,”
or because the dominant discourse has deemed it political with an air of “both sides” as
important? I am left wondering, where do students learn about and understand quite
varied angles on the issue of “abortion” if all teachers in that given high school feel the
same? These questionings certainly guided literature selections. Freire (1970), in
discussing humanity and silence, explains
human existence cannot be silent, nor can it be nourished by false words, but
only by true words, with which men and women transform the world. To exist,
humanly, is to name the world, to change it. Once named, the world in its turn
reappears to the namers as a problem and requires of them a new naming.
Human beings are not built in silence, but in word, in work, in action-reflection. (p.
88)
Thus, youth need opportunities to think critically about the world and name what they
are seeing and experiencing. The same could be said about teachers. Therefore, a
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further assumption framed by my study includes: reflexive practices are necessary,
particularly around what is left unsaid, or maybe more challenging, what is intentionally
omitted in lieu of our own assumptions, biases, and beliefs. These reflexive practices
are vital in order that we, as teachers, may transform, to see the world less given and
rather as co-created, socially constructed. Less of an “absolute” truth, and one of
multiple truths or possibilities.
With that said, Edward Said is famous for recognizing a silenced, marginalized
people while also naming the world as he understood it. He exposed the perils of not
only representing an “other,” but also dominating the discourse about an entire
population without the ability of those represented to name their world as they
individually experience it.
So much of what Said was able to bring forth was because he had an awareness
of what other “experts” assumed they knew to be true. Yet he had first-hand
experiences within the very cultures that “experts” were discussing, often with profound
inaccuracies. This translated, for Said, into conceptualizings of what he termed
“Orientalists;” that is, Western producers with power and agency to “name” others
because of their ability to be believed, to be seen as experts, given their social and
cultural positionings within dominant discourses and cultures. Thus, these so-called
experts are the ones supposedly most able to shape what often results as dominant –
as the narrative – that is prioritized by many as fully representing another culture.
Orientalists have said things that have had a political import, despite their
unconsciousness – or not – in what they were “reporting” about “the Arab world.”
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I am concerned not necessarily only with overt expressions of anti-Muslim
sentiment, like the teacher who ripped off a young woman’s hijab while allowing
students to film and laugh (Mason, 2017). I too am concerned about what happens
when remaining silent to overt moments of discrimination and othering simply reinforces
the status quo of a dominant discourse, a discourse that Said interpreted as a flawed
Western gaze? Or when teacher-silence perpetuates a culture of silence? Said argues
the Western misrepresenting of Muslim peoples serves the purposes of maintaining
dominance, and thus, when youth perceive these overt and covert moments, teacher
silence by onlooking students can be perceived as accepting, even normalizing these
moments.
In a sense, those teachers, well-meaning or otherwise, who do remain “silent”
are complicit in the perpetuation of “othering.” Education scholar Fazal Rizvi took on the
challenging topic of “Representations of Islam and Education for Justice” in his chapter
of an anthology of Race, Identity, and Representation in Education (2005). As an
example of power of the ability to shape the dominant narrative that might persist even
when an “Orientalist” teacher is attempting to remain non-political, I point to Rizvi’s
(2005) discussion on the word “jihad”:
In recent years, the idea of jihad has come to be associated with Muslim
militancy… The problem with this representation is that in the Quran, the idea of
jihad does not have just one essential meaning. It can be translated in several
ways, all suggesting struggle of various kinds, such as a personal struggle each
individual has against one’s own distinctively human weaknesses, including such
temptations as greed and pride… Muslim intellectuals have attempted to show
how jihad has always had a historically specific meaning and in the present
context it must mean struggle for economic development, modernization, and the
creation of a democratic civil society. (p. 173)
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I contend that, for the teacher who wishes to avoid taking on “controversial” topics,
Rizvi’s analysis of jihad becomes an important one. I contend that remaining silent,
especially in classrooms that do mention Muslims directly, the ability for Muslims to even
name our own personal struggles often seems to remain in the hands of the authority in
the room, the teacher. The danger is not only that an Arabic word is falsely or limitedly
translated into English, the prevailing dominant language in the United States, but also
that it is then unquestioned and thus often re-inscribed in negative ways again and
again in media and in our classrooms.
As such, not only do “Orientalist” voices, from my situated perspectives, often
seem to be positioned as those who can choose to exert dominance in how they
understand and represent “Oriental” culture and languages they do not speak
themselves, but also, they maintain the capacity to oppress (even if unintentionally).
Those teachers and administrators in fact might choose to overtly and consciously use
their authorial positions to convince even Muslims students that an Orientalists’ flawed
interpretations can stand as “truth.” In a sense, this form of “teacher-silence” –
conceptualized as refusal to consider assumptions and perspectives other than one’s
own – contributes to a re-definition of a term with political implications, as all discourse
does.
Dominant discourses – depending upon their orientation – may or may not offer
any differing possibilities or contextual awareness. The dominant discourse – as
“negative” as Muslims may perceive that it is, for example – projects the authoritative
singular re-definition as the only definition. These are the conditions and oftentimes
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practices that characterize the dominant discourses about Muslim-Americans in
contemporary times, discourses, as noted by The Voter Group Study (2018), that tend
to be believed by a majority of Americans, many of whom, ironically, are also
Muslim-American.
I often share with my classes, adults or young people alike, that the closest
experience to “jihad” I can point to accurately for me is teaching. I find “personal
struggle” in navigating the constant barrage of anti-Muslim imagery regurgitated by each
new class of students that appear in my classroom, and yet, because my mostly secular
understanding of Islam is grounded in study, it is my faith that continues this personal
struggle. In a sense this is jihad performed, pushing through because of my attendant
belief: that the larger faith-based moral purpose serves peace and democracy inclusive
of everyone, a true goal of Islam.
Because American classrooms obviously are situated among the Western
contexts that Said interrogated, “we” – American Muslim teachers, including myself –
also may well be complicit in perpetuating this dominance. For among “us” are those
who were sold the same untruths, albeit often through cultures of willful or naïve
ignorance that may result in varied forms of teacher-silence, for example. I thus often
reframe this discussion of jihad with high school students through the lens of “who gets
to tell our individual and unique stories,” and I ask students to consider why many of us
oftentimes unknowingly perpetuate this popular but flawed jihad related belief. In
response, students almost always have worked their way back to the singular story, the
singular image of Osama bin Laden, the most famous Muslim. But I then argue that he
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can’t possibly be Muslim because of the sheer violence he enacted. And multiple
possibilities and  understandings ensue.
However, within the contexts framing these classroom scenarios, I often feel, like
many marginalized identities, as the only one speaking about, or at least complicating
interpretations, for example, of Islam and Muslims in educational environments. My
study’s participating youth also echoed my sentiments almost unanimously (excluding
one young man who is not “out” to his peers about his Muslim identity), voicing their
feelings of being lone voices. But more importantly in this research study, I was
interested in the participants’ relationships – if any -- with feelings of not only being a
“lone voice,” but also ways that they feel may or may not have kept them from sharing
their opinions, ideas, questions, concerns, etc.
As a result of my own curiosities, I thus intentionally sought to explore if study
participants had experienced feelings of being silenced, self-silencing or otherwise, or
perhaps of perceiving moments of teacher inaction, teacher silence, or teacher
unawareness. And if so, I wondered: did these Muslim youth place meaning around
“self” based on these perceived moments. As previously noted, I certainly had
experienced such conditions and episodes. Thus, based on my own experience as a
Muslim youth in an “American” high school during an eerily similar climate of heightened
xenophobic rhetoric toward Muslims, I also explored if these youth experienced similar –
or differing – feelings of self that resulted in shame or distancing of culture in lieu of
perceived responses from their non-Muslim peers.
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Relations Among Conceptions of “Identity” and “Self”
As Nigerian author and feminist, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, so eloquently
articulated in her 2016 scholarly talk, “there is a danger in a single story.” While
language dominance alone can contribute to the multiplicity of ways that teaching is
political, Rizvi’s discussion on jihad is further illuminating in relation to informed
understandings of who has the power not only to name the many pieces of culture, but
also to translate these words and images for others – as if this translation were the only
one possible.
For example, so much of what young people in high school choose to wear
becomes a demonstration of self. For me, I was a basketball player and took great pride
in wearing my team track suit on our game days. In a high school where I once taught,
even with a clear uniform policy, students would grasp at small victories of
self-expression, even if that meant their only variation from the khaki pants and powder
blue tops meant their choice of “cool” shoes or a colorful bracelet.
For many Muslim women, adult or young alike, we cannot escape the constant
attention given to the veil, or headscarf. Joan Scott, while primarily a historian of the
Western nation of France, is a U.S. born post-structural feminist, and in her 2007 book
The Politics of the Veil, she comments on the oddity of this seemingly hyper-focused
attention on the veil. “Headscarves (or veils) are worn by only a small fraction of Muslim
women, the vast majority of whom have assimilated in some way or another to the
Western values and dress of the countries in which they now live” (Scott, 2007, p. 4).
Some of my former students, even though constituting a very small portion of Muslim
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women who do choose to wear some form of the headscarf, do so while simultaneously
falling in line with Western dress cultural norms. Thus, their wearing of the veil is
seemingly the only thing that distinguishes these women as non-Western. This
interpretation negates the possibilities of race or ethnicity also indicating non-Western.
But the hyper-attention to “the veil” by many, including not only those located in the
United States, supports Scott’s claim that “the veil became a screen onto which were
projected images of strangeness and fantasies of danger” (2007, p. 10).
In a discussion of Islam and democracy, for example, Rizvi points out that
“popular representations of Islam in the West have depended on singularizing Islam and
then describing it as both different and violent” (Rizvi, 2005, p. 173). I understood “hijab”
as the referenced “different,” or other, and Rizvi’s jihad discussion as teasing out the
mentioned assumed inherently “violent” stereotypical depiction. The problem with this
single monolithic view of Islam, continues Rizvi, is that
the view overlooks the enormous diversity, both cultural and ideological, that
spans the Muslim world. So, as an example, while less than 25 percent of
American Muslims have an Arab background, it is they who have become iconic
in the popular imaging of Islam. Almost 3 million African-American Muslims are
simply overlooked. What this shows is that Islam is at least as plural as the West,
in the regions, races, languages, and cultures it encompasses. (2006, p. 173)
Clearly, then, what an essentialized view of Islam does is help perpetuate the myth that
Muslims are a single kind of culture, one that forces all women into submission and into
the hijab. Scott (2007) further extends the political nature of this point by claiming, “it is
as if patriarchy were a uniquely Islamic phenomenon” (2007, p. 4). I argue, then, that
the use of the veil to singularly project abusive patriarchal practices onto Muslims
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becomes an example of how creating an “othered” population can also be a
self-definition. Meaning, if the West can dominate popular discourses into vilifying the
East as “terrible to women,” or the only example of patriarchy, then it absolves
Westerners (as well as some Muslims who believe, support, and act in the name of
patriarchy) from having to deal with their own patriarchal practices, institutions, beliefs,
etc. In fact, I have experienced this exact defense of the West online in response to my
posting of articles suggesting the United States has work to do around feminisms,
treatment of women, and patriarchal norms. An anonymous user replied something to
the effect of “if women have it so bad here, go back to the Middle East.” The vast
diversity of culture alone suggests there are myriad ways of being a Muslim and yet
Muslim women, in particular, are singularized into a projected homogenous object: the
veil. Of this singularizing, Scott claims that portraying Muslims as a “fixed culture”
serves as a prime example of a mechanism to objectify and as well as to be able to
“own” (2007, p.7). After all, once a geographical region of peoples are designated as
violent toward women, then certainly it becomes reason to intervene, especially by
dominant Western nations absolved of fully dealing with their own patriarchal constructs
and seeking self-definition that translates into saviors or liberators.
While I pointed to (and appreciate) Scott’s book and Rizvi’s discussion of “hijab”
and ”jihad,” with particular discourse dominances in mind, I also wanted to be careful of
working with Muslim youth around the very idea of “terrorism.” I am concerned that the
mere correlation of the word with their identities alone might serve as a catalyst to
students’ interpretations that are perpetuated simply by my asking of particular
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questions. As such, when conducting interviews or discussions, the words “terrorism” or
“radical Islam” were intentionally omitted on my part in an effort to allow students’ own
consciousnesses to guide what their interpretations and responses might be. Notably,
from my perspective, this was one of the topics students broached, no matter the
question or subject area.
A Dominant Symbol: The Hijab
A discussion of the political nature of the hijab thus feels relevant to me within a
section about language dominance and prevailing dominant discourses as reinforcing
false beliefs. Scott (2007) suggests the West and East binary exists, in large part,
because “it is the result of a sustained polemic, a political discourse” (Scott, 2007, p. 7).
For example, often when the topic of “Muslim” is presented, by even the most
well-meaning teacher, in my experience that topic is often accompanied by the sharing
of an image of a woman in a hijab or the like. I extrapolate that, for many U.S. teachers,
since Islam is a religion and not simply identified by physical features, they then must
present students with images that can readily – and stereotypically – be recognized as
“Muslim.”
And in fact, popular imagery is awash with the hijab as the catchall garment,
supposedly representing an entire whole of Muslim women. To be clear, there is nothing
wrong with working to display diverse examples of what possible Americans look like,
but the major recognizable dominant symbol for Muslim women has become the hijab.
However, as the previous discussion of diversity within the Muslim community
demonstrates, there is no singular way a Muslim woman should or should not look.
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Participating students' quick introductory biographical snapshots alone are a testament
to that fact. Ironically, then, in an effort to bring more visibility to the possibility that
Muslims are indeed Americans as well, well-meaning educators unknowingly – or
uninformedly – then become part of the cyclical essentializing process of Muslims by
simply displaying the image as part of their teaching materials or on a projected slide –
thus remaining silent to vast array of Muslim diversity.
This is one example of what might characterize at least a portion of the U.S.
teaching force. Thus, such practices allow for a dominant symbol, a hijab, to be the
symbol, making only veiled women the face of “Muslim woman,” while rendering those
of us who happen to not participate in the practice of covering our hair invisible. Not to
mention, there are Catholics, Jews, Mormons, Baptists, and many other faith-based
alignments, whose practices also participate in forms of covering hair that do not even
get mentioned because “veiling” is dominantly attributed to Muslims. This exclusive
assumption perpetuates an Islamophobic notion of Islam as the singular veiled
oppressor without ever naming freedom of choice in choosing to veil.
New York City’s Department of Education published a 2019 new “civics
curriculum” for social studies teachers. While this curriculum seems to attempt to
interrupt this notion of forced veiling projected onto Muslims by making use of a TIME
article by Marian Gomaa entitled, “American Hijab: Why my Scarf,” this article is actually
not even part of the curriculum and only appears under the “further reading” section. It
would seem that educators would need to opt into making use of further readings for
this one small example of resistance of dominant Islamophobic norms. It further
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suggests visibility of diverse Muslim experiences are not even quite important enough to
make it into the full curriculum. At the same time, is this “extra reading” simply
reinforcing the trope of veiled Muslim woman as the only potential example of Muslims?
As noted, Rizvi (2005) helps us understand the hijab as a political symbol. His
and other scholars’ work offer teachers opportunities to learn more. He says, “nothing
symbolizes the differences between the Western and the Muslim worlds more than the
hijab… In the West, the hijab symbolizes the exotic mysteries of the East, on the one
hand, and the violence toward women on the other” (Rizvi, 2005, p. 174). What this
caricature view provides us is the assumption that Muslim women can only be
understood as sexually exotic, a Princess Jasmine from the Disney film character (to
continue to the comparison), or oppressed and violently abused.The projected hijab on
a Muslim woman takes on this meaning of oppression and its representation then
becomes a moment of dominance. I believe that this is so because, even in some
efforts to “demonstrate diversity,” the essentialized demonstration may actually work to
singularize the Muslim woman while also associating a culture of gender-based abuse.
As mentioned, despite being a global problem, the irony in this example of
Western dominance in positions of power with the ability to “name,” is that at least a
portion of those who reside in the U.S. act as if we treat women well here. For example,
even women in positions of power in the United States Congress became subjected to
expectations of a white male, former Speaker of the House, Paul Ryan, a Republican
well known for what some would call his “extreme” Christian beliefs. First reported by
news giant CBS, preceding many news outlets, in 2017 Ryan attempted to use his
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position to enforce outdated “dress code” policies that had the effect of requiring women
to wear work “appropriate attire” that covered their arms (Shabad, 2017).
Congresswomen resisted by wearing professional attire without sleeves and the point
here is not really about former Speaker Ryan’s attempt to force women to cover; rather,
it is that his claim depended on past dress code policy. Meaning, aside from his overt
poor treatment of women in Congress in this case, this issue of policing women’s attire
was established in previous policy. It thus would seem that patriarchal expectation and
attempted enforcement of “covering” of women’s bodies is not unique to the East at all.
The Amish and Mennonites also demonstrate two such examples in the United States.
My interpretation here seems to indicate that there is not the possibility that some varied
Muslim populations do have extreme or patriarchal expectations. Certainly, I hold space
for the reality those practices exist within varied Muslim cultures. My point is that many
cultures, beyond Muslim demographics, hold the same potential.
Beyond this one example of the hypocrisy of vilifying the East as the site of
oppression of women, one can point to many more, including the daily reports of abuse
of women in the United States. We need not look further than the explosion of shared
stories of unwanted sexual harassment and sexual assault that came as a response to
the #MeToo hashtag on social media, not to mention the books by Jodi Kantor and
Megan Twohey (2019) as well as by Linda Hirshman (2019), Ronan Farrow (2019) and
others. These investigative reportings disclosed the unbelievable culture of silence that
had existed – and still exists – amongst women – even as the #MeToo movement has
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expanded and exposed multiple and habitual attackers of women, including the jailing of
high powered Hollywood executive Harvey Weinstein.
Some women’s ability to report their experiences of physical and/or
mental-emotional abuse, let alone be believed, was astounding to many. Astounding,
but not surprising to many women. I share that not to say that violence toward women
ought to ever be tolerated. Rather, I offer context on the presented notion of Muslim
women in need of liberation (read as all women globally are in need of liberation, not
Muslims exclusively, as the #MeToo cases indicate). Kumar (2018) goes on to write of
the political nature of the hijab:
After the Taliban fell, the U.S. beauty industry acted as an arm of empire and
seized the opportunity to export Western products and techniques to
Afghanistan. Marie Claire and Vogue magazines, joined by beauty companies
like Paul Mitchell and Estée Lauder, funded the humanitarian-inflected “Beauty
Without Borders,” a beauty school in Kabul meant to teach women how to
perform salon services, despite the fact that salons had already existed.
American shampoo and makeup became tools to liberate Muslim women.
(Kumar, 2018, para. 8)
These humanitarian efforts initiated by American companies had little to do with
“liberating” the Muslim woman and everything to do with good ole fashioned American
capitalism. The Western ability to name Muslim and hijab as the symbol of oppression
while then exerting power to enter a market advertised in the name of freedom, only to
add in caricaturing the exact Muslim woman intended to liberate, is about as “American”
as apple pie. These beauty companies are able to recognize the hijab’s import in terms
of a political construct of an oppressed Other as well as the industry value of this
particular demographic.
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Analogously, perhaps, as a defiant response to a dominant narrative of
“oppressed Muslim women” primarily crafted by such Orientalists who are able to shape
discourse, “more Muslim women now wear hijab than ever before, as a symbol of
control and defiance” (Rizvi, 2005, p. 174). Given the relatively small population of
Muslim women who actually wear a form of the hijab, it is possible that the
hyper-visibility of the hijab in the West is now eliciting a response that incites more
Muslim women to wear it. This becomes an example wherein, even though Muslim
women choosing to wear the hijab as means for anti-Western defiance and freedom of
expression, the dominant Western focus still had an effect of perpetuating a shift in
culture. Thus, some Muslim women are now newly using the veil, not in practice of their
faith, but rather in an expression of it. Scott notes of Muslim women using the veil as a
pushback at Western constructs of what it means to veil, “it is also a way for dominated
groups to insist on the legitimacy of their religion” (2007, p. 6). In a sense, I view this
phenomenon as Muslim women fighting for the right to name pieces of their own
culture, and reclaiming one of the most politicized garments in history, thus positioning
them as leading a resistance movement.
Another possibility of experience of choosing to veil that faculty colleagues have
shared with me is one of comfort. I have worked with Muslim staff members who
occasionally choose to wear a hijab. When asked why these women choose on some
days but not on other days, I have often been met with varying but similar responses
that primarily claim that a hijab “feels like home.” I asked one social worker in particular
what she meant by “home” and she explained that since she had grown up a “hijabi,”
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even though she now only covers every so often, when she chooses to wear it, it feels
really familiar and comforting.
Her response reminded me of my decade-plus experiences teaching urban
youth, a population with constant hooded sweatshirts – “hoodies” – visible across
classrooms. Many schools enforce the Department of Education’s “no hats or hoods”
policy, a controversial policy to those critical of criminalizing urban youth. Indeed, the
policy exists because it is more difficult to identify a person via the above security
cameras if someone is wearing a hood or a hat. Teachers are often situated as
enforcers of such policy. When I’d ask students why they chose to wear their hoods
over their heads, especially knowing it would likely prompt a request by an adult to
remove it, the varying responses were often to the same tune that my educator
colleagues sang in choosing to wear a hijab: hoodies worn up were simply more
comfortable to many of them. Whether wearing the hood over student’s heads brought
them a sense of control over the ability to hide, or extra warmth in regularly too cold
classrooms, or simply was about style, among countless possibilities, the larger point
worth noting is that regardless of reason, students found comfort in something deemed
unacceptable for school. The projection of hoodies as bad, or “unprofessional” as many
schools excuse, feels strikingly similar to projections onto the hijab, albeit with differing
meanings.
This Western, and specifically American, notion of forcing predominantly Black
and Brown bodies (although not exclusively) to assimilate to Western cultural norms,
fashion and appearance included, has a long history in the United States. Native
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Americans, for example, were forced to attend boarding schools, and to cut their lengthy
and spiritually significant hair (Zinn, 1990, p. 126). Currently, we see students being
forced to cut their dreadlocks in order to participate in graduation ceremonies or
school-sponsored wrestling events (Beachum, 2020). Perhaps, like many teenagers
sporting hoodies, another possibility for Muslim women choosing to veil is because they
simply just want to. It makes them feel more comfortable. It would seem there is a
priority for concern over potential urban youth deviancy rather than prioritizing what
might make students more comfortable in school. I’d ask rhetorically, who is really made
more comfortable by their removal.
Indeed, I asked Muslim student participants in this study about their feelings,
ideas, perceptions, expectations, and assumptions as related to the hijab, and to
Muslim women specifically. Their responses varied from discussion on modesty via
clothing choices writ large to gendered expectations of dress. Some even delved into
the nuances of modesty in the Quran and how it is often misinterpreted by a patriarchal
male dominant class that then reassigns its interpreted meanings exclusively to women.
More on student perceptions of dress in Chapter Six, however, I further explored what
these known perceptions might mean for student conceptualizations of identity and in
what ways these notions may, or may not, be internalized.
Negotiating the Hyphen for Muslim Youth
Michelle Fine (Fine & Selcuk, 2010), with her colleague, conducted a mixed
method study of nearly 70 Muslim students in the United States, exploring topics
ranging from discrimination to self-policing. She specifically notes a “silencing effect” as
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disclosed by many of the middle school and high school students with whom she
engaged. She argues that since global conflicts are ongoing, so too are the students
seeking to juggle dual worlds of “an American identity” clearly at odds with their ethnic
and religious identities.
Fine explains that adolescence is a time where young people are forming and
reforming their cultural identities (2010, p. 151). If the larger narrative is one of constant
suspicion, it permeates even into the consciousness of the individuals within the
marginalized communities. For example, urban youth in schools in Brooklyn, and in
Fine’s case, almost exclusively students of color, consider President Obama to be a
hero. But the racist right-wing narrative claiming President Obama to be a “secret
Muslim” is hyperbolically symbolic of at least a notable portion of the nation’s attitude
toward Muslims. However, even if this were true – and it has long been proven it is not –
that even if President Obama were Muslim, why would it need to be a secret? This very
assumption suggests that a dominant cultural norm in the United States is one in which
it would be politically challenging to identify as Muslim – and thus, if one were Muslim,
this fact would need to be hidden. One only need to consider the first two Muslim
women, Rashida Tlaib and Ilhan Omar, elected to Congress in 2018, for the daily deadly
reality their identities carry as a result of the hate-fueled Trump rhetoric (Chittal, 2019).
Anti-Muslim rhetoric was literally used as a political tool to ascribe the first racially
Black president as an Other, and by association, was also used to send the message
that anyone who identifies as Muslim does not belong. Fine goes on to add a point that
an inability to integrate into the dominant culture often leads to mental health issues and
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“minority stress,” a term coined for those under constant scrutiny (Fine, p. 152) for their
marginalized identities.
Beverly Tatum (2000) also explains this idea of “minority stress” and the taxing
psychological extra work resulting, regardless of how well adjusted one might be to
issues related to marginalization. Tatum writes, “whether one succumbs to the devaluing
pressures of the dominant culture or successfully resists them, the fact is that dealing
with oppressive systems from the underside, regardless of the strategy, is physically
and psychologically taxing” (p. 13). The point here is, for marginalized communities
under constant scrutiny, no matter how successfully one has been at navigating that
reality, it is still something that requires attention beyond what dominant groups would
have to expect to experience.
Said (1978) points to broader and more nuanced theorized ways of discussing
the impact of “othering.” Said explains: “the limitations of Orientalism... [include]
disregarding, essentializing, denuding the humanity of another culture, people or
geographical region” (Said, p. 108).
Fine (2010) concludes her study by pontificating about future research, in
particular pointing to obvious differences in navigating “minority stress.” In Fine’s study,
her primary concerns around such stress centered on conceptions of gender as related
to possible “minority stress.”  Her interpretations of her research data suggest a
distinction amongst Muslim youth males as having an apathetic, negative worldview
while their female counterparts seem to feel called to lead and resist the forces of
oppression. Fine points to more research needed to ultimately conclude these
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distinctions more confidently. Participating student youth also suggest varying moments
of “resistance” or apathy, regardless of gender. While Said, and I, reject essentialized
identity categories related to a universal “male or female Muslim” experience for
example, in addition to the limiting binary categories of either male or female,
investigation of multiple experiences, similar to my own work here, would seem like it
could add to the discourse of possibilities of multiple Muslim experiences as well as
identity constructions. However, with gender in mind, I also began noticing in Fine’s
work what Rizvi previously commented on – that is, acknowledging the central role a
Muslim woman takes in community leadership, and understanding this call to service.
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Chapter V
EDWARD SAID AND WESTERN EDUCATION
Edward Said is well-known in the realm of academia and beyond as “arguably
the most influential intellectual of our time” (Jaggi, 2001), and, while Said would reject
any absolutist notion of the most influential, he certainly could be considered as one of
the most influential. Said, Palestinian-American, became a distinguished voice in the
field of post-colonial studies (among many fields) for his work, while spending most of
his days in the English and comparative literature department at Columbia University in
New York City, a city Said would later describe as a “city of immigrants and exiles”
(Said, as cited in Jaggi, 2001). Said would need little extra motivation for work
pertaining to an interest in immigrants, exiles, and refugees; after all he once described
himself as a “western educated Palestinian Arab,” (I can related to his sentiment) and
he famously wrote “that western culture could not be understood outside its links with
empire” (Jaggi, 2001). He would also delve into theory within the relationships of power
and knowledge, and how those claimed knowledges came to be (and under what
circumstances).
Influenced by philosophers, social theorists, and literary critics, Said became
critical of those claiming to produce knowledge of cultures deemed different and less
powerful. Said would argue that by defining an “other,” we are in turn defining self. After
all, careful study of any text will inform us, among many possibilities, vastly more about
authors than their intended subject. He explains, “the more insistent we are on
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separation, the more inaccurate we are about ourselves and others” (Jaggi, 2001).
“Others” here meaning people far removed from one’s own cultures, geographically and
interpersonally. I am reminded of Morrison’s previously mentioned work where she
argues the act of othering has a self-defining tradeoff of confirming one’s own self as
“normal” (Morrison, p. 30, 2017). Different-from-me suddenly becomes self-referential in
terms of what is assumed ought to be. One possibility of my connection between
Morrison and Said despite their differing practices as scholars, is their attention to a kind
of “gaze” if you will. Another possibility is that I personally find comfort and have great
admiration for them both and felt compelled to share with readers in hopes to elicit
similar feelings.
In Edward Said’s now iconic seminal work Orientalism (1978), he makes an
argument that not only does an East versus West binary exist, it does so in large part
due to lack of “authentic” interpretations of the East, or the Orient, by anyone from the
region. Said argues that, instead, alleged knowledge of the East is a creation of
Western, or Occidental, thought. “The Orient was almost a European invention, and had
been since antiquity a place of romance, exotic beings, haunting memories and
landscapes, remarkable experiences” (1978, p. 1). In a sense this Western notion of
imagining of Eastern peoples as a singular culture, peppered with exotic or haunting
people and experiences, becomes illuminating in understanding what the average
Western person might have been socialized into expecting from people with Eastern
identities. Speaking of “Eastern” (and therefore also “Western”) identities, for the sake of
clarity geographically and theoretically, I realized that leaning on such scholars as Said
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to help me in defining some of these umbrella terms, albeit often too generalized, even
flawed, was necessary and helpful to me in relation to this study.
A Socially Constructed East & West
Said (1978) presents this East and West binary in terms of the Orient and the
Occident respectively, defining Orientalism as
a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient’s special
place in European Western experience. The Orient is not only adjacent to
Europe; it is also the place of Europe’s richest and oldest colonies, the source of
its civilizations and languages, its cultural contestant, and one of its deepest and
most recurring images of the Other. (1978, p. 2)
In short, geographically Said is referencing countries in the Middle East, Africa, and
Asia as former colonies of European nations. The United States becomes a “Western”
entity as a nation that evolved within a Eurocentric framework. In addition, “the vastly
expanded American political and economic role in the Near East (Middle East) makes
great claims on our understanding of that Orient” (1978, p. 2). In lieu of American
interests in the region, Said argues, the kind of “knowledge” produced by this Western
superpower cannot be assumed to be “authentic,” and instead must be assumed to be
generated with a binary notion of “us versus them,” or knowledge produced with political
power and import in mind. This was a firm reminder that any knowledge is produced by
someone and from somewhere with intent and purpose, and therefore cannot be
deemed apolitical.
As such, Said goes on to define an Orientalist as one not from the “East” and
“who teaches [emphasis added], writes about, or researches the Orient… either in its
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specific or its general aspects, . . . [And] what he or she does is Orientalism” (1978, p.
2). While Said is defining the term broadly, it does become helpful in understanding how
examples of teaching, writing and/or researching by anyone who fits Said’s definition of
“Orientalist” possibly could result in that person generating caricatured, essentialized
productions of knowledge of a particular region and diverse populations. Examples of
such often are taught ahistorically, without context, and from positions of power.
Considering the United States as a Western power, we can then apply this
understanding of an Orientalist, the active person perpetuating Orientalism, as a lens for
critiquing what kinds of teaching and writing are done about and with Muslim
populations in the U.S. and for examining the alleged “knowledge” produced.
Said thus helped me to better understand what I contend becomes a rich
framework for an analysis of American education in relation to what often is positioned
as “the” content knowledge about Eastern cultures as well as about its youth. He
certainly presents and utilizes an East-West binary, although he is also clear that this
binary is man-made and as fictional as racial constructs. His discussion around this
geopolitical binary acknowledges:
we must take seriously Vico’s great observation that men make their own history,
that what they can know is what they have made, and extend it to geography: as
both geographical and cultural entities- to say nothing of historical entities- such
as locales, regions, geographical sectors as ‘Orient’ and ‘Occident’ are
man-made. Therefore as much as the West itself, the Orient is an idea that has a
history and a tradition of thought, imagery, and vocabulary that have given it
reality and presence in and for the West. The two geographical entities thus
support and to an extent reflect each other. (1978, p. 5)
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Said analyzed “man-made” conceptions of locales, regions, and geographical
sectors that result in artificial binaries, such as either “Orient” or “Occident.” Said’s
contention that the two entities “support” and “reflect each other” further exemplifies a
co-dependent relationship wherein “Orient,” then, only exists in reflection of “Occident.”
Thus in the context of imperial hegemony, any creation of “other” (albeit geographically
as well as culturally implied here), really becomes a definition of self. One can only
imagine the narcissistic possibilities when one entity holds power to define an “other”
when the political nature of self relies upon that construction. After all, what is the West
without an East?
I think that a gender binary-only configuration is analogous, since ultimately both
conceptions exist as a product of wielding and exerting power. In an article titled “Under
Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses,” author Chandra
Mohanty comments on
limits the definition of the female subject to gender identity, completely bypassing
social class and ethnic identities...indicating a monolithic notion of sexual
difference. Because women are thus constituted as a coherent group, sexual
difference becomes coterminous with female subordination, and power is defined
in binary terms. (1984, p.344)
Similar to Said’s emphasis throughout Orientalism regarding examining colonial
discourses within local and political contexts, although not taking up Said’s work
explicitly, Mohanty implicitly extends his argument by adding one version of a “feminist
lens.” Mohanty emphasized: “Such simplistic formulations [of a gendered binary] are
both reductive and ineffectual in designing strategies to combat oppressions. All they do
is reinforce binary divisions between men and women” (1984, p. 344).
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Gayatri Spivak, a Columbia University scholar and feminist would also critique of
her postcolonial peers, namely, not only acknowledging a negative polemic in
essentialized constructions, but adding that it becomes an imperialstic commodity of
“knowledge of” the Orient, further prepetuating the oppression of some of the most
marginal “subaltern” women (Praveen, 2016, p. 48). Her point here is that when “Orient”
is essentialized as a monolithic people, far beyond negating diversification of race and
ethnicity, the most marginal woman, or peasant, or illiterate person, for example, is
seemingly analogous with any life condition or identity deemed “Oriental”. However,
experiences of “peasant,” “Eastern,” and “woman,” surely offer many possibilities
differing from “Eastern” peoples of differing class, gender, etc. In addition, notions of
“woman” or “class” certainly include diverse experiences and so a reductionist, essential
“Eastern” singular identity reinforces one version of identity, privileged and dominant
voices prevailing, while further silencing the most marginalized within “Eastern” cultures.
Spivak and Said were good friends, as she notes in her 2005 memoir, “Thinking
about Edward Said; Pages from a Memoir” (Sprivak, 2005, p. 521), and she would
ultimately agree with his positionings on Western constructions of the Orient. Said
(1989) responded to her criticism of postcolonial scholarship by first acknowledging the
force (and therefore assumed power) Orientalism gained since its late 1970’s first
publication and would agree this contributes to what was then known as “the crisis in
representation.”
To represent someone or even something has now become an endeavor as
complex and as problematic as an asymptote, with consequences for certainty
and decidability as fraught with difficulties as can be imagined. (Said, 1989, p.
206)
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But, Said would also go on to argue despite these difficulties, and even potential
epistemological harms possible,
It was only when subaltern figures like women, Orientals, blacks and other
‘natives’ made enough noise that they were paid attention to, and asked in so to
speak. Before that they were more or less ignored, like the servants in
nineteenth-century English novels, there, but unaccounted for except as a useful
part of the setting. To convert them into topics of discussion or fields of research
is necessarily to change them into something fundamentally and constitutively
different. And so the paradox remains. (Said, 1989, p. 210)
To shift the conditions of oppressed or “subaltern” populations, one must discuss the
social, political, and contextual forces perpetuating situated circumstance. As such, Said
points to, while problematic if essential categories remained fixed, acknowledgement of
the attempts at postcolonial study (albeit wrought with nuances of objectification of
colonial subjects) have propelled discourses forward. A constructed “gender” binary as
well as binary-only assumptions about “gender” are also “man-made” and they are as
limiting and fictional as an East and West construct or an essentialized racialized
construct. While not overtly, Said would implicitly agree with feminist scholars like
Mohanty and Spivak and go on to write The Question of Palestine, a text discussing
Palestinian liberation through his interpretation of one kind of feminist lens (Said, 1981).
These binaries harbor pervasive assumptions that are historically, socially and
culturally generated and that most-often maintain hierarchical and oppressive relations
between the dominant component of the binary and its “lesser, other” of society.
Relatedly, Said argued: “ideas, cultures, and histories cannot seriously be understood or
studied without their force, or more precisely their configurations of power, also being
studied” (1978, p. 5). Given my studying of a specific small group of Muslim youth and
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their interpretations of their individual school experiences, exertions of power that
permeate Said’s named East and West binary have been important components of my
researching processes and foci. Therefore, the multidue of contingencies and
contextual known and unknown forces are not intended to reproduce essentialized
notions of Muslim students, rather they add to discourses of one ethnic and religious
identification in the United States during one situated historical moment in time. “And so,
the paradox remains.”
Toni Morrison, while not necessarily a “postcolonial” scholar, is an American
novelist and scholar crucially concerned with the “African presence” that has haunted
American literature for centuries now. She warned of dangers associated with the power
dynamics able to be exerted by this mentioned dominant element of a binary: “how
vulnerable we are to distancing ourselves and forcing our own images onto strangers as
well as becoming the stranger we may abhor” (Morrison, 2017, p. 31). Are assumed
aspects of a monolithic Muslim identity those which an “Orientalist” teacher might
abhor? For, like most schooling structures in the U.S. and their varied yet often
teacher-dominated modes of “teaching and learning,” in particular, “the relationship
between Occident and Orient is a relationship of power, of domination, of varying
degrees of a complex hegemony” (1978, g. 5). That is to say, we must not only examine
schooling experiences of Muslim youth with the content taught when students are
interacting with “Eastern” entities but also, and more the foucs of this study, their
experiences within educational spaces wherein the power dynamic associated with
many Western teachers is operational (in relationship to young people who may, or may
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not, be in their classrooms, and who are descendants from regions deemed “Oriental”
or Eastern). As Said notes as the goal in his work on Orientalism,
what I should like also to have contributed here is a better understanding of the
way cultural domination has operated. If this stimulates a new kind of dealing
with the Orient, indeed if it eliminates the ‘Orient’ and ‘Occident’ altogether, then
we shall have advanced a little in the process of what Raymond Williams has
called the ‘unlearning’ of ‘the inherent dominative mode.’ (1978, p. 28)
Given that Western traditions remain dominant in the United States, what might remain
to be unlearned?
Mohanty not only warns against the perils of dominant binaries but also of the
often-forgotten power possessed by those othered or pushed to the margins.
In other words, only insofar as ‘Woman/Women’ and ‘the East’ are defined as
Others, or as peripheral [emphasis added], that (Western) Man/Humanism can
represent him/itself as the center. It is not the center that determines the
periphery, but the periphery that, in its boundedness, determines the center.
(1984, p. 353)
Ultimately, this might be the most profound explanation for why I might examine, from
my admittedly contingent and local positionalities, the varied contexts of Muslim youth in
American schools. What might be needed most – especially in the U.S. and its current
political climate that fosters, by those currently “in power,” racist, sexist, homophobic
and xenophobic assumptions and hostilities – is an “unlearning” of xenophobic beliefs
by the very pupils and many teachers working within a profession that is dedicated to
the fostering of learning. And so, the paradox remains.
To better understand Muslim students, within the situated and limited contexts
demanded by qualitative research methodologies, I obviously make abundant use of
Said’s Orientalism (1978) text. Additionally, for exploration of educational experiences of
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Muslim youth, a demographic I interpret to be of the most directly affected by what I will
identify, via Said, as “Orientalist teachers,” I quote at length a framing that he offers
(1978):
These contemporary Orientalist attitudes flood the press and the popular mind.
Arabs, for example, are thought of as camel-riding, terroristic, hook-nosed, venal
lechers whose undeserved wealth is an affront to real civilization. Always there
lurks the assumption that although the Western consumer belongs to a numerical
minority, he is entitled either to own or to expend (or both) the majority of the
world's resources. Why? Because he, unlike the Oriental, is a true human being.
No better instance exists today of what Anwar Abdel Malek calls ‘the
hegemonism of possessing minorities’ and anthropocentrism allied with
Europocentrism: a white middle-class Westerner believes it his human
prerogative not only to manage the non white world but also to own it, just
because by definition ‘it’ is not quite as human as ‘we’ are. There is no purer
example than this of dehumanized thought. (p. 108)
What Said is doing here is connecting the dots for what little access the Orientalist
teacher or writer might have to in-depth portrayals of non-Western cultures. He offers
his comments on news and media outlets and racist popular media imagery in an effort
to explain the embedded implicit bias that each Orientalist teacher might enter into an
American, or Western, classroom already carrying. And, perhaps, he implicitly offers a
warning of the potential dehumanizing perils associated within that bias. As a result of
Orientalism, the power dynamic goes unexamined and therefore supports the Orientalist
(or dominant) version of the status quo, thus further reinforcing unexamined
“knowledge” of the whole topic and falsely rendering its related issues as apolitical.
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Further Said-Inspired Leanings
Indeed, Orientalism has historically had profoundly oppressive consequences for
non-Western colonial powers, and Said (1978), throughout his life, continued to
describe the limitations of Orientalist practices. These are insights that I took into
account when examining some specific and situated Muslim student’s experiences of
“Muslim” as a religious, and in some cases, ethnic identity frequently associated with
many countries in the crosshairs of American imperial and political policies. “The
limitations of Orientalism are, as I said earlier, the limitations that follow upon
disregarding, essentializing, and denuding the humanity of another culture, people, or
geographical region” (Said, 1978 , p. 108).
Thus, as a primary framing of my Dissertation inquiries, I asked participants
about their interpreted experiences, learnings and understandings – as well as
interrogated my own assumptions, biases, expectations, blind spots – of ways in which
non-Western cultures, people, and regions are – or are not – disregarded, caricatured,
essentialized, and dehumanized in terms of how these are discussed and “taught”
within American classrooms. I used Said’s scholarship as providing my primary
theoretical lens for interviews through which I interrogated ways that my research
participants – that is, youth who claim Muslim identities – possibly interpreted those
ascribed effects of Orientalism on their own education experiences. While I used Said’s
described effects of othering as a result of Orientalism as one lens for examining any
potential impact of othering, I also examined student responses for their ideas around
what makes one an “other” in a social group, how one becomes the other.
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I thus reviewed student interview responses for what students said, or did not
say, in the context of their American educational plight in K-12 education. I also
engaged reflexively via a Double Entry journal to mine or re-interpret additional gaps,
silences, tensions, etc. I wanted to better understand what dominant discourses were
used, or not used, or mentioned in their responses. What images – if any – have
informed their educational experiences? Within those described experience/s, what
were outcomes or feelings Muslim youth participants expressed, if any? What were my
noticings, if any, of Muslim students becoming essentialized or feeling disregarded,
perhaps worse, moments where the full humanity of the individual Muslim student lacks
recognition? And, how do I think, within my limitations of “fully knowing,” I came to my
own noticings or interpretations? These are only minimally some of the questions that
came to mind as I began examining student interview responses.
Said notes, “the web of racism, cultural stereotypes, political imperialism,
dehumanizing ideology holding in the Arab or the Muslim is very strong indeed” (1978,
p. 27). Said therefore comments on an effect of essentializing that renders a caricatured
version of Muslim identity singularized, sensationalized and hypervisible while leaving a
dehumanized and yet quite complex version invisible. He writes,
the worst aspect of this essentializing stuff is that human suffering in all its
density and pain is spirited away. Memory and with it the historical past are
effaced as in the common, dismissively contemptuous American phrase, ‘you’re
history.’ (1978, p. xxi).
I slightly differ with Said here in terms of “memory” and one’s ability to “fully” remember
in the same ways I reject a position of “fully knowing” any experience or interpretations
of such. Spivak famously argued against an “original” colonial subject or “native
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informant” of a people’s history without questions of how those individuals have both
changed and been objectified within the hegemony and influence of Western empires
(Praveen, 2016, p.48-49). That said, aside from my critique of memory, with this erased
history as a result of Orientalism in mind, I contextualized my interpretive analyses as
these pertain to Muslim youth writ large, in part, from an historical perspective that I
have discussed in previous sections of this manuscript. I also, as “researcher,” had to
constantly employ reflexivities in order to interrogate my own ways of habitual “seeing.”
After all, I identify with Said’s sentiment, “I am an Oriental writing back at the
Orientalists, who for so long have thrived upon our silence” (Said, 2001).
Applicability of Said’s Work for Education
One mechanism for maintaining Orientalist dominance is to control the discourse
presented to Western nations. As such, I move toward another of Said’s books that
looks specifically at Islam and how it is often covered by those in dominant cultures and
societies. While Said focuses mostly on how the experts and media typically cover
Islam, his book is also useful in understanding how I’d like to complicate my
interpretations of experiences described by participating Muslim youth with deeper,
longstanding trends of Western and Christian dominance in American classrooms.
Said’s book (1981) is called Covering Islam: How the Media and the Experts Determine
How We See the Rest of the World.
In the introduction, Said offers a brief review of Orientalism as a theoretical look
at the “relationship between knowledge and power” (1981, p. ix). He goes on to then
explain, with that pretext in mind, Islam means one thing in the West because of its
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“peculiarly traumatic news” (1981, p.x). In the West, and more specifically in the United
States, “there is a consensus on ‘Islam’ as a kind of scapegoat for everything we do not
happen to like about the world’s new political, social, and economic patterns” (1981,
p.xv), and I am left wondering how to interrupt this Orientalist scapegoating. Meaning, if
this is a dominant perspective within Western cultures, many Western teachers would
likely be in need of examining their particular biases and assumptions about Islam as
well as, perhaps, their Muslim students.
Granted, education certainly extends well beyond our classrooms and into the
halls of religious institutions, family cultures, media influence, and the list could be
endless. That said, teachers are also in a unique position to affect students’ attitudes
and assumptions because of their required adherence to U.S. compulsory school
attendance laws. In an article titled, “Edward Said and the Cultural Politics of
Education,” scholars Rizvi and Lingard (2006) discuss the applicability of Said’s work in
the realm of education, and extend further the point regarding possible unconscious
teacher prejudices. Commenting on racist texts or media images, these authors note
that “according to Said, texts were not inherently unacceptable, but could be used to
open up dialogue and better understand how their discursive and material dimensions
worked together to produce particular effects” (Rizvi & Lingard, 2006, p. 301). Instead of
rejecting “texts,” in the many ways “texts” might be interpreted, Said’s theoretical
positionings instead might ask teachers to complicate how a text becomes produced,
what political influences shape the varied interpretations, and who’s privileged in those
interpretations.
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Rizvi and Lingard also comment on Said as an academic in his own profession
and therefore also explicitly as a teacher, if not indirectly a teacher to the many who
study his work outside of a formal institutional classroom. In discussing Said’s text
Culture and Imperialism, they describe Said as explaining for himself what it means for
him to be both an outsider by his identity marker as Palestinian and an insider in the
world of Western academia, seeing “himself as occupying a position across this divide,
an intermediary position between theorizing Western intellectuals and formerly
colonized people suspicious of generalizing Orientalist narratives,” and Said himself is
directly quoted as explaining he felt he “belonged to both worlds without being
completely of either the one or the other” (as cited from Rizvi & Lingard, 2006, p. 302). I
deeply identify with that sentiment of feeling a part of both worlds and yet not completely
of either one.
Rizvi and Lingard (2006) go on to describe how Said perceived that particular
location of being both but neither at the same time as “not simply a state of deprivation,
but also a privileged condition that enabled him to see multiple perspectives that
needed to be reconciled in some principled fashion” (p. 302). Said understood himself
not only to be a teacher, a teacher who was certainly marginalized by his “Eastern”
identities, but also in a unique position to be an interlocutor between a constructed
binary of identities.
I, too, identify with “multiple perspectives” in navigating my outward display of
what is often assumed to be queerness and a gender expression that does not reflect
heteronormative displays, or many dogmatic religious practices. As a teacher, this
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means that I am aware of the prejudices and biases experienced not only through my
Eastern identities, but also through my gendered and queer locations as well. Yet, I am
also an American with access to Western education. I think this is what Said means
when he says “privileged condition” in reference to multiple perspectives. While
oppressed groups by definition fall below the line of privilege, Said certainly had some
identity specific awareness that those teachers who do not have identities of the
peoples they are studying, discussing, or teaching would be well-served to reflexively
examine their own assumptions, biases and expectations – as would folks who do share
in those identities and cultures.
To be clear, I am not at all interested in vilifying teachers. We are among the
hardest-working of professions, despite little expectation of gaining much material
wealth. Teachers really do work in service of valuing education. That said, many
teachers also often become facilitators in passing along what is already produced and
assumed as “official” knowledge, “knowledge” that is born of and within all kinds of
power structures and circulations, including those that affect who gets to declare and
institutionalize what knowledge is “taught” to students. By extension, then, how we
“cover” Islam in schools (or don’t cover) is as important for teachers’ – and all those
involved in educating – reflexive analyses, as it might be for what Said is calling
“experts” or “media.” In a sense, young people look at their teachers as the experts on




Said also describes a phenomenon called “word politics” as “the back-and-forth
between the West and Islam, the challenging and the answering, the opening of certain
rhetorical spaces and the closing of others,” as a lens for understanding “the close
affiliation between language and political reality, at least so far as discussions of Islam
are concerned” (1981, p. xvii). “Word politics” as it relates to Islam then, must also be
always understood through a lens of political import. Words are not just words,
especially when it comes to a religion (Islam) that represents both a “formidable
competitor… and challenge to Christianity” (1981, p.4). We too must consider what
Said’s theorizing here has to do with what a portion of scholars contend: that the United
States, among other countries, established schools not necessarily and overtly for the
advancement of democratic ideals, but rather for the rise and spread of Christianity, for
example.
Further, Said notes “there are alarming lessons to be learned from what seems
like the official national tendency to be oblivious to certain realities” (1981, p. xxvi). Said
goes on to explain this process of self-blinding is accomplished “rhetorically in two
ways… first, history is eliminated unilaterally… second, national character is portrayed
with reference only to the… imagined (i.e., paranoid) sense of reality” (1981, p. xxvii).
By erasing, omitting, or unintentionally (or intentionally in rare cases) presenting
Orientalist caricatured, essentialized realities, educators might be socialized as
“self-blinded” but they might also, according to Said, be producers and active agents in
the process of self- as well as student- blinding if they are not aware of the political
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nature of their word choices or if think they can present “text/s” in an apolitical way.
Word choices are inherently political, as Said (among many influential philosophers and
scholars) point out, especially in discussions of Islam. To suggest otherwise is not only
evidence of self-blinding but also an erasure of (and perpetuation of blinding by
negating) historical and political contexts from which dominant discourses and their
accompanying assumptions, attitudes and biases that words encapsulate most certainly
evolve. While “words” might “encapsulate” for a while, language and its dominant and
non-dominant discourse do shift and change.
A Kind of Islamic World
Since the beginnings of “the United States,” first as a British colony and then
eventually as an independent nation, “Islam was believed to be a demonic religion of
apostasy, blasphemy, and obscurity”, and in the much larger picture of global history,
“even when the world of Islam entered a period of decline and Europe a period of
ascendancy, fear of ‘Mohammedanism’ persisted”  (Said, 1981, p. 5).
This historical context cannot be ignored when considering histories of the
founding of the United States as well as the histories of its conceptualizations and
enactments of schooling. While the new European discovery of what would become the
United States and subsequent ethnic cleansing of Native Americans was taking place
(Zinn, 1990, p. 2), so were the establishment of many institutions. As discussed, while
schools were beginning to form in the new British Colony and eventually in the United
States – often primarily in the service of Christianity – a Eurocentric worldview was
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central in their formation, with fear of Islam as an accompanying and common belief
(Said, 1981, p. 5).
Said often makes regular use of “Islamic world” in reference to a geographical
location, or his other often utilized expression of the “Arab world.” Certainly, there is a
distinction between identifying as Arab and/or Muslim, as these are two different things
and are not necessarily bound to one another. That said, for an author who is writing of
a West and East binary, I found myself at first perplexed about what exactly Said means
by Islamic world, and secondly, what might it mean for perpetuating a narrative that
Muslim majority countries or regions are from a world different from the one the rest of
global humans inhabit.
The “European world,” or the “French world” or the “Black (or even African)
world,” or the “Jewish world,” all seemingly sound so inappropriate as descriptors. It is
one thing to comment on vastly different experiences for different groups of people.
However, to somehow suggest Arabs or Muslims as out-of-this-world would seem to
further dehumanize a population. It can be read as one that is so vastly different from
the humans that currently inhabit this world, that these “othered” folks can’t possibly be
from it. To be sure, Said is not the only scholar, Arab or Muslim identified or not, to make
reference to Arabs and Muslims as a from-another-world. While I think unintentional, it
is possible Said, like any other scholar, was susceptible to perpetuating notions of
“other,” or “foreign,” or “alien” regarding Arabs or Muslims, given his projected authority
of “expert” by the sheer nature of his status as university professor, and his identity
locale of “Arab,” indicating his speaking privilege as one from within the community.
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Said, in relation to “the Islamic world,” notes: “closer to Europe than any of the
other non-Christian religions, the Islamic world by its very adjacency evoked memories
of its encroachments on Europe, and always, of its latent power again and again to
disturb the West” (1981, p. 5). The “Islamic world” then becomes the non-Christian
regions close to Europe. Interestingly, Said uses Europe, a beacon of the imperial West,
as a reference point in order to define his labeled “other.” Similar examples could be
labeling something “the middle east” or “the far east.” These terms become problematic
because if one were to think about it, the “far east” isn’t necessarily “far” for the people
who are natives to, or living in, the “far east” because to them, it is home. It is only far
from the reference point of Europe as is also the case in Said’s labeling an “Arab world”
or “Islamic world.”
Cultures vary to be certain, but to suggest that Arabs or Muslims are
other-worldly simply because of those diverse (albeit human) cultures differ from an
assumed monolithic Western culture is concerning at first glance. It would seem that
Arabs or Muslims are indeed so foreign or “other” that “we,” the West, must distinguish
those other people as from a different world, not simply from a different country or
region of the same world all humans inhibit. Such essentializings further dehumanize a
people by rendering their (our) differences from the West so great that the commonality
of humanity is ignored in lieu of othering.
But what does Said say about all of this? First, I think he is careful to say that due
to a region that is non-Christian majority evoking “memories” of a Western
encroachment, Said suggest that these fearful Western memories of Eastern empirical
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conquest, albeit singularizing myriad cultures, are what creates a so-called Islamic
world. This might support Said’s initial point about the imagination of Europeans viewing
Islam as a monolith and, as a result, it is their projected understanding that makes them
most fearful of the “other” religious majorities most regionally “adjacent” to Europe.
Meaning, “other great civilizations of the East – India, and China among them – could
be thought of as defeated and distant and hence not a constant worry” (Said, 1981, p.
5). Said here is speaking from a place of global context about what has already been
created and why. The fact that Muslim majority nations exist right next door to many
European Christian dominated countries never had anything to do with Islam itself but
instead with proximity. Vilifying Islam thus became “easy” in the sense of creating “fears”
about what “lurks” right next to “us” (in much of the same way, I believe, that Trump’s
closing of the borders, of describing “Mexicans as rapists,” etc., is having the same
effects – heightening fears and creating even more virulent racist attitudes in the U.S.
etc.) as well as a convenient propaganda tool helpful in solidifying a form of religious
nationalism.
However, Said (1981) does also offer a fair criticism of his own use of these
labels in this text:
Labels purporting to name very large and complex realities are notoriously vague
and at the same time unavoidable. If it is true that ‘Islam’ is an imprecise an
ideologically loaded label, it is also true that ‘the West’ and ‘Christianity’ are just
as problematic. Yet there is no easy way of avoiding these labels, since Muslims
speak of Islam, Christians of Christianity, Westerners of the West, and all of them
about all the others in ways that seem to be both convincing and exact. Instead
of trying to propose ways of going around the labels, I think it is more
immediately useful to admit at the outset they exist and have long been in use as
an integral part of cultural history rather than as objective classifications. (p. 9)
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Instead of going around these labels, Said decided to utilize these as a vehicle to drive
through predominant assumptions and biases created by these very labels and
categories. Just because any ascribed label needs to be interrogated for its underlying
and most often essentializing assumptions, it doesn’t change that people using these
labels quite often do have an injected meaning or deleterious understanding they think
applies to all folks within those identity markers. With that in mind, Said agrees, “we
must take the labels seriously” (Said, 1981, p. 9) with the openness to multiple histories
behind these substantial generalizations.
I suppose with this awareness, my earlier comments about a gendered binary
Said was using while criticizing another kind of a binary (East/West), could be viewed
through this same lens. Said is clearly aware of feminist critiques of, and warnings
about essentialized, unified and binary-only understandings of “gender” as “natural,” for
example. At the same time, I can see that he may well have used, in relation to his
focus on an East and West binary, gender pronouns equally in service of constructing
particular understandings of his overarching focus. I certainly have done so in this
dissertation work. The larger point is to remember that he does so with an upfront
understanding that labels are far more complicated and generalizing than their concrete
and unitary simplicity most often has implied. Yet, Said acknowledges, we must have a
way to resist oppressions of peoples within labeled categories. “And so, the paradox
remains” (Said, 1989).
Because labels are problematic and yet useful in this discussion as well, it feels
important to tease out what exactly is implied when using “West” as a construct beyond
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the geopolitical and regional locations previously mentioned. As Said (1978) noted in
Orientalism, theory about the ‘“other” and discussion of a perceived “other,” or
something different from self, serves both to assume to describe what “is,” and to
reinforce what is already believed to be true about that self.
Relatedly, then: if the United States shut down immigration today, it would still be
a nation trending toward no longer being a white majority population by 2045 (Frey,
2018). Meaning, because we are this proclaimed “melting pot,” procreation of children
with only one racial background is increasingly more difficult to maintain (keeping in
mind the notion of race as a social construct). That construct is imploding. Further, the
inhumane actions taken by the Trump administration at the southwest border of the U.S.
suggests two things: first, the U.S. is afraid of what it is becoming, the assumed other,
an admission of distaste for those populations. And second, not only a distaste, but with
a fear of becoming the other, which also carries an admission that to be the “other” is to
be in a subordinate group. I interpret this as an admission of a place of dominance and
a fearful attempt to maintain it.
Given the use of an other to better define self, I continue here with Said, who
looks at the varying religious “histories and contexts” of the United States and how the
East could be described in an effort to better understand what and how the West might
think of themselves. In discussing the “apparent upsurge in Islamic religiosity” in the
1980s, for example, Said notes the lack of Western commentators connecting it “to the
upsurge in the United States of television religions numbering many millions of
adherents, or to the fact that two of the three major presidential candidates in 1980 were
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enthusiastic born-again Christians” (1981, p. 30). As a result, “religious intensity was
thus ascribed solely to Islam even when religious feeling was spreading remarkably
everywhere” and “in this way, we can see how the Islamic world was differentiated”
(1981, p. 30). The Western “world” still primarily is considered European and American,
predominantly white, and non-Muslim.
Further support for this claim is evidenced in what Said was able to analyze in
commentary regarding Israel, a country regionally located almost exclusively near
Muslim majority countries, and yet still deemed Western. The geographical location
helps bring clarity that “Eastern” countries are not simply identified by location. In fact,
the location becomes quite telling. Israel is also a country created as a result of Western
powers, and Israel’s majority population is white and Jewish, albeit not exclusively, of
course. As such because they are a country in the region that can provide a measure of
“modernity” without attachment to Islam,
Israel- the Middle East’s ‘only democracy’ and ‘our [the U.S.’s] staunch ally’- has
been used as a foil for Islam. Thus Israel has appeared as a bastion of Western
civilization hewn (with much approbation and self-congratulation) out of the
Islamic wilderness. Secondly, Israel’s security in American eyes has become
conveniently interchangeable with fending off Islam, perpetuating Western
hegemony, and demonstrating the virtues of modernization. (Said, 1981, p.31)
Thus, even though Israel is not predominantly Christian, Western superpowers still
deem their alliance useful because of their alleged ability to help aid in the anti-Islam
cultural norm. In this way, as Said noted, “illusions economically buttress and reproduce
one another in the interests of shoring up the Western self-image and promoting
Western power over the Orient” (1981, p.31). By Western powers positioning “the
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Orient” as an “other,” the self-image is therefore reinforced. By othering, the dominant
self is affirmed and to be “one of us” means an ability to exert power over the other.
The irony in labeling countries and regions based on their religious affiliation is
that even within those countries, like any government in power, the religion of those in
the majority never represent all people, even those within that religion. Israel hardly
represents and supports all Jewish people any more than Saudi Arabia represents all
Muslims or the United States represents all Christians or non-Christians.
In nearly every instance, the state in the central Islamic region (from North Africa
to South Asia) expresses itself in consciously Islamic terms. This is a political as
well as a cultural fact, and it has only just begun to be recognized in the West.
Saudi Arabia, for example, is (as its name indicates) the state of the royal house
of Saud, whose victory over the other tribes in the region produced the state.
What this family says and does in the name of the state and of Islam expresses
the family’s power. (Said, 1981, p. 58)
What I interpret this to mean is that when folks are pointing to a Western or Eastern
nation in terms of religion, it must be understood through the lens of power. A Muslim
majority country does not represent Islam; rather, it represents a dominant conception of
“selves” who populate the country, just like any country in the West might.
Teachers discussing countries in terms of Islamic states, or in religious
nationalism terms, therefore must be cognizant of what they are propagating. As Said
elaborates,
What I am saying is that negative images of Islam are very much more prevalent
than any others, and that such images correspond, not to what Islam ‘is’, but to
what prominent sectors of a particular society take it to be. Those sectors have
the power and the will to propagate that particular image of Islam, and this image
therefore becomes more prevalent, more present, than all others. (1981, p. 136)
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As a result, the sectors of society that are in positions of power are able to dominate the
discourse. Teachers can learn a lot from this. What image(s) or ideas of Islam do we as
teachers individually hold and how did we come to gain what we think is that particular
constructed and (re)produced knowledge?
American young people, Muslim youth included, are not removed from produced
images within Western countries. I am also concerned what Muslim youth might think of
the world and about themselves awash in the flood of negative imagery. For example, in
1974 in the midst of the OPEC oil and gas crisis, the United States was suddenly
presented with a challenge to their hegemony when the Persian gulf region flexed its oil
capital muscles, and as a result, “words like ‘monopoly’, ‘cartel’, and ‘block’ thereafter
achieved a remarkably sudden if selective currency” (Said,1981, p. 33). By associating
the whole “Islamic world” with a single resistance choice by the gulf region, such a
stance carries with it the dominant ability to shape the discourse toward the Muslim
world as negative and therefore associate Islam itself as the culprit for “cartels” or in
later years after Said’s book was written, as the single source of “terrorism.”
Said (1981) discusses a number of “rather important consequences” that have
followed when:
such representations of Islam have regularly testified to a penchant for dividing
the world into pro- and anti-American… an imposition of patterns and values that
are ethnocentric or irrelevant or both, pure misinformation, repetition, an
avoidance of detail, an absence of genuine perspective. All of this can be traced,
not to Islam, but to aspects of society in the West and to the media which this
idea of ‘Islam’ reflects and serves. The result is that… the better to blind
ourselves not only to the world but to ourselves and to what our relationship to
the so-called Third World has really been. (p. 40)
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Thus, presenting flawed monolithic creations of what the West wants Islam to
“be” in order to make so-called Islamic countries vulnerable, and rendering a distortion
of the diversity and multiple and differing lived realities within Muslim cultures, becomes
dangerous. It does so by preventing “us” as a Western country from ever removing the
blinders that may help some of us to become conscientious dissenters of barbaric
political practices that are easy to excuse if completely unaware of their existence, or
worse, justified because we don’t see Muslims as fully human. One only needs to
reference now famous images in The New Yorker (Hersh, S. M., 2004) titled “Torture at
Abu Ghraib.” American troops are pictured in Iraq celebrating those they had detained
while standing over a pile of nude, tortured Iraqi bodies. An additional image displaying
an Iraqi detainee standing on a small box, blindfolded, and facing electrocution when he
falls can be viewed as well. The images and others thus display a total lack of humanity
toward the people invaded.
While it appears that some accountability has been directed toward these
offending soldiers since 2003 (Hersh, 2004, para. 5), the point here is that these kinds
of images recur in the media where young people are especially susceptible, and where
we have very few other examples of Arabs or Muslims to counter this narrative. Beyond
these hyper-visible dehumanizing images, the invisibility around the human rights
atrocity in the War on Yemen, a Muslim majority country navigating oppression from
another Arab country, Saudia Arabia (with U.S. backing) (Kelemen, 2019), again only
reflects political interests of the House of Saud. Neither Yemen nor Saudia Arabia reflect
Islam as a whole.
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All of this amounts to how overwhelmingly subjective conceptions and
enactments of faiths are in the interpretations and understandings of how persons
practice their religion. As well and most prominently, these assumptions too are the
result of dominant discourses, both historically and currently. There is no “real” Islam per
se, but rather the varying influences and constructions of history and culture (Said,
1981, p. 41). However, no matter the binary created by Western powers, the world is
indeed growing closer together when considering the access of media and the creation
and evolution of the internet. “At such a time, the production and diffusion of knowledge
will play an absolutely crucial role,” especially since “. . .  all knowledge that is about
human society, is historical knowledge, and therefore rests upon judgement and
interpretation” (Said, 1981, p. 153-54).
As teachers, we are tasked to be interlocutors of this assumed knowledge and,
as such, it becomes simultaneously necessary to question as well as to engage
reflexively with questions about our own places in time and human history. After all, “all
our knowledge of so complex and elusive a phenomenon as Islam comes about through
texts, images, experiences that are not direct embodiments of Islam but representations
or interpretations of it” (Said, 1981, p. 160).
I thus entered into the interview portion of this dissertation research, wondering
especially how Muslim students interpret if, and if so, how they uniquely “see” Islam,
how they talk about it, and what that all may translate to for any of their interpreted
school experiences. I certainly don’t have a fictional perfect answer or “correct” way for
educators to be addressing Islam. But as Said’s, among others, work helps us
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understand, a self-reflexive awareness deserves deep and abiding attention.
Considering the overwhelming negative rhetoric presented around Islam, teachers also
are involved in the production of knowledge and, as Said noted:
no one can know everything about the world we live in… But most knowledge
about human society is, I think, finally accessible to common sense- that is, the
sense that grows out of the common human experience- and is, indeed must be,
subject to some sort of critical assessment. (1981, p. 162)
My investigation of Muslim youth and how they (variously) experience the processes of
“receiving” as well as participating in certain versions of “knowledge production” is not
only of great personal interest, but as Said would suggest and I believe, one of
educating import as well. Given Said’s level of expertise and accomplishment, I felt
affirmation of connecting Said with the importance of education.
As such, in order for this study to be considered a modest contribution to a larger
ongoing yet endless conversation, my employment of “discomforting”-oriented
reflexivities and analyses within specific historical, cultural, and political contexts – all
were important when examining not only relevant literatures, but also study participants’
differing contexts, responses, silences, resistances, questions, declarations, and so on.
For example, Bayoumi’s youth offered insights into a particular historically as well as
socially and culturally situated “moment” just following September 11th that occurred
during the George W. Bush Presidential administration. In contrast, my study’s
participants and their specific socio-cultural and historical contexts offer perspectives
that are situated fifteen years later and within a Trump Presidential administration.
Given the impossibilities of my being an entirely “objective” researcher and yet,
given what appears to me as some still-unavoidable uses of essential categories, I
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simultaneously recognize that a “qualitative research interview study” mostly composed
of informal conversations can never be considered apolitical. Nor can the categories of
“East” and “West,” among many generalized categories. But I choose to “use” these
categories as a strategic tactic to offer my text and analysis as a part of the larger
“conversation” on those categories, while acknowledging up-front the many tensions
known and unknown as researcher. I do so in order to offer “my” understandings and
experiences (in all their known multiplicities) in an effort to at least complicate these
assumed generalized categories within my own questionings and interpretations.
Indeed, my reflexively oriented questionings of my own assumptions,
expectations and biases throughout this study included those that focused on my
admitted desires that the interactions with the participating youth might offer affirmation
of what I thought I knew prior to our engagements. Reflexive practices also required that
I be open to students’ perspectives that differed from mine – and thus also required that
I questioned my interpretations and representations of these perhaps unwelcome or at
least unanticipated, perspectives.
Considering Said’s in-depth outlining of the perils of essentializing, as previously
discussed, I here too note that he also made a strategic choice to use certain labels
intentionally in an effort to not fully understand, but to attempt to at least better
understand – knowing that there would never be any universal, “true-for-all”
understandings possible. “And so, the paradox remains” (Said, 1989). The following
chapter, then, delves into student interviews with an awareness of this aforementioned
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Given the breadth of my interview processes with participating Muslim youth, I
attempted to narrow a focus of my transcript noticings by first simply annotating
interviews for what stood out to me and/or what reminded me of something else, such
as referenced concepts in the review of literature, or perhaps, a similar experience as
described by a student. From these unstructured noticings, I grouped together
seemingly similar categories of my own interpretations. This was only an initial step, as I
quickly realized in my analyses process there were often chunks of discussion that did
not appear to fit neatly in a category, nor was I sure entirely what to do with them at all. I
also had to take ownership of unintentionally reducing first noticings into categories
because this would suggest the initial interpretations of each experience would be the
only interpretation possible once it was placed neatly into an arbitrary category. As a
result of reflexive engagement, I worked to diversify these named experiences within
categories such offer multiple interpretations. This means the two described categories
became an entry point but I should acknowledge up front that each described
interpretation, ultimately, became less and less a part of one singular category.
This meant that I first coded each student’s interviews into a category of my own
naming (or categories, since often student comments, or my reflexive practice, led to
multiple categories). I then examined those categories for any of my perceived noticings
of my interpretations of Edward Said’s described notions of the perils of othering by
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seeking possible, if any, interpreted effects of disregarding, essentializing, and/or
dehumanizing. While this second layer of noticing certainly did provide some
transcripted discussion alluding to what I interpreted as one of Said’s potential effects,
the same problem arose after my first coding seeking my own initial noticed and named
categories; that is, I was left with substantial interview discussion that seemingly didn’t
“fit” anywhere in particular, and the need to re-interpret, interrogate, and monitor
multiple iterations or interpretations of “data.”
In my Double Entry journal, I used my second to column to explore my thinking
around why I felt the initial impulse toward all transcripted data neatly fitting into fixed
categories despite my awareness of their limitations. I wrote the following next to the
transcripted pieces of interviews that seemed to draw my own unique noticing, but also
lacked, in my mind, clarity about where to “code” or locate it.
I must’ve annotated this portion of the transcript for some noticings, but what
about it was I drawn to? Why must any portion of this student’s, or any student’s,
discussion fit into one of these categories? What does that say about the quotes
that do seem to “fit” into multiple categories? Is this what Pillow (2003) meant by
“tensions” or “discomfort”?
Ultimately, I think this self-reflexive exercise led me to a realization that perhaps, no, this
isn’t what Pillow (2003) meant. Rather, attempting to locate all pieces of “data” into
these categories would be deserving of a “post” qualitative researcher’s critique given
all that I’ve positioned and argued. Instead, what I perhaps was assuming was that I
had to make the data (and therefore the student participant) more “known” and familiar
to me – I indeed was stuck in the very positivist assumptions that “post qualitative
researchers” decry.
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Perhaps, this seemingly uncategorizable data served as a gift to help me better
understand how I might’ve been first approaching analyses, ironically, in a way that
would further essentialize and singularize any possible known understandings. It would
also limit the possibility of any “new, or unthought of” ideas emerging by my own
unrestricted noticings. I am reminded here of the import of “worldliness” as articulated
by Miller (2005) in that I must actively work against a “center-peripheral” notion of
analysis because it ultimately generates another kind of binary wherein these students
become more known to me as a researcher because they fit into these known-to-me
categories. It limits my gaze for what is unknown, what doesn’t fit, what might be
contextually or situationally new to me. While I ultimately didn’t entirely discard my first
noticings, I simply treated them as such, first noticings.
The following, then, is my own understandings and noticings from the
aforementioned research process wherein I addressed these initial categories of my
noticings for their own potential multiplicities of my understandings. However, I also
address, in an additional section, my analyses of data without constraint of categorical
noticings in an attempt to seek out, if any, new possible categories of noticings of
ambiguities, tensions or contradictions that complicate my interpretations. This
additional section will be used, not as a methodological device seeking yet another false
validity, but rather, as an attempt to push myself to be more interrogative instead of
positively declarative. As mentioned, I also made use of an italicized textual choice to
indicate my self-reflexive noticings and questionings.
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You Call Yourself Muslim?
In discussing how these youth see themselves, very few of my interpretations
offered what I deemed very similar responses amongst participants, however, one did.
The participating seven students all articulated a response of feeling they were part of a
marginalized “unwanted” identity. This unwantedness was expressed in a variety of
ways: “America hates Muslims,” Lina claimed, “they tryin’ to ban us,” Zufran chuckled.
Itachi at one point asked about my queer identity in relationship to Islam.
Itachi: You call yourself Muslim?
Me: Yep. I was kind of, uh… I was born this way. (hesitant laughter)
Itachi: I mean I’m cool with the whole gay thing, I don’t have a problem with gay
people.
Me: What do you think made you ask?
Itachi: I don’t know. Like in the U.S. it’s just different because people can be gay
like out on the street so It’s just not what I expect a Muslim to say.
I understand, in all my limitations, Itachi to be expressing both that he clearly has
expectations of what Muslims “say,” and also that he has perhaps internalized a notion
of Islam as uniquely preventing a perceived more Western “out” expression of
queerness, rather than religious dogma many faith groups navigate.
But, perhaps, another possible interpretation could be that this becomes
“evidence” of how I structured my questioning, rather than participants’ unanimity
amongst feelings of unwantedness prior to this study. I think what may have pointed me
toward my initial interpretation, however, was my particular attention to what participants
described as what is expected of Muslims to “say.” To be fair, differing contexts and
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assemblages can prompt various responses within a person in terms of what might be
“right” to say in one situation, but not another. And, they each articulated quite differently
why they thought of their Muslim identities as “unwanted.” Linda even admitted she
“doesn’t know why.” Nonetheless, in some way all study participants at least made
mention of Muslims as an undesirable identity in the United States. In addition, they
each described moments wherein speaking “as a Muslim” either became an experience
articulated as even more exclusionary, or necessary when these youth were seemingly
positioned, by a member of their school community such as a peer or teacher, as
expected interlocutors of their unique Muslim experiences. These interlocutor roles thus
perpetuated expectations to be able to translate an understanding of “all” Muslims.
Students articulated varying examples, and I discussed these at length in the section
below. Some had this “expected” interlocutor experience in classrooms while others
described one-on-one discussions with a teacher.
Spokesperson for Islam
Many of the youth participants describe being tasked with generalizing the
experiences of all Muslims. For example, during their interviews, I asked students about
their experiences feeling as though they had to explain Islam, if any, to their peers or
adults. When interviewing I typically audio recorded on a handheld device and then took
notes throughout on my laptop. In response to my prompting about experiences
explaining Islam, both Lina and Amir asked me to access their student Google Drive
document storage accounts on my computer and showed me a sample of student
writing from one of their various classes.
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Lina described an introductory assignment for her writing class. The directions
instructed “something along the lines” that students were to write a few pages about
whatever they wanted, but that they should introduce aspects of themselves they wish
to share with an English teacher and classmates. I immediately noticed the title and
took note. Lina was so direct as to entitle her piece “I am Not a Terrorist”. I interpreted
this to possibly demonstrate the weight of awareness on Lina’s part that the trope of
“terrorist” is often almost exclusively ascribed to Muslims.
As noted in my Double Entry Journal, another possible interpretation here could
be that Lina was in a particular class with one individual she might’ve had a previous
encounter with, rather than this title suggesting her assumptions that most of her peers
would feel this way. Lina had a previous experience a few years ago where another
young man was suspended for hate speech for continuously calling her a terrorist or
joking her about making bombs at home. This experience when she was much younger
at her high school might also have perpetuated some stronger feelings here.
I noticed this title before Lina even opened the full document, in part, because it
also struck me as really suggestive of her strong feelings about the subject of terrorism,
given that this was an assignment where students were tasked with describing what
they “are,” not what they “are not.” To me, I understood it to mean that she at least felt
that in order to have a chance at fulfilling an assignment describing what she “is,” she
had to undo expected assumptions regarding the Muslim terrorist trope that she
certainly is not. It leaves me feeling that not only did Lina feel as though she needed to
be a spokesperson regarding her truth about Islam, she also didn’t feel like she had
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much space to “be” anything else without first attempting to erase what she assumed
was projected onto her.
I was also drawn to the fact that she titled the piece so directly instead of simply
stating she is not a terrorist in the body of her introductory essay. Lina clearly thinks this
is something that not only needs to be stated, but it also a point she is called to drive
home. She used this same sort of direct language tactic when I asked her (and all
student participants) “what was something she wished readers of this study would take
away from her experiences”. As noted in her earlier “snapshot,” she wanted it directly
stated into her very rudimentary biographical section that “Islam asks Muslims to speak
out against gender discrimination”. While that statement isn’t exactly biographical, I
honored her request, given I am limited by my own understandings of “biographical” and
therefore I also am sensitive to the possibility that this detail does not help any potential
reader better understand her. I asked Lina about this during our interviews, curious if
she was so vocal about her position regarding Islam and gender discrimination because
she was present to the stereotype of the “oppressed, veiled, woman” projected onto to
Arabs and Muslims, or, if it were another influence, such as her own experiences of
discrimination, or an internalizing of these projected essentialized stereotypes. She
responded by saying, “it’s important I tell people Muslims don’t discriminate on gender
because people think the religion makes women less than men. But that’s not right.”
I then asked, “which people are you referring to? Who do you think feels this way
about Muslims”? Lina explained, shifting slightly uncomfortably (as I interpreted her
body language) from left to right in her chair as she switched which legs she had
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crossed: “Miss, I don’t know, it’s like I’m  speaking to everyone. I was saying that to like
explain, to say to people who don’t know Muslims but think that”. (She pauses
seemingly taking a moment to collect her thoughts.) She continues, “but I mean I am
also talking to like some the Muslim guys too, like, I know Islam does not ask us treat
women less than men, but some of them be traditional and I want them to stop making
Islam their excuse”. Lina would go on to explain that she feels it is not enough to reject
gender discrimination, but that she is emphatic that Muslims are tasked to actively work
against any such discrimination. Lina concluded this section of the interview by saying,
“I think this is just my way of being a Muslim, you know, we must speak out”.
Another example of student writing is a poem Amir showed me during his first
interview in response to my asking about any experiences he may or may not have had
where he was tasked with explaining Islam as the lone (that we are aware) Muslim
person in his class. Amir spends a lot of time on his own and often uses creative writing
“to express my thoughts.” He is often jotting down lyrical hip-hop lines, or “bars” as they
are affectionately known, and journals via short stories. He told me he wrote this
particular poem in the middle of the night on Election Night following the election of
Donald Trump. He explained that he couldn’t sleep after it was clear in the wee hours of
the night that Trump would win. He discussed through creative expression what he felt
the implications of the election would be for Muslims or their families. He wrote,
People like Trump saying he gonna remove Muslims
because they’re simply practicing their religion
and doesn’t mean any haram (Arabic word for “sin”)
Which is unconstitutional for Trump’s false statements just to get a couple
Of electoral votes
Because he is a businessman,
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This is more like the Whites that simply tricked the Native Americans into
Taking their land.
We the people,
We are the ones that make America great.
Amir, in his poem, goes on to draw a comparison to previous discriminatory policy with
the Indian Removal Act and a prediction of what could come for Muslims if, as a
community, we don’t resist.
Amir might’ve been influenced into this Muslim and Native American comparison
by a context of studying United States history at the time of this interview and might also
contribute to some of his poetic musings about Trump that he may not have considered
otherwise. Or, that he is conflating Native American ethnic cleansing with immigration
and deportation and therefore he may not even really be only responding to Trump, it
could be U.S. racism as a whole. Even further, a silent actor could be his notion of
audience. “We the people,” clearly indicates the American people, in reference to
language associated with American documents. Amir’s local schooling context, political
Trump context, and assumed American audience in tension with Trump’s positioning
here, all in tandem variously as well as simultaneously interacting. Amir’s and Lina’s
resistance of perceived Muslim oppression juxtaposed with histories of American
imperial oppression are only some of forces at play.
He concludes his poem with the line, “let’s not end up like one of those innocent
Native Americans that Ended up dead on the Trail of Tears.” His use of “Trail of Tears”
indicates a possible connection as I interpret it between his current self-identification
with a marginalized, or “banned,” identity and the pain and suffering that follows.
“Ending up” also suggests a feeling of a path and its abrupt end that “we” who identify
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as Muslim Americans may be currently heading toward. His use of “let’s not” also
indicated to his audience is likely Muslims, however, when I asked him if that was his
intention, he replied, “no, no I mean ‘Americans,’ like I don’t want American do end up
that way.” Perhaps, I projected onto him an either/or by assuming “we” would be in
tension with either American or Muslim. His response led me to believe that he sees
himself as an American, one called to insist Muslims have a place in that American
identity.
I interpret, from his responses, that Amir also sees himself as an ambassador
rather than a “spokesperson,” because he claims he appreciates the opportunity in
seeking to correct the misinformation about Muslims. His way of deflecting an unwanted
identity is to assume that “if the American people who are not Muslim understand Islam
as a peaceful religion” then it would not be such an unwanted identity in America. “This
is why I should be an Imam. Inshallah.”
Throughout his interviews, it seemed to me Amir shifted between language use
that felt maybe pious, or filled with his self-described interest in furthering his religious
leadership, and that of what appears, from my experience of urban youth, rebellious and
often crude language. His previously mentioned challenging socio-economic
circumstances, coupled with plenty of unsupervised time, may only be some of what this
particular context contributes to risky behavior. Despite his excellent GPA, position
within student government, and warm likeable personality, Amir engages in recreational
drug use and solicitation. When caught engaging in behaviors Amir would amount to
“haram,” the Muslim word for “sin,” he expresses deep regret and shame, often followed
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by episodes of depression, and hours of time in prayer or reading the Quran. For full
transparency, Amir was arrested at school during the course of this study for alleged
distribution of narcotics, although since that time all charges have been dropped.
I asked him about these seemingly two sides to himself, torn between what
appears to be his understanding of religious obligation and his perhaps unguided
experimental youthfulness. He explained,
I know, I know, um, (slight pause) but I am going to do better and my grades next
semester should be back on point, it’s just that I get loose on discipline, that’s
what it takes. I’ve been weak but I am staying away from that stuff (alluding to his
previous opiods and marijuana use).
While this was his exact response on his interview date, he has also given similar
versions of this response each time he is caught doing something illicit or “that
disappoints my brothers”. After listening to this audio recording multiple times I’ve
written into my Double Entry Journal that perhaps his response here was in lieu of him
thinking I was chastising him for his drug use or other perceived shortcomings. He may
not have fully understood my questioning when asking him about seeming really pious
on the one hand and rather rebellious on the other.
I asked Amir how he responds when he is feeling badly from previous behavior
he isn’t proud of and he explained, “I try to make up points with Allah”. I responded with,
“what does that mean to you”? Amir perked up a bit in his seat, and I interpreted a
feeling of excitement in his response as his energy increased and his eyes widened. He
said, “well, I try to go around school, like looking for people to talk to about Islam”.
Confused, I asked, “to talk about what exactly as it relates to Islam”? He said, “anything
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really, but like if people have questions, or like, like, I don’t know, I just try to help them
know more”. My initial interpretation here is that Amir seems to be coping from what
amounts to his own moral shortcomings by living in this future desired Imam role toward
his school communities. He even described engaging teachers on topics related to
Islam as part of his redemption, or “points” in God’s eyes, journey.
Contextually at play here, Amir’s family is quite dogmatic when it comes to
reading the Quran and practicing their interpretation of Islam. He has described
circumstances of punishment where his phone is taken away for an evening and he is
tasked with reading the Quran for the night. It’s possible his risky behavior is more a
resistance against those parental constraints than anything to do with his relationship
with God. His parents are Bengali nationals that came to the United States escaping a
poverty laden homeland. This context adds histories and layers as to humanize why his
family may or may not choose to interpret Islam in their unique dogmatic ways. His
parents have added pressure many immigrants feel to be the “perfect” Americans to
“prove” their staying in the U.S. and Amir is the only citizen of the family. These are only
some of nuanced contingencies that might contribute to Amir’s experiences.
Self-reflexive practice also had me consider the additional possibility he might
genuinely carry fear about “letting down” God in some fashion and rather than coping,
he is navigating some anxiety or pressure. Or, an even further possible interpretation
could be exactly what he says it is and that is, he likes it. He just might like talking about
Islam and if he can earn more favor, or points, in God’s eyes while also enjoying
discussing his faith and culture, then in his case, he may feel called to be a
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“spokesperson for Islam,” but at least it would appear that is a role he is actively seeking
out rather than projected onto him.
Grounded in Edward Said’s theory of Orientalism, the political context of the
election of Donald Trump as a catalyst for writing his poem amidst troubled sleep is also
worth noting, given the earlier discussion on worldliness. Even if Amir didn’t sit down
and write a poem in the middle of the night to cope with tension of the newly “elected”
leader of his country of citizenship overtly at odds with whether he belongs in the nation
of his birth, the layer of lost sleep alone is costly. Meaning, even if he only lost sleep
frustrated with the macro political discourse disparaging Muslims, that lack of rest would
certainly impact his ability to perform in school the following day, at least physically.
This added pressure of minority stress (Tatum, 2000) surely contributes to
academic pressures and it is something for teachers to be aware of as we, too,
counteract some of the negative language permeating American culture. I think that
Amir is perhaps far too generous to our fellow Americans as we can point to
institutionalized systemic forms of oppression, with race or patriarchy writ large, for
example, to attempt to better understand Islamophobia; far beyond institutionalized, it is
also systemic and perpetuated, often intentionally. Perhaps, if most Americans better
understood various practices of Islam, Amir would be correct in his assumption that
prejudices only occur overtly, however, when dealing with matters of race, to continue
the example, even when presented with concrete contrary evidence to a racist belief,
the initial negative belief lingers.
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I asked Amir about this cognitive dissonance and whether he felt “he had any
experience with this” sort of explaining with historical or worldly context and yet despite
presenting information contrary to his audience’s beliefs, they wouldn’t budge on initial
poor assumptions. He appeared to not understand my explanation of the term “cognitive
dissonance” as he fiddled with his earphones and hooded sweatshirt strings, and was
barely audible when he replied with “nah, I feel like people understand when I explain”.
Perhaps he understood the term but did not recognize this experience. Or maybe
Amir’s shifting or fiddling with his phone or clothes was a result of resentment, as he
has previously explained that his father often has to repeat himself to be understood in
English. While I don’t take up the conceptions of gender in any depth in this research
study, there still lies the possibility that his experience of explaining a Muslim concept or
countering an Islamophobic belief has been met with acceptance because he is male
and perhaps has the authorial expectation of knowledge projected on to him. I, too, felt
a bit of surprise at his response.
I in fact expected him, in his spokesperson role, to have had experiences where
he was speaking in the same language with someone and yet they could not work to a
mutual understanding of one another. But, why did I feel that tension when his response
was so unfamiliar to me? Considering he is well liked by our school community, it
shouldn’t be surprising that perhaps folks with whom he is engaging might receive him
more openly or respect his likely better understanding of Islam than non-Muslims. I
suppose my expectation came from my own experiences with demonstrating careful
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study or scholarship to be met with “what-about-ism” and denialism from individuals who
haven’t spent much time engaging in discourses or experiences of Islam.
Indeed, Amir did not express struggling with a catch-22 sort of cognitive
dissonance, one in which “expert” is projected onto Muslims and yet we aren’t believed
or understood when tasked with putting language to our diverse experiences. However,
this concept came up with both Fatima and Zufran. Zufran even responded in this
discussion as it came up by first letting out an exasperated breath, leaning forward in
his chair with a brief smile deviating from his typical stoic nature, and saying, “ahh, yes,
I didn’t know there was a term for that, but I definitely get frustrated like if you don’t
wanna listen to me then okay, why are you even asking me”. I interpret this response to
indicate Zufran has the experience of having the role of a spokesperson of a sort
projected onto him. Perhaps, my asking suggested to Zufran that he should have had
this experience if I was asking about it so he answered my questioning based on how
he imagined it could be a frustrating experience.
Fatima’s responses to this point were a bit more subdued since she is naturally
fairly quiet. However, she responded to this with what I am assuming was an affirming
eye roll and smile as she clapped her hands and said she “didn’t know cognitive
distance (she mispronounced) but there was this one time in middle school where” her
teacher in a history class asked her to explain to the class why she covers her hair and
what the hijab means.
I was embarrassed because I know like my culture, like I know why I cover but I
couldn’t, like, explain, like what it means. The other students kept asking me if,
like… like...I don’t know... like if my family makes me. I kept explaining no I can
choose but nobody was listening to me so I just stayed quiet.
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In analyzing Fatima’s response here, it would seem she not only was positioned to
speak for all Muslim women who cover their hair, she also didn’t feel that, as the only
Muslim young woman in her class, she had any chance at explanation so she remained
silent. Her self-silencing while also experiencing what could be interpreted as offensive
comments about the nature of her family and “forcing” her to wear anything, became
evident here. These comments by her peers suggest both an oppressive trope about
Muslims and the oppression of women as well as negates any opportunity to highlight
her ability to choose. It also becomes an example of a well-meaning teacher, perhaps
even in an effort to celebrate Muslim diversity, perpetuated the role of a spokesperson.
I believe Fatima’s sharing of this one experience evokes all three of Said’s perils
wherein she is essentialized into expectations of all Muslims; she is disregarded when
she attempts to resist oppressive tropes; and she is dehumanized in comments
regarding her family or feelings, even though she perhaps was led to believe that it is
safe to speak. Fatima concluded, almost ironically and with nearly the same language
Zufran used, when she said, “I didn’t even raise my hand to participate, I was just put on
blast and it’s like don’t even ask me if you don’t want to listen.”
Niema, unlike Fatima, embraced this adult ascribed role of Islam
explainer-in-chief. In her freshman year she “got called to the head mistress’ (her
principal) office and she asked me if I wanted to speak at the assembly about Islam.”
Uncertain as to what would prompt her principal to invite such an occasion I asked
Niema. She responded by saying she wasn’t sure but assumed “it had something to do
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with the talk about banning Muslims with Trump and you know, like all those people, and
our school is all girls so we have kinda a few more Muslims than regular schools.”
Me: So your principal wanted to address Islamophobia in the campaign before it
became a problem at your school?
Niema: Mm hmm (nods slightly)
Me: Are there any additional reasons you can think of as to why she may have
invited you to speak? Did you give an awesome presentation in one of your
classes or did an incident of bullying occur with a Muslim student or something?
Niema: Maybe…not sure
Me: Okay, well what did you present at the assembly?
Niema: Basically just like how the things Muslims do like pray five times a day
and that kinda stuff. And then I talked about how we don’t agree with terrorism.
Me: How did you feel about it?
Niema: I mean it’s lightweight annoying that I even need to like talk about
something so basic but at the same time I felt special she asked me. It turned
into a yearly thing too.
Me: Wait, the school asked you to present on Islam each year of high school?
Niema: (perks up with enthusiasm) Yep! I already know what I am gonna say for
my senior presentation.
In her role as spokesperson for Islam, Niema, unlike Fatima who was assigned such a
part by a teacher, was assigned her speaking position by an administrator. While it also
seems like it provided her a place of confidence and pride to be the Muslim speaker
selected, I was also present to her having been placed in a position to not only explain
what Islam is, but what Islam is not. It also becomes evidence that the overwhelming
majority of her school community was in need of her sharing, suggesting profound lack
of Muslim awareness around Niema.
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Lina also expressed an additional view of herself, as much as she is aware and
interprets, that she felt was in contrast to what she perceived the average American
thought of her. While explicit Islamophobia is something these youth have navigated in
relationship to their religious identity, Lina is also an Arab student and navigates the
additional racial oppression connected to what she’s come of age defending as it
pertains to her Palestinian identity. Our discussion around Islam and her insistence that
women and men should be equals evolved to a discussion around violence. I was
noticing she spent what seemed to be the majority of the first interview defending
against her understandings of what negative stereotypes and prejudices might be
projected onto Muslims or Arabs. I finally asked in an interview, “what is something
positive about Islam you think people who are not Muslim might miss an opportunity to
learn about”?
Why did I feel I needed to shift the conversation, or attempt to find “good” things
she considered to be true about Islam? I think I might’ve been uncomfortable again here
and felt some tension around what I interpreted as her necessary defensiveness of her
Arab or Muslim culture. This question alone suggests she, in fact, had an idea of not
only something “positive” she wished to share, but it also left her in a position to
somehow be aware of what non-Muslims may not know about Islam. While I am
confident she does have positive insights (she later shared multiple examples), I
suppose I was afraid there was at least a possibility she did not. Or, my care for a
former student may have interfered with my role of researcher if I sensed she was being
perhaps too negative and I wanted to guide her back to positivity. This moment, then,
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might’ve become one wherein I was guilty of essentializing Lina as a spokesperson
without merit. The question would have been better phrased by asking, “what do you
find, if anything, that is positive or elicits positivity from Islam”? Her response, delayed,
was “I’ll just share this one important thing that people fail to realize, violence is
PROHIBITED in Islam.” Her feelings around what is good about Islam ultimately
became another defense against a myth she is sure that has been ascribed to Muslims
and Islam, rather than a response that evoked a description of feelings of goodness or
positivity.
A reflexive reading of my own journal noticings about this inclination to direct
students toward positivity, had me considering that I think I was fearful these students,
and Lina specifically here, can’t or don’t choose to articulate notions of value from their
home cultures. I suppose I felt that way because I know the potential to internalize some
of what is projected, given that was what I have interpreted as my experience. As a
teenager I would even agree with some of these myths and feel shame I was part of an
identity that is “abusive toward women” or inherently “violent”. In this moment I conflated
my teacher-mentor role with my researcher role in an effort to guide a conversation in a
way that made me more comfortable. My own known history and forces of situated
perceived anti-Muslim and Arab political rhetoric ranging from the Bush administration
post September 11th to the Trump Muslim-ban are only some of the instruments at play
in an orchestra of interpreted understandings.
Aside from my own discomforts, I can at least discuss what she chose to say in
response to my questioning. To discuss her initial responses I point her to Muslim
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scholar Qasim Rashid, and explain “he has co-created and helps facilitate a website
called TrueIslam.com”. On the site, he makes information readily accessible to help
dispel these myths that I interpret Lina is frustrated about in having to explain again and
again. But, another interpretation might be one where she isn’t frustrated at all; rather,
she, like Amir, chooses to regularly engage again and again. Rashid’s first listed “truth”
among eleven reads “True Islam wholly rejects terrorism,” and when you click to see his
citations for reference, he has quoted directly from religious text to inform this truth.
Below is an excerpt from our interview as she perused the site for the first time.
Lina: This is cool, but yeah, like I know most of this anyway.
(Double Entry Journal: Does she interpret my showing her this site
because she is under the impression that I assume she doesn’t know some of
these myths or religious texts?)
Me: How do you think a website like this one might help you (or anyone) explain
some of these things you’ve been discussing about Islam and violence or
gender equality? Or maybe it doesn’t?
Lina: (sighs) I mean it’s really just the like basic like scenarios or whatever, but I
do think… well, I don’t know… but at least it’s coming from somebody
actually Muslim.
Me: Can you say more about what you mean by “coming from someone Muslim.”
Lina: Like, you know, how like it's a black person speaking on their experience
with racism like you can get the actual story.
I interpreted this section to mean that Lina experiences her “spokesperson for Islam”
role in what she describes as similar to other racially marginalized groups have
expressed in her experience. Also her indication using the words “actual story” could
indicate that she, too, projects an authorial expertise onto Muslims, and perhaps
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rightfully so. I am not attempting to locate a false notion of who should or should not be
believed; rather, I simply point to the existence of this website and recognition of some
measure of “validity” for her because it was a Muslim scholar providing the analysis
around Islamic religious text. This existence of the site alone suggests a Muslim
experience of regularly “explaining” Islam.
It is also possible Lina felt the need to qualify the import of this site because it
was presented to her by me, a trusted Muslim mentor and teacher, and therefore she
may not entirely feel as she described, rather, felt called to say something that
“affirmed” my showing it to her.
What Muslims “Look” and “Sound” Like
While Islamophobia is often perpetuated through language as a vehicle for
othering, varying spoken languages also can contribute to otherness when considering
the earlier discussion of “Arab” as the default face of Isalm, despite the majority of
Muslims are not Arab. I can relate to Fatima’s experience with my own experiences of a
well-meaning teacher who wishes to celebrate the diversity in her class by asking me to
share about my Egyptian culture. On the one hand, I was delighted at the idea that I
was unique and special; on the other, I was also just another regular American kid in a
suburban school in California. I was privately incredibly insecure about these public
moments because I knew so little Arabic, and even less about Egypt itself. I was always
fearful this perceived lack of knowledge would be exposed to my peers in front of a
class.
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An additional possibility for this fear is that I perhaps held the essentialized idea
of Arab as the only kind of Muslim and I didn’t understand that I could exist as an
Arab-American who does not happen to speak Arabic. Another possibility of this fear
could be I was afraid of exposing my lack of Arabic language skills, or my lack of
Egyptian historical knowledge would not only render me “not really Arab” to my
American peers, but also “not really Arab enough” for my Arab family and community.
This is an example of how a spoken language ascribed to Arabs, and therefore by
essentialized caricature is further ascribed to all Muslims, became in my young Muslim
mind the distinguishing factor that makes one Arab or Muslim.
As an adult I have the awareness I probably did know more than I gave myself
credit for in terms of exposure to language, culture, and foods, etc., but as far as a
teacher asking me to name a country’s history for my peers, the country I knew most
about as a high school version of myself was the one where I was born and lived: the
United States. While this teacher’s intention was to maybe recognize a unique culture in
her class, the impact of that request was to ask a high school student to explain the
history of a country when few of my American peers in my estimation would’ve been
able to even give a thorough accounting of United States history. Thus, an impact
became one of not feeling smart enough because the presumption by the teacher, the
person students project to be the “expert” in the room, expected me to know. When I
didn’t, I felt stupid because my otherness was not only present, it was publicly
demonstrated in front of my class.
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When I shared this feeling with Fatima her response was, “exactly, see that’s why
I feel like I am Black first, well not first, but like discrimination is more obvious” and she
continues with an explanation about how many Black Americans don’t have access to a
full lineage or family tree, if you will, as one of many consequences of the Transatlantic
Slave Trade. Contextually, certainly one history layered into Fatima’s experience is that
of the legacy slavery (although, I’d argue this is true for all of American society).
Enslavers, and slavery, literally erased historical record for many Black American
families and as a result Fatima was suggesting she doesn’t quite feel the same
pressure to be the spokesperson of Senegal’s history until folks ask why she covers her
hair and then her Muslim identity prompts a response to a question about nationality.
She regularly has to “come out” as Muslim and explained she “speaks Wolof and that’s
not the same language as Arabic.” Fatima’s comments suggest to me she is aware she
is othered for speaking a home language other than the Western dominant English. And
yet because her home language does not reflect the essentialized Arab, and therefore
Arabic, she is disregarded as invisible as a Muslim. She explains, “it’s like people can’t
understand because I am not what people expect to be Muslim so I have to tell the
same people the same thing like I don’t know Arabic.” She seemed frustrated to me as
her body language shifted to crossed arms and she looked down with a puzzled
expression. I reminded her that I do not speak Arabic either and told her that even
though she doesn’t speak Arabic, she still speaks at least two languages and that is
more than most Americans.
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The majority of Fatima’s campus was comprised of non-Muslim Black and Latinx
students at the time of this study. So even by non-Muslim Black students, Fatima was
rendered invisible due to her faith specifically given her race happened to be part of the
majority of students. Meaning, Fatima spoke often of her race and I’ll say more about
that, but the point here is that if her race plays a role in her described examples of
“otherness,” then it was not necessarily anti-Blackness Fatima was asserting. Rather, it
seemed because she’s Black and most Americans assume Muslims to be Arabic
speakers that reflect the many shades of browness frequently associated with people of
Arab descent, her Muslim identity is regularly doubted or invisible. Fatima gave this
example:
I feel like this as a Black person when there are no other Black people in a class
(Fatima is enrolled in a pre-college sociology class at NYU) or a weekend event
or something because then everyone looks at me to talk about like Black history
or whatever but sometimes I just don’t know it’s like a little embarrassing.
I noted this was the second time Fatima indicated she felt “embarrassed” by attention
directed toward her in classroom environments because of her multiple identities.
Perhaps, her feelings of embarrassment stem from what she perceives is a lack
of information or “knowledge” related to one or more of her identities. Would she have
felt affirmation by this attention called to one or more of her identities if she were able to
address whatever “history” she is mentioning was prompted of her?
At one point, Niema, while discussing the bigoted controversial leader of The
Nation of Islam, Louis Farakhan, commented on how Black youth are often expected to
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be the spokesperson for how all of Black America feels despite the absurdity of that
expectation. After showing her a quick Google search, Niema explained,
I don’t know, dude sounds like boo-boo-the-fool to me (we both laugh, although
admittedly I had to look up the slang expression for popular culture context). But,
see, Miss, this is it. Right here. Like I don’t know nothing about this man but I get
asked about The Nation or how if… (inaudible)... I tell them I’m just Jamaican but
then when they hear how like my mother come from Morocco they be sayin’ “like,
oh yeah, ok so that’s where it come from.” And I get an attitude like where what
come from? I don’t even know my mother. You don’t know. It just stays on my
nerves explaining that.
Me: I can imagine. Can I just clarify? Who is “them” that you tell? What do you
mean? Your friends? Teachers? Classmates? Or who are you meaning?
Niema: Students mostly, but I dead did have to get a teacher together before as
well. It’s just everybody.
Niema’s description of her experience as I interpret it here indicates her feelings of
frustration when her Blackness becomes an indicator of “not really Muslim” while a
mother she never knew becomes false “evidence” of how “she ended up Muslim.” The
assumption of Arab and Arabic as indications of the only possible Muslim renders the
possibility for Niema, and any Black Muslim really, from existing as both of those
identities.
Another possibility could be that Niema reacts so strongly here, by discussing her
frustration and raising her rate of speech and tone, because she could carry feelings of
resentment or abandonment toward her mother and their lack of relationship, for
example. As such, I did not follow up much on the nature of how her parents split. She
was especially tight lipped about this subject, often responding with one word answers
or short expressions of “I don’t know.” There also remains additional possibilities, one of
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which might be that she actually just doesn’t know or never asked her father or family
members.
Both Niema’s and Fatima’s experiences of being Black women and Muslim
women as hypervisible in their varying identities hold potential for great concern for
what we, U.S. teachers, no matter how we “identify,” are perpetuating in our classrooms.
Remembering my own example of being asked to speak about Egypt and rather than
losing the moment to feel special and unique during our Ancient Egypt unit, I recall
telling the class once that my father can “write in hieroglyphics.” I did so because in this
unit there were not any examples of Arabic, and so I just guessed by using the
hieroglyphic symbols listed on a tourist t-shirt my parents bought me when I had
traveled to Egypt. Simply stated, I faked it! If I were Egyptian and I didn’t know Arabic,
then I assumed none of my classmates did either. I pretended I knew hieroglyphics as if
this ancient symbol system would somehow make up for my lack of Arabic language
skills because at least these symbols were recognizably Egyptian.
This is concerning to me because I was spreading false information. At the same
time, the teacher asking me to be the spokesperson gave a platform for me to then
perpetuate these same myths American youth were witnessing and hearing. And worse,
all of this was coming from me, a “real” Arab person. There’s some irony that because
of my lack of Arabic language skills I privately carry some minimal shame feeling not
“really” Arab enough. Why do I feel this way? I am reminded of Puerto Rican friends
expected to speak Spanish despite their American citizenship and English speaking
home. I can recall Arab family chastising my father when they realized I can’t speak
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Arabic. Or, perhaps it comes from experiences with non-Arab people who do actually
speak Arabic regularly trying to elicit some Arabic words out of my Muslim childhood
teachings or worse, paternalistically “teach” me Arabic with their unsolicited linguistic
services. It is also worth noting that some interpretations of Islam insist that Muslims
must learn Arabic since any translation on the Quran into another language would
require interpretations of a translator. My father would often beam with pride that my
paternal grandfather, Amin, was so devoted he memorized the Quran cover to cover.
Surely, this sort of pride instilled in my father elicit feelings of inadequacy when shared
with me as a guise to motivate learning Arabic.
And yet, I gave reason to suddenly believe these myths are firsthand truth. In
short, because the assumed language of Muslims, Arabic, was projected onto me, it
therefore qualified me as “expert,” despite my lack of ability to speak anything other
than English. Whereas for Fatima and Niema, their lack of attachment to Arabic
linguistic skills or failure to fall into expected “Arab” face of Muslims rendered them
invisible as Muslim despite their hair coverings that in fact rendered them more “visible”
than myself.
Consider my opening anecdote to this manuscript about a student drawing a
burqa to reflect her home culture despite no one in her family wearing even the slightest
hair coverings. I even remember making a joke after the 9/11 attacks in response to a
teacher prompt about what I wanted to be when I grew up. “I could be a terrorist
because that’s what Egyptians do (referencing the pilots from the attacks).” Clearly, I
didn’t really mean that but the connection of a whole people and this form of violence
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associated with them was something I had internalized. When young women such as
myself or Fatima and Niema are in these “spokesperson” positions to share “about our
culture,” what is forgotten is that our cultures are vastly diverse and also include the
American one we came of age within. And, as my opening story about a student
drawing her family in a burqa highlights, these youth are not removed from distributing
the mistruths either. After all, Said (2001) noted, “what I am really interested in, to make
my point, is not just distortion, because distortion always occurs, but rather in trying to
facilitate an understanding of how it occurs and what might be done to ameliorate it” (p.
372). And so, the paradox remains.
When discussing race with Fatima, she inquired if I would ask similar questions
to Niema regarding the intersections of skin color and Islam. These two students were
friends and even though they were in separate high schools, their schools were
co-located in the same NYC campus building. Fatima suggested, “you could just ask
me, she tells me all her feelings about that.” While I reminded her I would ask each
student for their own responses, Niema and Fatima’s friendship, articulated as a calling
to be allied, seems to me to stem from a recognition of another Black young woman
wearing a hijab and a feeling that they needed each other. Neither student met prior to
their noticing and asking each other about the hijab entering school on their first day
freshman (sophomore year for Fatima) year. In a sense, this was one way where the
outward display of their faith as a hijab is a gendered experience in that young Black
Muslim men would not as readily distinguish “otherness” as Fatima’s and Niema’s hair
covering did for finding community in one another. They both describe the importance of
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having each other in their high school setting and describe often going to each other’s
different Mosques outside of school contexts.
What Fatima and Niema helped me better understand is the tradeoff of the
expectation of difference amongst an othered population. Meaning, I didn’t even
consider English, my actual home language, as a possibility of existing in relationship to
my Arab Muslim identity. As a result of this Western language seemingly unable to fit, in
my mind, with an Eastern identity, I experienced feelings of shame, embarrassment,
stupidity, self doubt, and a general feeling of a lack of self worth. I likely felt like I got
something out of this sort of “faking it” behavior such as an ego stroke of feeling like the
“smart” or “cultured” person in the room. Fatima and Niema also describe moments of
embarrassment or frustration at expectation of “Arabic” and Arab as “really Muslim.”
Linda also mentioned not feeling “really Muslim” despite identifying Muslim
ethnically. Rizvi’s writing on Arab as the defined “race” of Islam despite being in the
minority of the global Muslim population might be one possibility why she might not feel
like she “looks like a true Muslim,” especially in relationship to her blonde hair, pale skin,
and blue eyes fitting the American image of “girl next door” as quite possibly the face of
what is dominantly presumed as constituting “American.” The irony that “Arab” is an
ethnicity and not a race, and yet becomes the assumed shades of brown or olive skin
tones many Arab, Middle Eastern, and South Asian Muslim communitites exhibit as
“the” race expected of Muslims cannot be overstated. I say as much because many
legal documents, such as the 2020 Census, a survey of people within the United States,
still continues to list “Arab” as white, despite current Arab-Palestinian congresswoman,
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Rashida Talib’s (among many) insistence that there are indeed many Arab people of
color. Of the Census, Talib explained on the Congressional floor that she “is not white,
and this needs to change.” I point to Talib’s comments, not only because she is Arab,
but because, Lina, the one Arab student to participate is also Palestinian and of the
same complexion in my opinion as both Talib and myself. I can remember Lina stopped
me one day while in the midst of playful banter with two of her peers, young Black men
with whom I had known for some time. The boys were apparently teasing her by
rejecting her brownness as a person of color. She asked me directly and passionately,
“Miss Aboali, are we white? Tell these clowns we not.” I did explain that some Arabs can
be white, or Black for that matter, but also affirmed that she was not one of those
people. I privately felt for Lina in this moment. Perhaps, I carry with me some feelings of
not really fitting exactly with Black students nor with white students when I was younger.
I suppose I saw myself fitting in everyone, but existing as an Arab Muslim nowhere.
One such example of Lina fitting the expected “race” of an Arab face while not at
all ascribed whiteness would be through Linda’s expression of her expectations around
what Muslims look or sound like. Not only does Linda look differently than the dominant
expect image of Muslim as Arab, she also sounds differently noting, “I guess I just grew
up speaking English only and I don’t know Arabic or do anything like Muslims are
supposed to do. And it’s (Islam) weird like I feel out of place and I don’t do like Muslim
stuff.” I replied, “so you don’t feel really Muslim, whatever that means, because you
happen to be white and don’t speak Arabic?” She replied, seemingly frustrated as I read
her body language when she sighed quickly and began talking with her hands more
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pointedly, “yes, that and because I told you already I don’t do the things to be a good
Muslim.”
A “Good” Muslim
I can recall during our Romeo & Juliet unit, Zufran would put in earphones and
tune out the scenes where the characters demonstrate physical affection beyond “palm
to palm” interactions. He wasn’t being defiant, as some teachers might have interpreted
this moment. In addition to Zufran, Amir and several of my Muslim students have also
asked for similar accommodations throughout my teaching career. Amir would often
resort to putting in earbuds and looking away as a learned coping strategy highlighting
the expectation American teachers (even Muslim ones like myself) generate, for some
Muslim youth, real anxiety about what might be normative in Western culture and yet in
contradiction with what some Muslim home cultures have taught as appropriate for
public demonstration. It also suggests prior teachers have made curricular choices in
their previous classes enough times to both anticipate it will likely happen again and that
their teachers wouldn’t even know it was something to be culturally considered.
I asked Zufran about this moment in our last year’s class. He and I discussed it
after class that day when I was previously his teacher in order to make accommodations
to support him, but never to inquire about deeper understanding on my part. I regret that
missed moment of teacher inquiry. It is possible I am compensating for that regret by
focusing on this particular experience. Or, I am guilty of a more personal agenda that
seeks to disrupt what I interpret as a fairly conservative, dogmatic understanding of
Islam.
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Me: You remember our Romeo and Juliet unit last year?
Zufran: Yeah! That movie was dope. I loved that movie. (Students watched Baz
Luhrman’s 1996 film version starring Leonardo DiCaprio as Romeo. The film is
directed in a more contemporary fictional portrayal often making use of gang
warfare references and thrilling gun battles.)
Me: I love that story in general. I love teaching it, too. I’ve long wanted to direct it
with our high school company. My high schoolers love it too. At first they are a
little intimidated by Shakespearean language, but once we start unpacking the
story... man, what high schooler can’t identify with rival clicks and a love interest
that their parents do not approve of?
Zufran: Muslims. (We share in a hearty laugh.) I’m just playin’, of course I have
like my crushes or whatever but I’m trying to just be a good Muslim you know.
Me: Can you say more about what you mean by “good Muslim”?
Zufran: It’s like that day we finished our scene performances so we started the
movie. Like I already knew how...or like what was coming because we already
knew like the story around how they (Romeo and Juliet) meet. So when they got
to like the part when they are at the like party or whatever I just know how
American movies are so I stepped out to the bathroom.
Me: What’s your understanding of how American movies are?
Zufran: Come on! They do the most, Miss. Sex sells. You know that. All these
guys here it’s all they think about you know like the next girl they can get with. I’m
not like that, I’m trying to be a good Muslim.
Me: So, for you, a good Muslim is someone who avoids sexual or romantic
interactions?
Zufran: I guess but like more so it’s about respect. Like respect for my future wife,
my family, or… but also myself. I want to be pure. If someone is forcing me to
watch this scene, well then okay, Allah understands, but nobody forced me. It’s
too easy to step out.
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As I noticed Zufran’s use of “good Muslim” twice in this transcripted excerpt, I also
noticed that each of the participating youth expressed their own desires, or lack thereof,
of being a good Muslim. I interpret Zufran’s explanation here to indicate that for him
being a good Muslim is related to his own understandings of what it means to be a
pious person of Muslim faith. He knew the public display of Romeo and Juliet’s first kiss
was upcoming in the film, and viewing that sort of romanticized physical interaction
should be avoided if possible in Zufran’s understanding of Islam. “Good,” then, becomes
attached to dogmatic principles each of these participating youth interpret based on
their varying situated, historical, culturally influenced experiences. Given there is not a
universally accepted practice of “good Muslim,” I sought to interpret how some of the
other participating youth used the term. I was especially interested because, as Zufran’s
example highlights, the usage of “good” also implies there may be expectations around
what amounts to a “bad” Muslim, or at least a “not-good-enough” Muslim.
It is worth noting, I do not pass judgement on how these participants interpret
uniquely what it means to be a “good Muslim” or religious practices they may or may not
follow. Indeed some religious and cultural practices and rituals exist as a mechanism for
preserving one’s culture after experiencing persecution or displacement. I think the
larger point to be made is that no matter how these youth interpret “good” in their unique
individual understandings, a Western schooling experience holds the potential to
jeopardize a student’s connection to good or not-good feelings related to their identity.
While Zufran (and Amir) were aspiring, in their classroom behavior, of performing
their learned understandings what it means to be a good Muslim, Linda seemed to
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make use of the expression as evidence for why she doesn’t really “feel that Muslim.”
But Linda was also the student most difficult for me to understand (while I
simultaneously acknowledge the limitations of any of my “understandings”). She seems
to present paradoxes and confusion occasionally. She describes not wanting anyone at
school to know she is Muslim, yet agrees to participate in this study. She claims she is
“not really Muslim, anyway” yet selects a name inspired by a Muslim activist. Another
possibility is that I might be having some internal conflict about what it means to be a
“good” Muslim, especially given that I related to Linda’s feelings of not practicing Islam
as expected by my Arab family members. I suppose another important point is not only
why Linda doesn’t feel all that connected to her Muslim identity, but also her lack of
feeling “really Muslim” contributes to an unwillingness to even share this detail about
herself.
In a sense, Linda’s explanation of her family’s lack of religious participation or
discussion related to Islam has meant that the majority of her exposure to her Muslim
identity is through the same Western cultural influences as any other American student.
I asked her what she meant by “Muslim things” when she referenced not observing
many traditional practices. She responded with, “you know, miss, like the usual pray five
times a day, fasting, the Quran, all of that stuff, I don’t want to deal with a hijab none of
that.” For Linda, it appears her usage of “good Muslim” is also in relationship to her
understandings of Islamic dogma. The difference I can identify, in my admittedly limited
noticings, between Linda and other students using this good Muslim expression is that
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she seems to be ashamed to have anyone even know she’s at the very least ethnically
Muslim.
Because Linda’s main access to discourses on Islam is nearly exclusively
through a Western lens, it’s feels likely to me she has internalized Islamophobic beliefs
of how Muslims are viewed by many Americans and would be embarassed to be seen
as one. Additionally, her family came to the United States under dire immigration and
poverty circumstances, and they may have instilled a real sense of fear for publicly
outing herself as Muslim. Her whiteness adds an additional layer of possibility here
wherein because she has the expected Americana “girl next door” appearance, she
would risk relinquishing that place of societal privilege should “Muslim” and therefore
“other” be projected onto her. She clearly appreciates validation for her Muslim identity
by nature of her excitement about participating, and was comfortable to tell me when we
met long before this study, yet fears something about further visibility at school. For
Linda, a high school environment, ripe with adolescent development, identity formation,
and social-emotional peer pressures, the risk of the projected image of an other was not
one she was willing to take.
On Image
What persons think they “see” in an image might, to some, feel as though their
version of “seeing” is the only possible interpretation with seemingly little attention to
contexts of one situated, politically, culturally and historically influenced, individualized,
limited understanding. To offer an historical political context I point to negative campaign
ads as evidence for an explanation of the kind of cognitive dissonance reflected in this
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potential positivistic certainty. As soon described, images can easily become just as
deceptive despite “looking real” or “seeing it with your own eyes.” Even when a negative
advertisement is untrue and corrected publicly, for example, the initial negativity seed
has already been planted, making it far more challenging than simply correcting
ignorant beliefs to shift away from a caricatured, essentialized, often dehumanizing
myths of the initial advertisement.
Beyond only learning about various iterations of Islam, it also means there must
be un-learning that takes place. As an example of the kind of political, historical, and
culturally situated advertising that projects fictional images onto marginalized
communities, I am reminded of the Reagan administration’s use of “the welfare queen”
political campaign. The ad is one in which the portrayal of a singular Black woman as
fraudulently taking advantage of the welfare system, years later has the impact of
associating welfare with poor Black women taking advantage of the system, a system
that actually benefits white Americans more than any other demographic (Brockell,
2019). The result, even though this example has long been proven a myth, the regular
association of poor Black women with welfare, has had the intended political results
conservatives of the time were intending. Even white voters that would benefit from
services to the poor were voting against their own interests because they believed this
long debunked racist myth.
Amir’s solution to negative and xenophobic media is to only “focus on what I can
control” and live by example. “It’s why Allah has given me a path and the intelligence to
want to be a leader, because if people can just see a regular Brooklyn kid doing the
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right thing they will know we are promoting good.” He goes on to say, the vast
overwhelming majority of Muslims are “good” but he contends that American television
is simply not great at providing many examples, and certainly not in proportion to the
positive examples of Muslims. Since I obviously concur with Amir’s assessment of
American television, I didn’t press him further for multiple interpretations, nor did I follow
up on his notions of “good.” Another possible interpretation here, then, could be he had
the awareness I felt this way about American media and as such replicated an answer
he assumed I wanted to hear. That said, in addition to Amir, I noticed many references
to images throughout the course of the interviews with participating youth. I’ve also
included some of my personal experiences with images related to Islam.
Images can be so moving that, in fact, I struggle to find the language to express
what I am feeling. To offer context, consider the man praying on his knees directly in the
center of figure 1 below
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Figure 1. A photo of a Muslim man praying outside of Trump Tower. Taken from: Aboali,
N. (April 18, 2018). Public display of faith. [Photograph].
This image was so moving to me it felt as though it found me. I had been running late
and needed to take a previously scheduled phone call when I stepped off the New York
City subway at the next approaching midtown stop. It wasn’t until after I finished the call
that I turned around and realized I was standing across the street from one of Trump’s
skyscraper buildings. As I looked at the massive building up and then back down again
my eyes fell on this small street cart vendor. He had taken a cardboard box and made
himself a makeshift prayer rug to ensure he was “clean before Allah” as he prayed with
hints of Central Park trees peeking out of the background. I remember thinking it takes
great courage to practice your Muslim faith thirty feet from the base of the Trump Tower.
Despite the multiple activities occurring on this bustling Manhattan street, this man
quietly prayed. I took the image with the building looming to the left of the background
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as a sort of prideful “David versus Goliath” moment that somehow whispered to me, “we
exist, and we are here.”
I am noticing my own use of a David and Goliath Biblical reference here in why
this particular image stood out to me. I am left wondering if another interpretation of
what felt moving was because I, too, have been socialized in the Western United States
and as such have seen many recurring images of David and Goliath. Perhaps, in my
recognition of the praying man’s faith as my own, coupled with my own recognitions of
Biblical against-the-odds imagery, I found it particularly moving. I liken this sort of
Biblical expression to when I, or many of the participating youth, use the expression
“Jesus!” to indicate something that seems over the top. I often find myself joking with
other Muslim teacher colleagues or students about why we never excitedly exclaim,
“Mohammad!” as an expression when something seems bigger than it ought to be. Lina,
with her quick humor, replied, “because Miss we’d get arrested for yelling that”! While I
shared a laugh with her, my larger noticing is about Western Christian cultural norms at
the intersection of Muslim identity. Was my noticing of this man praying influenced by
popular Western faith based images? I am left wondering what parts of my Muslim
identity are recognizable to me because of Western cultural influences and imagery that
inform my understandings of “faith” writ large, and what pieces I’ve yet to know because
I’ve never grown up in a culture immersed predominately in a version of Islam.
I offer this anecdotal reflexive accounting because it was a moment of seeing an
image of Islam as a humanized, regular part of my day. While this act of photographing
becomes an indication that I so rarely experience this feeling that I felt called to
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photograph one of the few instances. It also became a positive feeling of resistance
encapsulated in one single image and I wonder what would happen if these kinds of
images were the ones that reflected Islam in media and popular culture as opposed to
the war torn violence seemingly saturating Western media.
Instead, the images that flood these youth, and the American media writ large,
have served to perpetuate essentialized myths. The re-explaining to debunk myths
repeatedly or regularly defending the humanity of your own culture is not only taxing, it
becomes even more intense for Lina. Lina does match the previously discussed
essentialized identities of “Arab,” “Muslim,” and “woman,” and as a result Lina
seemingly matches the hyper-visible face of what is projected as the singular image of
the Islamic woman. While this singular Muslim woman Arab face is problematic to the
rest of the young women in this study because it simply renders them invisible, another
symptom of oppression, for Lina it leaves her hyper-visible. Meaning, the young women
without those same hyper-visible Western markers of a “Muslim woman,” namely they
don’t appear to be noticeably “Arab” racially, despite the vast diversity amongst racial
constructs associated with Arabs. It leaves Fatima, Niema, and Linda, only identified as
Muslim by disclosure and all three students described experiences of disbelief when
sharing.
Even in engaging in our interview process Lina, of all seven students, I found to
be most challenging to schedule time together. Another interpretation here for Lina’s
lack of availability could’ve been her involvement with many school leadership roles.
She was in the student government/student council, proudly nicknamed “StuCo” by
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students. Lina was also organizing a student protest for gun safety as well as taking
Advanced Placement challenging courses.
Ultimately, when I was finally able to inquire about what I sensed could’ve been
some hesitation to commit to an interview time slot, she started off by disclaiming that
she is “not an expert on Islam” and expressing a bit of nervousness. Her usual upright,
confident posture slouched, her eye contact shifted to the ground and she didn’t have a
quick response, as I tend to know her as a bit of a fast talker. She would even notice at
one point and celebrate her own fast pacing, claiming while making rolling hand
gestures, “you know how us Arabs do, we just loud and quick with it.” I appreciated, in
this moment of humor, Lina’s use of the word “us” to indicate her awareness we both
share Arab as an identity. In my experience, I have often felt uncomfortable in Arab
Muslim community. I didn’t cover. I don’t speak Arabic. I am quite boyish in my gendered
presentation. For these reasons, and in part my own projections, I often felt like an
outsider in Arab community. I valued her recognition of a shared Arab identity. It is
possible my own feelings around pressure of what is expected of the hyper-visible Arab
Muslim woman and my own falling outside of those norms of expectation that I’ve
placed on Lina in exchange for a feeling of “us.”. Perhaps, Lina did not have discomfort
and instead I did.
I originally thought she must feel a certain pressure because she is well aware
that I know her mom is an involved Muslim community advocate and as such perhaps is
falsely putting extra pressure on herself to be the most informed of our participating
youth. Sensing a bit of this tension, I offered a “well, for the purposes of this study you
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are an expert. You are in high school and therefore exactly the expert on your own
unique experiences.” Perhaps, what I said did little to ease her concern if she was
already entering with feeling as though she did “know” enough about Islam given the
explanation of a “Muslim youth” study. It is possible I made it worse by not
understanding her trepidation and therefore dismissing it to serve my own needs of an
intended interview. Another further possible interpretation is she seemed to take much
pride in being the daughter of an activist and “not being an expert” at the source of an
identity that brings such pride (and as a daughter of someone who could be considered
an expert), might rupture something for her.
I interpreted that her nervousness didn’t subside given she didn’t seem to shift
back to a more energetic, talkative place. She commented on not being an expert
several more times despite my insistence on the lack of importance of that small detail.
In my Double Entry Journal, I again engaged reflexively with this tension. I wrote
I think I was the one that felt insecure around the possibility a high schooler may,
in fact, become an expert on something. It was possible one could become
overly studied or an “expert” at a young age. I worked through what I interpreted
was a brief teacher moment of ageism.
I finally asked why she kept sharing she didn’t feel like an expert on Islam.
Lina: Because Miss, I look more like, you know, like for real Muslim, like more
actual Muslim than the other kids you are interviewing.
Me: Can you be more specific? You don’t even know all the participants?
Lina: You know like I look like Middle Eastern. (uncomfortably and quickly) Wait, I
mean like I know Middle Eastern people are Christian and Jewish too, I
mean like you know you can be Black and Muslim and all but people don’t
expect that. I look like you expect a Muslim to look.
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Me: What about young Black women that wear the hijab, do you feel they look
Muslim?
Lina: To me they do, of course, because I know Muslims can look any kind of
way. We got Black people and all type of people at our Mosque. But like
some people just think they got their head covered like that because of
hair issues or something. They have to know them, like see them all the
time, to know they wear that because of culture.
Me: See, you are an expert after all.
Lina: Miss, stop lying. (we laugh together)
What Lina’s interview helps illuminate is the additional pressure these othered youth are
facing when they are identified, or assumed to be, as part of this mysterious unknown
culture. It also demonstrates the unbalanced weight that becomes a double-edged
sword when considering the impact of those deemed invisible. On the one had a
singular image of the Muslim woman as a covered Arab woman erases Black and white
students as even possibly being Muslim, and falsely labels those that look to be of Arab
descent (such as Pakistani or Bengali folks) as Arabs when they don’t even speak
Arabic predominantly in those countries at all. I can imagine the frustration felt by a Sikh
person of color who is neither Muslim or Arab. I am often mistaken as Latinx and I once
had a Yemeni ninth grade student explain the first question he usually gets when
meeting new people is “are you Spanish (slang urban usage not usually indicating
Spain but rather Latinx Spanish-speaking cultures) or Muslim?” I suppose it doesn’t
often occur to someone posing a question like this binaried example that one might be
both Latinx and Muslim.
At one point in the first interview with Lina I discussed a bit of the literature about
hypervisibility and invisibility. I pointed this out in relation to Lina’s previous comments to
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see what she thought about that connection and for the first time I saw her relax a little.
Her shoulders seemed to drop a little and she sat back in her chair in what appeared to
be a more comfortable position. When explaining the concepts I wanted to use an
example of how I was interpreting hypervisibility by using an example outside of the
context of an Arab woman veiling.
Take, for example, my sort of boyish gender expression as the stereotypical
expected look of a lesbian and yet there are countless women who dress like me
and are simply straight or perhaps identify as bi-sexual. Or, folks that dress with a
masculine gender expression could be trans or fluid. The point is one doesn’t
know. While in my case I do look the part of the stereotypical lesbian, this is not
only problematic for people who also look like me who don’t identify as a lesbian,
it is additionally problematic for those who are less masculine expressing
lesbians and have to constantly come out again and again. So in sense,
hypervisibility is as problematic as invisibility.
Lina really seemed to soak in this conversation about hypervisibility and invisibility. She
paused for a moment, from my perspective she was deep in thought as she was
focused and her brow furrowed in ways I’ve seen students working out a test question.
She then responded with, “it’s like I can see how both sides have struggle but the bigger
picture is we wouldn’t have to worry about it if people didn’t just assume there’s one way
to look for gays or Muslims or whatever.” I expressed that I couldn’t agree more and
offered that perhaps we discuss marginalized communities a little more fully since
systems of oppression often mirror one another in operation in the same way visibility
does for lesbians or Muslims, for example. She concluded almost under her breath as a
mental note shared aloud, “my mom always be talking about if all the oppressed groups
of people, like the minorities, all come together then we won’t be minorities anymore.”
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Perhaps Lina’s mother is correct, but one thing seemed apparent to me, Lina feels the
effect of looking like the mugshot of America’s most unwanted religious and cultural
group that clearly is infamous for all the wrong reasons.
When I asked student participants what they feel most contributes to these
constructed images around Muslim identity, they all offered similar but varying
responses. Each agreed it was a combination of media and political leaders with false
rhetoric, “that, and lack of education about Muslims in like regular classes,” adds Linda.
To emphasize Linda’s point, the following images are real world pictures taken in
New York City classrooms similar to the schooling contexts of the participating youth.
These are just samples of many images that can be readily seen by school
communities.
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Figure 2. A photo of a world map in an NYC history classroom. Taken from: Aboali, N.
(2019). Muslim student handwrites Palestine onto map. [Photograph].
Figure 2 is an image of a world map displayed on a classroom wall. I was
particularly drawn to this image because it appears someone had to write in Palestine
by hand in order for it to be present on this map. Said’s Orientalism (1978) analysis
asks that one consider the histories together with which the discourse acts. With
attention to “histories” and silences shaping and resisting discourse, the teacher of this
particular class would later tell me her Egyptian-American colleague pointed out the
missing “Palestine” to her after a Muslim student mentioned it. With credit to this world
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history teacher she reached out to the student that noticed and invited the opportunity to
write in “Palestine” on the map with intentionality and ceremoniously. Without further
context, or discussion with the inscribing student, in my limited understanding I at least
appreciate the teacher-move to validate a student experience and attempt to alleviate,
to any extent possible, some harm. This teacher is also a silent voice given she was not
interviewed or provided an opportunity to offer further contexts, insights, and histories. It
is possible that because of her Western or Jewish identities she hadn’t thought to
observe this map oversight, or further, she may or may not agree with the map
considering the polarizing nature of the conflict in that region of the world. (I don’t mean
to imply there is an essential, singular “Jewish” understanding, rather that it’s possible
this conversation related to Palestine may, or may not, have been present to her prior to
this moment in relationship to Israel, a Jewish majority state.) The teacher’s perspective
and histories, the student’s, the teacher interlocutor between the staff and student, the
schooling context, map producers and current geopolitical situated moment in time and
culture all create and contribute to the orchestration of myriad instruments producing
and changing this layered experience. The song, then, is a tune produced by the many
factors that led up to a moment where a student chose to hand write a missing place on
a map.
What this image also illustrates is just how difficult it can be for marginalized
groups on the fault lines of global conflict to navigate even seemingly small educational
experiences. Not only was this othered population, in this example Palestinians,
disregarded entirely by the Western map producers, it also went unnoticed by this
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teacher for who knows how many semesters of students. The problem, then, seems
two-fold here: first, the map is alignment with Western dominated discourses as to
which countries and borders count as “valid,” and secondly, student after student in
what is supposed to be a world history course will leave this map image without even an
awareness of the existence of Palestine let alone just how contested that area of global
geography is in this situated, historical moment in time.
Another such example, figure 3, comes from a book display in Global Geography
and History class. This particular teacher curated books by various regions of the world.
For example, the sections I interpreted at first glance were various texts and authors
from Eastern Asian countries, a section on Latinx histories, another on the countries in
the Caribbean, various African countries and authors, and a very robust European text
choice separated by historical topic such as WWI, Ireland/England conflicts, and the
Nazi inflicted Holocaust. Each of these sections had 5-15 books students could
reference for their research papers. There was one section that only included two books
as meant to be reflective of the entire “Middle East” as pictured below.
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Figure 3. A photo of a global history classroom library display. Taken from: Aboali, N.
(2019). Islamophobic author only Muslim classroom literature. [Photograph].
The first text at the center-top of the image is a book about former Palestinian president
Abbas and the second book placed just below the first is titled Infidel, by Ayaan Hirsi Ali.
I was appalled, not only by the limited text selections, but also because of the text
choice within this minimal section. This particular author is so hateful and Islamophobic
toward Muslims that The Southern Poverty Law Center has listed her on their hate list.
She travels the globe making money off of the Western funded Muslim smear
campaign. So, not only are students in this particular class without much access, if any,
toward a more nuanced humanizing understanding of Muslim peoples, they also would
be walking away with Islamophobic hateful bigotry as assumed knowledge given that
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their global teacher provided them with that “information.” These images become
evidence, in my interpretation, of not only the ways Muslim cultures can be entirely
disregarded in Western classrooms, but also they are examples of how even
well-meaning teachers attempting to offer visibility are actually perpetuating othering of
Muslim populations. And, in some cases distributing down right Islamophobic
propaganda through their teacher agency and educational images or materials.
One such image of educational material that was written into a pre-prescribed
curriculum for New York area middle schoolers and published in 2012 by McGraw-Hill is
figure 4.
Figure 4. A photo of an American history textbook section on September 11th. Taken
from: Aboali, N. (2019). Terrorism is taught as most acts against Americans come from
Middle East. [Photograph].
Beyond the factual inaccuracies of this offensive text, there is little contextual
awareness of why circumstances have come to be, even if relatively few “Middle East”
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groups perpetuate acts of terror against the West. But, why? This text seems to suggest
it’s because the cultures are so vastly different rather than the political and hegemonic
interests and resistance to their own oppressions. There is also a clear throughline of
“East” rejects Western culture further supporting Said’s named East versus West binary.
This particular image was taken from the text The American Journey (2012 edition, p.
550) and produced by The National Geographic. I am disappointed, but not surprised,
that not only is this produced by a major publisher and by a major historical media
outlet, but also a student had to call my attention to it. It is but one more example of the
forces at play, well beyond teacher curricular sections, that contribute to a culture
seemingly in tension with Muslim or assumed “Middle Eastern” identities.
Still, another example of images Muslim students, and all students, are engaging
with that perpetuate Islamophobic tropes and ultimately discomfort at school, came from
a description by Fatima of an art instillation that was in a common area on display in her
school. She explained,
There was this huge picture made of like black poster paper and it was a Muslim
woman’s face covered fully in a burqa. It was huge too like the whole length of
the wall was covered. And people could like walk up to it and they could pull back
the veil on both the left and ride side of her face and as you would open up each
side there were words on the inside of the veil like ‘liberate’ or ‘freedom’ as if they
were like saying uncover her to free her from her Muslim oppression. That
burned me inside and I tried to explain why it was offensive but no one would
agree with me.
Not only did Fatima attempt to interrupt the ignorant and offensive construction on her
school wall, administrators in a position of power further perpetuated the problem by
lack of attention to a community concern of one of their students. And, these sorts of
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images have not only an impact on Muslim youth, as stated by Fatima she felted
“burned” inside, they also have a worldly impact in how faculty members are making
educational choices. The previous images were displayed in classrooms by a teacher,
however, this example by Fatima was perpetuated by administrators for the entire
school community. Further, these sorts of images hold the potential to dehumanize and
offend, clearly, but the worldly impact permeates beyond a school by school basis.
Meaning, even as I had a doctoral colleague review some of my initial writing for peer
feedback of this dissertation work, I was met with a response regarding burqas (the
least revealing and most constrictive of Muslim coverings) to the effect of saying that he
agreed this art instillation was a bit much for the school community but he also agreed
with banning Muslim coverings because it would be difficult to identify the student based
on their ID cards for state exams. Beyond all of the scrutiny standardized exams
rightfully deserve, I admit I was taken aback hearing another teacher make these
remarks. I asked him if he had any current students that wore a burqa that he was
concerned about. He did not. I then asked if he had ever had a student in a burqa and
again he had not. I have not ever had a student in a burqa either as they are extremely
rare in Muslim populations in general. The point here is that these tropes of images of
the “oppressed veiled Muslim” or the “violent Muslim terrorist” have real world
educational consequences enacted by people with the agency to do so.
In discussing where some of these constructed, albeit flawed, images of Muslim
identity originate, Niema and Fatima both also brought up agency of platform but in
reference to the larger political discourse rather than a specific teacher. Fatima
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explained, when it comes to someone like Donald Trump, he has infinite access to mass
media outlets, and they both also expressed feelings of injustice at Trump’s style of
power to “say whatever he wants unchecked is unfair.” Amir, in a moving comparison
between Trump and the Prophet Muhammad, described his feelings about a flawed
public perception of Islam. In discussing Trump’s hateful rhetoric and braggadocious
sexual assault attitude Amir said he finds
comfort in the Prophet because he (the Prophet Muhammad) never conducted
himself the way Trump does. The Prophet was booed and spit on regularly during
his time and never once did he raise his voice or encourage violence the way
Trump has.
Amir’s comments provide an opportunity for us to see how he finds goodness and
comfort in his faith, through guidance, in a way that he perceives does not exist in
current political leadership. Amir went on to explain that if Trump knew what he was
talking about he could use this knowledge to work with Muslims instead of constantly
blaming them.
While participating students were aware of some of the many flawed images
associated with their religion, many of them also seemed to have the self-awareness of
unique value found in their faith that very few have had the opportunity to understand.
Lina would go on to claim, “it’s sorta crazy because like you spend so much time
fighting against what Islam is not really like that you never really get to show like why it’s
so special.” I noted thinking that even if Islam is interpreted as “special” to each of the
participating students, individual students might have differing ideas of what that means.
I asked Lina what she uniquely meant by special. “To be honest, I can’t really explain
exactly. (slight pause) It just seems like if we are still here after all the haters I don’t
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know maybe it was worth saving, like I trust my people more than like what Trump says
on the news.” As I wrote in my journal I realized I had privately found great pride as a
high school student in being an ambassador in sharing Muslim contributions to history,
often boldly claiming to my peers, for example: “Muslims invented Algebra!” To this day I
love cooking and sharing Egyptian food and would often ask my teachers for moments
to have my mother bring in enough to share with my classes. Perhaps, this notion of my
own pride became motivation for “seeing” moments of pride in Islam and culture. I am
aware of the potential to internalize xenophobic beliefs about one’s own cultures and
therefore I guided youth with questioning related to wanting to provide an opportunity for
pride or celebrate of culture.
I self-reflexively engaged with and pondered why I hardly remembered these
celebratory moments. One possibility could be that negative experiences regarding
images related to one’s identity, especially an identity developing in relationship to
images, are more traumatic and therefore stored more out of necessity for future
preservation? If so, I wonder if some of those images I experienced negatively as a
student were, in part, inspiration for exploration of this subject matter.
Another possibility might be more bleak. Perhaps, I don’t remember many
positive experiences in relationship to my Muslim identities because there were not that
many. I can rattle off countless negative experiences from peers laughing in groups
assuming my father “worked in a gas station” simply because he is Middle Eastern, or
other students in their certitude of Eastern identity, ascribing such foreignness onto
Egyptians that it prompts questions such as “does your father drive a camel to work?”
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Notice students were plural, as in, I have been asked these kinds of questions or
received these sorts of comments more than once. These moments are also sites of
trauma because they suggest both a certain expected and accepted “place” in society
“Eastern” people were to work, one of low wages, and in doing so entirely prevented
even the possibility of imaging my father as the regular business owner similar to many
students' fathers at my school. Assuming Egyptians drive camels instead of cars is both
ridiculous and illuminating. It suggests Said’s notion of Western folks imaging Eastern
cultures as “backwards” and not as fully developed. This dehumanizing imagery then
becomes the seeds to ascribing a population to be savages, or inherently violent, or
incapable of governing self, etc. These images held by my peers were projected onto
me and as such informed my high school experiences and perception of my own
Muslim identity.
Muslim youth may or may not have the awareness of flawed perceptions of
Islam, but the constant tension existing between those perceived constructs and reality
can sometimes be too much, as was the case in my experience. In an article for WNYC
(2016), two reporters interviewed five young Muslim women in Brooklyn. One of the
young women, Humera, talks about the general perception in the United States of
Muslim men as oppressors of women, despite the lack of innocence of many men in the
United States in regards to gender oppression. Humera says about her father,
he isn’t telling me to stay home and be married at the age of 16. He’s like ‘You’re
going to go to college and graduate and you’re going to make a career for
yourself.’ I told him … [she pauses, tears rush into her eyes] Two days ago we all
came back from New Jersey, and we ate, and all the dishes were there, and I
went into the kitchen to do the dishes – why am I crying? [she stops talking a
moment] And I was washing my hands, and he thought I was doing the dishes
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and he was like, ‘Oh come back.’ ...he’s like, ‘Go into the room and do your
homework.’ He wasn’t like, ‘Do the dishes.’ [she breaks down again] I’m sorry. I
didn’t think it would make me emotional.
Humera, like our participants, is just another NYC high school student. And yet, her
awareness of the construct of Arab or Muslim men left her profoundly protective of her
father. In fact, it also became the source of her pain. An impact of the flawed perception
of men like her father not only angered her to the point of wanting to share it
anecdotally, but also was a catalyst for a tearful emotional response in that he is
actually the opposite of what is perceived. He is working daily, teasing through family
experiences only to solidify a belief in his daughter he is sure the American media,
leadership, and/or public has suggested he does not have. The result is a
hypersensitivity for this family and this is not an isolated feeling.
In fact, Niema reports the reason she tried out for the women’s soccer team was
to prove to her peers she could do it. She faced similar taunts or questions regarding
“playing sports in a hijab,” where students would ask if it was hot or uncomfortable. She
explained she just had default responses and I was reminded of my feelings around
being mistaken as male due to my boyish dress and appearance. I had answers ready
to go because I am so used to it that I am familiar with most comforting ways to
respond. It is worth noting that the person of marginalized identities – in these examples
a student othered by her hijab and in my case, othered by my lack of outwardly
recognizable feminine appearance – are often put in positions of answering or
comforting the person who is being offensive and a member of the dominant social
group. It is true, no one is forcing me to be comforting, but I have looked this way a long
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time and often those choices are made with my own interest, safety, and trauma in
mind. That said, this image of the oppressed Muslim woman trope essentialized and
projected onto Muslim youth creates an experience of potential pain and frustration,
evidenced and exemplified by Humera and Niema here. But the many occurrences
suggest this experience to be a regular one seemingly normalized into part of their
educational environment and beyond.
Uncategorized Experiences
While I asked student participants about how they see themselves broadly in an
effort to elicit a variety of responses, Linda also expressed a view of herself as a
marginalized person because of her cultural beliefs. She mentioned rampant
Islamophobia in the United States. I prompted her with a follow up question asking, “on
a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being a very small amount of biased beliefs against Muslims
in the United States and 10 being extreme bias,” she said in her assessment she feels
the United States exhibits “about a 9.” Whether that is accurate or not is irrelevant and
not something provable. The larger point that Linda’s narrative suggests is that a 9 is
how she perceives the United States views her and her community. She sees herself as
an Other through the eyes and experiences of her everyday life. I then asked, using the
same 1 to 10 format, how she feels about her school climate given that it is a justice
themed school. She simply replied, “the same.”
Almost exclusively students responded with enthusiasm at being recruited as
well as then specifically invited to participate in my study. As mentioned as a previous
concern, instead of expressing feelings of “not belonging” or feeling “othered” by this
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invite, they seemingly all expressed feelings of “excitement” or “gratitude” at the
recognition of their Muslim identities. Or, they were delighted a faculty member
seemingly well liked by their peers invited them, regardless of the reason. This
response of enthusiasm at participating was even offered by Itachi, the one student who
claimed not to be overly happy or proud to identify as Muslim. He was among the first
students to agree to participate. In a sense, my recruitment and selection processes
seemed to me to serve to make all of them feel more valued for their differences from
their peers rather than less so. But, I acknowledge that is only one of many
interpretations.
Itachi’s interview responses stood out by my noticings as the student participant
most detached from Islam, often citing feelings of resentment for “being born Muslim.”
Notably, he was also the only student that did not select a Muslim inspired fictional
name for the purposes of this study. He preferred to go by the pseudonym Itachi
Uchiha, as he claimed that is “the greatest ninja that ever lived.” Perhaps, my noticings
were influenced by my own former feelings of resentment for my Muslim and Arab
identities when I was in high school. My family seemed so different on the Arab side in
speech, fashion, foods, customs, etc., than my perceived more “normal” maternal white
half of my family. I felt too “American” around my mostly hijab wearing peers at mosque
to fit in and yet was reminded regularly by my Western, white and mostly Christian
family that indeed “Arab” culture wasn’t normal in the United States. I was lost and
related to Itachi’s feelings of resentment. I think this may have translated to a private
fear of rejection in recruiting Muslim youth. I quietly worried that students would see me
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as “less Muslim,” or not at all Muslim, if they knew that deep down I didn’t feel that
connected to Islam as a religious practice.
A Muslim teacher and doctoral colleague reviewed some of my work to offer
feedback. She, too, shared feelings she could relate to Itachi’s resentment. Bayoumi
(2008) discussed a trend of his noticing regarding the juxtaposition of Muslim youth that
have awareness their religion, and often ethnic and racial identities, are marginalized in
the West and as a such become more pious than their parents generation. I’ll say more
about this but, in short, doubling down on their faith becomes an exertion of American
“freedom of religion,” and a kind of resistance. Perhaps, this is why I felt called to
research Muslim youth educational experiences, despite my own feelings of detachment
with Islam. Here I was attempting to better understand Itachi by pushing through the
tension that exists in a student resenting part of who he is and yet still wanting to be part
of an identity specific study, when I hadn’t even considered I likely shared his plight. I
followed up with Itachi in a second interview.
Itachi: It’s not that I don’t like being Muslim, I don’t care, I am just tired of all of the
attention on it. There’s lots going on in the world and it’s always the excuse with
religion. In the USA people can have freedom of religion so people should just do
what they want.
Me: What do you mean “excuse” using religion?
Itachi: Take what’s going on with Syria or Russia. They always say it’s about
stopping terrorism but it’s not really. Or even like the crazy terrorist ISIS people
they use religion as an excuse too. To me, it’s all just wrong.
Me: Okay, well what about faith. You know, like the practicing of religion, how do
you feeling about practicing Islam? I know you said you don’t do many religious
things. What do you mean by that?
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Itachi: Oh, yes, um. I told my mom we should be starting to pray and stuff again.
She says we are going to start going on Fridays again when we settle into our
new apartment.
It is possible Itachi responded with his suggestion to his mother because he would be
fearful he wasn’t “Muslim” enough to be a participant with me. I interpret his meaning
here to be less about having a problem with Islam, writ large, and more so frustrated
with the discourses around Muslims. I also think another interpretation here that is likely
would be Itachi’s growth in his own constantly evolving and shifting understandings of
his Muslim identity. There was about a month and a half in between Itach’s first and
second interviews. In that window of time I would regularly see him around campus
every so often and each time he seemed to have one more thing he wanted to share
about his feelings regarding Islam. It’s possible he learned a little more either from his
family as evidenced by his discussion with his mother or perhaps curiosity inspired his
own research. He also seemed to form a friendship with another Muslim student who
takes great pride in his faith. His position on Muslim as an unwanted identity in the U.S.
was fairly consistent throughout this process, however, his feelings regarding discussing
Islam seemed to shift. “I think most Americans just think Muslims are weird and like if
they can’t fit into American culture they should just leave. But even though I miss home
and my friends from school in Uzbekistan, Brooklyn is home now.” What this shared
feeling of unwantedness in the United States amongst these youth provided me is a
window into the world of how faith-based forms of oppression have manifested when
students see themselves as the problem, despite their frustration with the awareness
that those biased perceptions are based on ignorant assumptions.
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For Linda, this has translated into her parents wishing she does not share with
anyone she is Muslim and even a shy reluctance at the insistence of a teacher seeking
to know more about her. She says she is “proud to be Muslim, but not in the United
States. In the United States it makes me sad. People just don’t know what beautiful
things they are not even open to.” This feeling of sadness correlates to her expression
of often feeling as though no one likes her, including adults. She also was adamant to
share with me that she felt special to be asked to be part of this project because she
could be open about being Muslim and felt like it could be constructive. Perhaps, this is
only one small example of what cultural affirmation might offer not only Muslim students,
but all students.
These students each see themselves as agents of change, as I understand it in
my admittedly limited understandings, a small piece of hopefulness shared in this
project. For Itachi, he feels strongly about the constant emphasis and discussion related
to Islam. Lina wanted to live in her desired activist role. For Linda, she expressed
diversity and multiplicity within Muslim communities. Amir wanted to help an American
audience better understand his faith. Zufran wanted to help educators better understand
politicking around his faith and how that’s experienced from his perspective. Niema
wanted to create better visibility for Caribbean and non-Middle Eastern Muslims. Fatima
was most interested in discussing her race as it relates to her faith. In a casual, informal
group discussion with a few of the participating students as we walked to the subway on
our way out after classes one day, they most readily found common ground in some
shared beliefs about humanity and a strong optimism to overcome. Itachi was a
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member of this brief conversation and for the first time I saw him smile in agreement at
Amir’s notion of perseverance. Perhaps, he was in need of Muslim community since his
arrival into the United States. Perhaps, so was I. Both Niema and Fatima pointed out a
particular kind of pride because they linked this feeling of overcoming to the long
tradition within the Black community of a pursuit of overcoming. They seemed to be
most clear in their awareness, along with Lina, that the United States is a country that
has oppressed and still oppresses. And yet, they carry with them the spirit Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and the civil rights movement of the 1960’s did as well; the feeling that
we share far more than sets us apart and each voice no matter how small has the
potential to be a catalyst for change. And, while Dr. Rashid expresses the longheld
cultural knowledges of Islam as an expression of democracy by citing the Prophet
Muhammad’s (peace be upon him) teaching of “hurting one of man hurts all of
mankind,” I can’t help but wonder if this feeling of overcoming is also an expression of
the shared humanity of their Western and Muslim identities.
While I would love to be making the case that these students have a worldview
tied to this enthusiasm of overcoming and attempting to shape it into the world they wish
it to be, the reality is these teens have been forced to mature quickly in the discourse of
an identity Michelle Fine (2010) and Beverly Tatum (2000) argue is still in formation.
For example, Lina recalls a few times where she has been asked seriously about
her feelings regarding Islamic terrorist organizations, or being situated as the only
Muslim student and therefore becoming the single Muslim voice in a peer to peer
argument about accepting Syrians displaced from the refugee crisis into the United
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States. After the debate, another student found it amusing to whisper “terrorist” or
“bomb” every time she passed him in the hallways or a class. She reported to school
authorities and the student was eventually suspended for his hate speech. I will also
note that despite her daughter’s harassment at school, Lina’s mother still contacted
school administration to ensure the suspension was minimal since she is aware of the
harsh punitive decisions often targeting Black youth. This is an example of seeking a
sense of justice while remaining conscious to not wanting to perpetuate differing forms
of oppression by attempting to humanize all students involved. But a sense of justice
isn’t the point. The larger idea is the scope of what these youth are dealing with and
experiencing simply passing between classes.
Itachi, on the other hand, expressed such a detachment from Islam that he has
himself singularized his understanding of the world. He claims, “religion doesn’t mean
anything, it’s not a part of my day or my life really, and the law says people who do have
religion, they have to keep it separate from like their job or whatever.” He went on to
allude to not wanting to talk about Islam specifically but rather religion writ large and
how “people place too much in faith,” almost poetically stated for his world view. His
feelings of resentment toward being born a Muslim and the constant discourse in the
media and amongst his peers are illuminating. Perhaps Itachi’s feelings around not
wanting religion to be an outward or public demonstration is not entirely wrong. After
thinking again through his comments in my Double Entry journal I wrote, “I can sense
my atheist friends, among many demographics, preferring to have less preaching on the
subways as they travel.” My initial reading of him was one of resentment toward his
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Muslim identity, and while I still have feelings that is the case with him, I also wondered
if that initial, conclusive, lens toward him prevented me from considering some of his
larger politically savvy points.
For example, in a discussion around Muslim women wearing a hijab his response
was, “well Miss, I mean sure I get why some Muslim women want to cover their hair, I
mean don’t you wear shirts everyday to cover too in a way?” He had an awareness that
all forms of dress are a kind of modesty cultural judgement call and the difference relies
simply on which areas of the body are more comfortably exposed in varying contexts.
To illustrate, some teachers feel like students shouldn’t wear shirts short enough to have
their stomach area exposed. And yet, we see folks comfortable with bikini beach attire.
Prior to self-reflexively engaging with my feelings and assumptions toward Itachi,
I had never considered all forms of dress as choices in modesty, and instead singularly
projected that conversation onto Muslim women. This left me unpacking what it meant
to be socialized in the West and what I may have unconsciously projected onto an
identity, my identity, falsely. I forgave myself after finally realizing I may carry some
shame in the presence of Muslim community for my lack of covering my hair, or the fact
that my hair is quite short, matching my masculine gender expression. Itachi’s
explanation of his known understandings and opinion of modesty in dress also added
new language for me when discussing the hijab with non-Muslims. Meaning, I now have
language around all dress choices as a form of modesty.
That all said, Itachi’s desire to remove religion from the public discourse doesn’t
change the status quo of its current presence and often felt dominance. Itachi was also
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the only student who vocalized such a disconnect from Islam, even Linda is privately
comfortable identifying as Muslim despite not outwardly so. I asked him why the
insistence and agitation over folks wanting to express their own form of religion and his
response led me to curiosity about his whiteness in relationship to a conversation with
Linda about invisibility. He said, “because, I don’t know, without it, I am just a regular
guy. And that’s what America is all about, the freedom to just be how you are.”
Itachi’s comments are almost painfully illuminating when considering Said’s perils
of othering a population. He is suggesting that without the association of Islam to his
identity he would be the boy next door cliche of good ole white America. He clearly sees
not only himself as a typical American student, he resents anything that might suggest
otherwise. In turn, his world view is profoundly influenced by perpetuating invisibility. It is
not enough that he not be seen as Muslim because of his own awareness that many
Americans have a flawed perception of Muslims as bad.
Itachi was an outlier in terms of a rejection of faith in part because he seemed to
me to shift his feelings throughout the study, but also because I found it to be just the
opposite with the other two young men I worked with. Amir and his older brothers are far
more pious and strict to their faith than their immigrant parents and Zufran reports that
his immediate family tends to be “pretty traditional” to their culture. Zufran feels he is a
“better Muslim” than some members of his family because he prays regularly, doesn’t
curse, and “is the best at fasting” during Ramadan. While his braggadocious feeling
about having a platform to celebrate his faith was endearing, I got the impression he
was trying to impress me by his rattling off a list of things that affirm his commitment to
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his faith. Another interpretation could be that he felt obligated to prove to a Muslim adult
that he is serious about his faith as well as disciplined in practice. Or, he rarely has
occasion to share with anyone in his school community these feats where he is proud of
his accomplishments. His perception of one aspect of self in this particular historical,
political and cultural moment in time, regardless of who is better at fasting, was one of
demonstrating a level of piousness.
In fact, Bayoumi (2008) writes about this current generation as often more pious
than their immigrant parents (p. 223). Many current Muslim youth feel more religious in
part because there is a feeling that their parent’s generations were making choices to
mimic Western culture and their children see re-devotion to Islam as a rejection of
coddling Western power. Rejecting coddling power is often something I’ve heard in
participating in Anti-Semitism professional development for educators and is often a
mechanism of oppressers in dominance of oppressed groups.
Howard Zinn exemplifies this phenomenon throughout the second chapter of his
postcolonial text, A People’s History of the United States (1990). In a discussion
regarding the division of Blacks and poor whites, and the division of slave labor between
house and field assignments, both divisive examples were ones intended to divide
solidarity of common suffering by offering one group slightly more access to power in an
effort to avoid a common interest to “overthrow the existing order” (Zinn, 1980, p.37 ).
For example, wealthy slave owners at the top of the socially constructed hierarchy of
the time would hire poor whites in need of work to oversee enslaved people and
plantation affairs. These men in power knew poor whites and poor Black people shared
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a common oppression of capital and as such in order to avoid collective uprising poor
white men were offered employment. This made poor whites less poor than Black
enslaved people, albeit still remarkably at the helm of their powerful bosses. In short, it
provided poor whites an opportunity to ascend the social hierarchy, but did so at the
expense of poor class solidarity amongst both races of poor folks. So, poor whites were
offered some economic gain by coddling positions of power, but they were still
oppressed and at the helm of the capitalistic endeavors of their employer. This
ascension of social status also often cost poor whites, many of whom were Eastern
European and Irish, connection with their home cultures in attempts to assimilate into
the dominant white Christian culture. It also could be why Said’s West versus East, us
versus them, binary is dangerous because it leaves these youth feeling as though they
are so unwelcome here that they must preserve culture or have it destroyed.
Zufran and Amir are walking examples of a preserved culture. They expect, and
already have prepared responses to, offensive symbols in American high schools,
well-meaning but poor assuming teachers, or offensive peers. As such they feel called,
“chosen,” as Amir states, to remain “dutiful to their beliefs,” guilty when not dutiful, and
ultimately find unity around the Quran, a poetic, complex, and often misunderstood
beautiful text. What about these examples felt like “preserved” culture? It’s possible I
assumed their commitment to the cultural rituals of their faith translates to preservation.
Rituals do hold the potential to preserve tradition and therefore I thought would provide
opportunity to be shared or passed along generationally. However, one could make the
argument that some cultural rituals perpetuate harm and therefore changing some
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traditional practices could be a form of cultural preservation. Because Amir is so
committed to deeply understanding his religious texts, I also use our conversation
around religious practice and dogma to push him on his positions regarding gender
roles and homophobic tendencies. He responds with deep inquisition and curiosity,
often looking forward to returning to his Imam and asking questions for guidance.
I complimented Amir for his curiosity of what I was interpreting as an effort to
better understand his faith by seeking out his Imam as a resource. I asked Amir why
folks don’t seem to have that same curiosity or choose to remain ignorant about Muslim
peoples and various iterations of Islamic faith now that there seems to be some
attention paid to the presence of Islamophobia in the U.S. Amir responded with, “Well, I
think, they don’t seek resources, you know, like, I think they don’t want to learn because
why should they? Nobody is going to make them and they are just biased to what they
have already been taught. Nobody likes to admit they are wrong.” One possibility Amir
could mean here is that they don’t know because they have the privilege to not have to
know or challenge any pre-existing beliefs. Their lives carry on seemingly unaffected by
their ignorance, while the negative impacts of oppression for oppressed groups persist. I
am reminded again of Said’s (1978) writing about this idea of continued ignorance as
not only an issue that negatively impacts the marginalized group, but also has a
dehumanizing effect on those in positions of power and privilege:
Always there lurks the assumption that although the Western consumer belongs
to a numerical minority, he is entitled either to own or to expend (or both) the
majority of the world's resources. Why? Because he, unlike the Oriental, is a true
human being. No better instance exists today of what Anwar Abdel Malek calls
“the hegemonism of possessing minorities” and anthropocentrism allied with
Eurocentrism: a white middle-class Westerner believes it is his human
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prerogative not only to manage the nonwhite world but also to own it, just
because by definition “it” is not quite as human as “we” are. There is no purer
example than this of dehumanized thought. (p. 379)
Perhaps, this is where these youth feel called to advocacy; because without their
collective voices, our entire community of added diverse cultural wealth goes missing.
Even Itachi, while rejecting religious interest, still found it important to highlight that the
law at least protects Muslims and their right to practice. Or, perhaps, I am projecting my
own fear and discomfort, worried that this dehumanizing thought continues and we miss
the connectedness, the life, and the shared humanity of a people that also helped build
this country.
When considering “dehumanized thought,” I am reminded of a comment Toni
Morrison (2017) made during one of her Harvard lectures when describing the
dehumanizing effects of slavery;
How hard they work to define the slave as inhuman, savage, when in fact the
definition of the inhuman describes overwhelmingly the punisher. When they rest,
exhausted, between bouts of lashing, the punishment is more sadistic than
corrective. If sustained whipping tires the lasher, and he or she must take a
series of breaks before continuing, what good does its duration do to the
whipped? Such extreme pain seems to be designed for the pleasure of the one
with the lash (p. 29).
I think what Morrison is getting at here is that when one group feels dominant, and
politically, economically, and militarily hegemonically holds a dominant status over a
group deemed “other,”, dehumanizing thought and practice often prevail. However,
ironically, the process of dehumanizing far more describes the oppressor engaged in
the processes of dehumanizing than it ever would the oppressed person. Both Said and
Morrison are alluding to an impact of those in a position to oppress. Sure, it doesn’t feel
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great to acknowledge, study, or deal with one’s place of privilege; however, asserting
that privilege to maintain a certain ignorance not only has a dehumanizing impact on the
othered population, it has a dehumanizing effect on the oppressor.
Amir asserts that this privilege of those that happen to be involved in a dominant
faith group is in large part the means for remaining ignorant. While I agree with him to a
certain extent, I’d argue it is far more nuanced than that. However, I agree that if people
of dominant groups experienced or noticed that they perceived a negative impact on
their lives, they might be more willing to act. That said, we cannot  ignore Said’s words.
If we were to shift to a more humanizing belief of Muslims worldwide, it would likely
make it much more difficult to oppress Muslim majority countries for their resources.
Western nations would, then, need to be able to identify and value those countries as
full of humans rather than a product to be conquered. As previously mentioned, in
Kumar’s article (2018) on the commodification of Muslim women, she writes of
American beauty companies swooping into Afghanistan to “liberate” the Muslim woman
while actually making capital that imposed a Western standard of beauty onto these
women, thus perpetuating forms of domination rather than the alleged liberations. While
the initial onlooker might think this attempt to bring Western beauty products to
Afghanistan is a positive one, when delving deeper into the nuances one can see that,
in fact, this was really a calculated capitalist motivated production, and worse it was
under the guise of “liberating” Muslim women. This money making endeavor not only
had its intended profits but it also lived under the notion that once the terrorist dictators
were eradicated from Afghanistan, that the U.S. thinks so lowly of Afghans that we need
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to exert our supremacy by offering beauty products that make “them” more like “us.”
This constant disregarding and dehumanizing of Muslims not only has real world
consequences, it also serves as a mechanism for capital, capital spent continuing and
further perpetuating the experience of othering.
Needless to say, these youth feel the tension pushing at their faith and pulling at
their citizenship. In student interviews I asked each student about their ideas as to what
might be done to foster better understanding. Itachi said, in part, “that’s exactly why I
wanted to be involved in your project.” Zufran referenced a notion of economic
investment and resources to support Muslim communities dealing with “immigration
problems or stress or like refugees. That and also provide like information or what have
you to people aren’t Muslims so they can learn how they affect us.” I joked back to
Zufran, “you mean like provide educational resources?” He grinned and nodded. Lina
commented (while wearing a school shirt with her mother’s name on the back listed as
her mother’s junior), “this is why my mother always be sayin’ we gotta watch where our
money goes and make sure we spend back into the community.” I can recall a student
group discussion during a panel our school hosted on Historically Black Colleges and
Universities. Lina, Niema, and Fatima were in the audience as the guest recruitment
speakers were immersed in a conversation related to Black business investing in local
communities. I can recall Niema raising her hand to speak and playfully joking,
yeah and listen these white people don’t know how to do brown folk hair (the
students laugh), I mean they trippin anyway cuz it’s all about the Morrocan oil
anyway. They need to be takin’ a page out your people (indicating Lina’s Arab
people) book if they want the good, I mean, ya know, good products.
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Lina quips with her pugnacious sense of humor, “don’t be giving white people any extra
ideas to colonize more of my people’s goods.” (The students really get a kick of out this
moment and I write in my Double Entry journal, “I wish our school and all high schools
could foster more community spaces for Muslim youth to share stories and laugh with
each other in this heartfelt way.”) I believe the nuances of American empire and
capitalism, briefly demonstrated here, helps shape their worldview to one of a profound
understanding that this feeling of “us” versus “them” exists regarding their religion and
they must live their day to day lives with self-preservation at their heart of their
decision-making. Whether it is choosing a justice themed school, not disclosing Muslim
identity, or avoiding and challenging hateful rhetoric, these Muslim youth know they
must navigate who they are if they are immersed in what is perceived as often an
anti-Muslim Western culture. While prior to this study, I assumed and was biased from
my unique schooling experiences, this feeling of navigating both Muslim and Western
cultures would be present, I am also humbled by a realization that these feelings related
to identity likely are not exclusively related to Muslim identity. Meaning, as I’ve argued,
there isn’t a universal singular way of experiencing or expressing Islam and as such
there certainly isn’t exactitude in how once perceives or experiences Islamophobia.
Some of the students articulated an awareness of xenophobia toward Muslims in their
schooling contexts and yet still shared feelings of belonging or of feeling “seen” and
valued by our school community. While that experience is different for each of the
students based on their own unique cultural, political, and historical situated positions,
the possibility of “belonging” or feeling “valued” as articulated by Itachi, Zufran, and
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Amir, was something I didn’t realize I had positioned in an “either/or” binary. Meaning, I
poorly assumed, either you experience and/or see Islamophobia happening in your
schooling experience and therefore that translates to feeling unvalued or not-belonging.
I had poorly set up a false dichotomy, in part, I think influenced by my own feelings in
high school following 9/11. I should also note, the three students articulating feelings of
value and belonging are also the three young men participating while all four young
women did not feel overly valued or that they really belonged in their school community.
Further research would be needed to grapple with gendered experiences.
Throughout the course of the study it appears the participating students became
friends for those who were not yet already. I noticed they had exchanged cell numbers
and would text. Many of my participants started making a habit of stopping by my
classrooms. Usually, they just wanted to say hello and update me on their high school
relationship finagling, as many students do with their teachers, but also they would often
reingage in discussion related to being Muslim in an American school. Casual
conversation, even minimally, can also have contributed to shifting of student ideas and
positions between interviews. Or another possibility, they were seeking student-teacher
community and needed somewhere to hang after classes.
I asked the students in their second interviews if they wanted to clarify anything
or if they felt anything might’ve changed for them between interviews. I also asked them
if they had any questions they thought might be good to ask for a study like this. Lina
said, “our first discussion made me think of all of these things I wasn’t thinking about, at
least not in a while. (Her eyes slightly water)” She then clears her throat and quietly
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adds, “I thought of a question that could be good for all of the students you got doing
this. I want to know why we are like some of the only Muslims in this school and we
didn’t really talk much to each other before these interviews?”
In an effort to be proactive about creating the experiences they wish to see at
their various schools, Lina further recommended and asked me if I could simply name
some of the flawed perceptions we discussed regarding Muslims and offer them a place
to correct them. I remember writing in my Double Entry journal that I wasn’t fully
comfortable because I didn’t entirely understand the request, but, for the sake of
supporting her I agreed. However, I suggested it might be helpful to engage Muslim
participating students in brainstorming their interpretations of what might constitute for
them the flawed perceptions, and what the goal was for them in doing this exercise.
Why did I feel the need to have a goal? One possibility could be I felt the need to exert
my role as teacher authority by requesting a goal from them. That might’ve only fulfilled
my own needs. She replied, “well, because Miss, we have been talking about Islam isn’t
bad, but this is a chance to teach people what’s good about it.” I was humbled. I was
also mildly concerned because her notion of “we’ve been talking about Islam isn’t bad”
as I interpret it suggests that she might feel that this project was one of convincing her
Islam isn’t bad. And, while I certainly agree Islam writ large isn’t inherently bad, and it is
filled with as much beauty and possibility as many other faith based traditions, I do think
there deserves space for healthy criticism of religious practices that are harmful,
perhaps in need of further interpretations. Islam in general is not bad, but some
interpretations and practices of Islam are and can be.
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That all said, this is what Muslim youth study participants named:
Amir: Muslims didn’t avoid voting for Hillary because she is a woman. (angered
at the theory)
Linda: We do report wrongdoing. We want to be as safe as any American.
Fatima: Black lives and Muslim lives matter.
Lina: No Muslim can support violence. That is not part of faith. That is part of
destruction.
Zufran: Sharia law is not some crazy legal Muslim law.
Niema: It’s a part of Muslim duty to protect Christians and other religions too.
Lina: We believe in chapters of the bible too and support Christians and all
religions. Jesus was a prophet, peace be upon him.
Linda: We celebrated finding Bin Laden like any American.
Amir: Muslims value hard work, family, and faith, just like most people.
Itachi: There are so many ways to be Muslim and that’s different from how a
family culture acts. (I offered to Itachi, that can be true, but sometimes
they are the same. He nodded in agreement.)
Lina: We greet each other and leave each other with peace. We are a peaceful
people. We say “salaam al-lakkum’ meaning, ‘peace to you.”





In thinking about our youth, the generation behind me, and what kind of a world
we wish to build, I can’t help but hear a tune from the now famed American musical
Hamilton, by Lin Manuel Miranda. A show about the American revolution, and founding
democracy ideals, themes of what the United States sought to become as a country are
ever present. In a scene where President George Washington tells Alexander Hamilton
he is stepping down and not running for re-election, he explains to a disappointed
Hamilton, “If I say goodbye, the nation learns to move on/ It outlives me when I'm gone/
Like the scripture says/ Everyone shall sit under their own vine and fig tree/ And no one
shall make them afraid/ They'll be safe in the nation we've made.” The United States is
a country established on the foundation of escaping religious persecution. A country
claiming to be founded around principles of a commitment to a people, all people, not
only for safety, but free of those that wish to make us afraid. It is my hope Muslim youth
to be a part of that narrative.
What this literature and research helped illuminate, in part, are some real world
implications for humanities content teacher education, if not teacher education writ
large. As previously discussed, Jory Brass (2011) criticized a Western cultural norm
evolving alongside U.S. educational models of an absolute scientific “truth.” This would
seem to be a small but important seed cultivating in the soil of American (and therefore
understood as “Western” here) histories. Additionally, while science and mathematics
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based content areas can be privileged above other contents because of the predictable
exactitude of expected student “right answers,” the humanities offer more of an
opportunity to reject yet another binaried “right or wrong” pedagogy practice. Thus,
while student responses are inevitably more varied and individualized, they also are ripe
for discourses related to assumptions of knowledge or content.
Brass (2011) also references modern English education as evolving from this
initial role of pastor, despite our public secular education model. Further, Brass also
indicated early English education went beyond goals of Christian service and included
“governmental objectives such as socialising immigrants, forging national and racial
solidarity, developing a productive workforce and active citizenry” (p. 162). The inclusion
of governmental goals here is emblematic of Said’s notion of American empire and its
influence on educational discourses, and all Western institutions. However, I highlight
Brass’ previously discussed work here because of the point about historic English
curricular goals (regardless of state influence) included ones related to “socializing
immigrants,” and “forging national and racial solidarity.” Thus, while English education
may have evolved from Christianity and we should be critical of the ways our
pedagogical practices show up and to what extent they are also performances of a kind,
English educators are also in a unique position to teach a content evolved within
objectives of socializing and building racial solidarity. English classrooms, and
humanities based content areas writ large, then, have historically been encouraged to
foster student curiosity and criticality necessary to name the world and in doing so, offer
future generations a chance to change it.
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What this dissertation research indicates, in part, is that teacher education
programs would be well-served to not only include discourses related to Muslim youth,
but also foster an English education based pratice of criticially engaging with those
discourses. Questions of content producers, bias, assumptions, all of which I’ve had to
continuously question and revisit in the drafting of such research, appear to be of useful
importance here too. After all, Brass (2011) cites Alsup et al. (2006) particular
conception of the English educator:
We have and hold larger, more complex goals as English educators and English
teachers than many of those outside our field are willing to imagine. While we
may want to teach our students, Kindergarten–adult, to read, write, and create
texts in a variety of forms and genres, we also want to do no less than help them
change their world. If this seems overly idealistic, naïve, or even subversive to
the many who see education as the accumulation of facts or the hoarding of
cultural capital, so be it. It’s simply who we are. (Alsup et al. as cited in Brass,
2011, p. 153)
If U.S. situated Muslim students are going to be included in teacher education progam,
English teachers, with our ability to create and interpret texts in the classroom, will need
to reflexively engage with some of these larger discourses related to power, knowledge,
and how to resist some of the more dominant yet exlusive narratives. I don’t mean to
suggest one, essential, universal way of prescribing English teaching. Rather, to
encourage those involved in teacher education, students and instructors alike, to be
inclusive and critical of discourses related to Muslim students in an effort to pursue a
more ideal society (even if it can never be fully achieved). “It is simply who we are.”
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Additional Research Potentials
There are many, many strands of lingering research possibilities remaining after
talking with these Muslim youth participants and reading literatures pertaining to this
particular demographic. They left me far more curious than “conclusive” about any one
topic. Some of these possibilities include a deeper more nuanced investigation of the
intersection of race and Muslim identity, or further theoretical study of power and
possible dynamics within schooling experiences of Muslim youth, for example.
However, after interviewing participating students, while I was not able to take on
any larger, more robust discussion of constructions of “gender” as it relates to Muslim
youth educational experiences, gendered discourses and themes of my noticing stood
out. One possibility for my observation is that gendered theoretical topics are of interest
to me. That said, I was also present to certain experiences articulated by Muslim youth
participants (and interpreted via my own biases and assumptions) that appeared to
differ along claimed gender identities of the students. For example, as mentioned, on
the subject of feeling as though Muslim students “belonged” or felt “valued” in their
school communities, all three of the young men participating claimed in various ways
that they did feel a sense of belonging and value. Juxtaposed to the four young women
interviewed, they each claimed in various ways they did not feel like they belonged or
were valued in their educational environment.
While this either/or reductionist binary is far too simplistic given the various
iterations of “gender,” including gender-nonconforming or genderqueer for brief
examples, I was present to frequent student uses of gendered terms in binaried form.
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Thus, notions of gender as young Muslim “men” in opposition to young Muslim “women”
further perpetuates socially constructed binary-only understandings and therefore
negates the multiplicity and diversity within “gender,” let alone with added layers of
interpretations of “Muslim.” As such, for the moment I utilize “gender” as a binary-only
construct with the full implication more study would be needed beyond initial
observations. For example, some of the young men may very well have moments of
feeling like they are not valued, or some of the young women may have experiences
feeling remarkably valued. The point here is that further investigation is needed to tease
out some of these gendered differences or known understandings. Again, I do not wish
to articulate a singular experience of “woman and Muslim,” as such universal claims are
antithetical my positionings in this dissertation research. Rather, I am suggesting further
research on the varied gendered experiences of Muslim youth in schools could be
extended from this body of research.
Relatedly, while discourses related to varied gendered oppressions are in need
of further investigation, so too, would be explorations of Edward Said’s notion of
co-existing colonial oppressions. Even further, Said relies largely upon Foucault, among
many philosophers, in his understandings of how power and knowledge operate within
these discourses. Given my points about much of this research perhaps best informing
practices of teacher education, and more specifically English education, additional
research is warranted on related Western colonial discourses. One lens of analysis that
could be useful for contextualizing some of the power dynamics related to effects of
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colonization pushing and pulling at interpreted experiences is Said’s contrapuntal
analysis.
In a chapter of Luttrell’s (2010) anthology research text, Sofia Villenas discusses
the importance (and risk) of the role of researcher with an emphasis on colonialism, an
emphasis Abdul’s (2016) dissertation study on female Muslim youth’s English education
certainly maintained, and one that underscores my own Said-heavy East and West
criticisms. She writes, “as ethnographers, we are also like colonizers when we fail to
question our own identities and privileged positions, and in the ways in which our
writings perpetuate ‘othering’” (Villenas, as cited in Luttrell, 2010, p. 346).
A large portion of the interest in my study and work with Muslim youth pertains to
Edward Said’s work around the perils of othering, namely, as previously mentioned, a
dehumanizing potential. Considering my up-front interest in better understanding the
ways Muslim youth may, or may not, feel othered in contexts of their schooling, self
reflexive practice around my own “identities and privileged positions” was a continuous
practice throughout the course of the study. As such, I sought throughout this research
to be overly careful in my recognition of multiple dangers of inadvertent “othering,” yet
didn’t extend analysis to layered forces powerfully influencing, shaping, and pushing
iterations of experiences. For example, I saw possibility of such potential othering as I
took the necessary step of recruitment of self-identified Muslim students. By nature of
asking to participate in this study for an identity specific reason, it could be interpreted to
a student that their identity was in need of study because it is so different.
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Given the nature of my study as well as Said’s postcolonial perspectives, Said
would be the first to recognize that the potential to colonize doesn’t necessarily mean
research should not be done, or that any product of that research must be considered
as inherently “invalid.” Rather, Said argues for a “contrapuntal reading” as one mode of
analysis of the text. “Text” in this case becomes that which I identified as data as well as
sought out and transcribed as such. This broad interpretation of text also belies earlier
sentiments of potentially locating this dissertation work within English teacher education
programs, if not all teacher education curricula.
Said describes his “contrapuntal” method of analysis as one derived from a term
coined from Said’s expertise in music, meaning more than one melody at play although
none dominating in sound. With this idea of multiple melodies in mind, contrapuntal
analysis, then, is described as an “awareness both of the metropolitan history that is
narrated and of those other histories against which (and together with which) the
dominating discourse acts” (Said, 1993, p. 51). This form of contextual analyses is not
discrediting what is already written and interpreted; rather, it offers multiple perspectives
to sit side by side while, at the same time, required that one attends to what current
“metropolitan histories” are being narrated and how these can be read against dominant
discourses – including dominant education discourses currently circulating in U.S.
education contexts.
A contrapuntal reading thus asks the researcher to consider the known
perspectives of both colonizer and colonized within a specific situated historical context.
Meaning, as Said (1993) notes, that a sugar mill isn’t simply a sugar mill appearing in a
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canonical novel. Rather, a sugar mill offers worldly meanings situated as potentially a
person’s income, or way of maintaining British life, or a place of servitude, perhaps –
given the time period – a bastion of capital and empire. The potentials of this single plot
location could be endless (Said, 1993, p. 66). Again, the emphasis in contrapuntal
analysis is not to discredit what is already given; rather, it asks the reader and
researcher in conversation with text and data to analyze and consider the unique
cultural, historical, and political factors contributing multiple possible “meanings” to that
text or data in any given moment. As such, while my analyses were inclusive of initial
noticings and interpretations problematized by self-reflexive practices, it also could
possibly benefit from further investigation of these particular temporally conceived
historical and social moments.
Lingering Discomforts
When considering additional investigation of Muslim youth in U.S. schools, the
private lingering feelings related to further research or qualifying myself as an “expert,”
despite all I’ve argued about the limitations of a single experience or final conclusions,
remains constant in the back of my mind. I began thinking back to the encouragement
of my beloved dissertation advisor and her regular encouragement to consider ways I
may have changed throughout this process or perhaps what I’ve gleaned beyond what I
thought I “already knew” entering this body of work. I kept thinking that the things I feel
most “informed” about or the scholars I am most well-read didn't show up much in this
manuscript. In part, that is to be expected since the task of dissertation research is to
investigate something perhaps less known or studied. Thus, it is slightly laughable that I
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have this lingering discomfort of needing to “prove” myself as capable of being a scholar
in the academy. As I re-read the manuscript mining for moments that felt “new” or “more
informed,” I reviewed my reflexive comments and journal entries. It occurred to me,
particularly in the section introducing Said where I felt the need to qualify him as a
“brilliant” scholar, that this endless chore of being “expert,” was indeed antithetical to my
positionings of finality.
The things that I assumed would make me “expert” relied upon notions of
certitude. I think one of the reasons I’ve included such a broad range of literature topics
and interviews was because I was attempting to demonstrate all of the ways in which
Muslim students might, or might not be, experiencing school. I ranged from histories of
education in the U.S to Christianity, and then back to media imagery and postcolonial
thought. While I do believe each of these topics do influence and shape discourses and
identities within situated historical moments in time, and Said would agree that
contextual analysis is important, my self-reflexive considerations leave me considering
that I possibly was attending to a need to prove expertise and therefore negated
opportunities to narrow focus more specifically.
Thus, one of the ways I believe I am more present to having changed as a
scholar after engaging in this process would be to finally accept the ambiguity of lack of
certitude. I, too, have been socialized in the West, along with the many iterations of
data, quanta, testing and positivistic notions of “truth.” More honestly, I am genuinely
uncomfortable with the lack of knowing “for sure” any single experience. The awareness
of my own discomfort influencing literature choices and research practices feels
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paramount for my continued career as scholar and researcher as it becomes one more
site of monitoring to better understand what I am choosing to read, why I am reading in
the ways I am, and regular questioning of my own positions of power and certitude. I
have changed and the position of multiple possibilities of Muslim youth also implies
multiple remaining unknowns. I have learned to not only accept the potential ambiguity,
but also embrace it. “And so the paradox remains.”
Un-Final Musings
This exploration of literatures pertaining to Muslim students as well as these
Muslim youth participants have offered me an opportunity to understand a little better
the experiences of being young and Muslim in today’s high schools. In a particularly
polarizing climate in the United States, these students find themselves at odds with
identity and patriotism yet have little direction to offer guidance. Throughout the course
of this nation’s young history, we have essentialized, disregarded, and dehumanized
people from the Middle East and North African descent as an “Other” and made
decisions based on geopolitical preferences. As a result, Muslim youth are living
through generations of institutionalized oppression and as this study suggests, are
willing to roll up their sleeves and contribute to the unlearning needed when considering
how normalized and embedded Islamophobia is in U.S. culture. Simply by agreeing to
participate in this study, students are demonstrating an interest and willingness to do so.
At some point the United States will need to hold ourselves accountable to the
principles this great nation claims to live and decide what (and who’s) stories we want to
tell, and how we wish to shape our culture. So much of that work is possible in schools
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ranging from curricular development, imagery, teacher education, school culture and
values, etc. Most youth spend much of their lives within a school building and at a
vulnerable and impressionable time. After all, it is Toni Morrison (2017) who reminds us
“one learns othering by example” (p. 6). Morrison’s observation of learned othering also
suggests two important points: first, no one person or demographic is born an Other, we
must be taught who is “other” and why. And secondly, if othering is indeed learned as
Morrison asserts, then it can also be un-learned, providing schools a unique opportunity
to be part of the unlearning process.
It is true, Morrison’s lecture series on “Othering” is not directly concerned with the
rise of Donald Trump. But it is impossible to read her thoughts on belonging, on who fits
under the umbrella of society and who does not, without considering our current
moment (2017, p. ix). Given our “current moment,” then, one more hate-filled,
Islamophobic, and Othering in nature than even in the months following Sept. 11th,
2001, schools not only have a unique opportunity in the unlearning process, but rather
in my opinion, a duty and obligation to be a part of that educative process. In lineage of
Malcolm X, Dr. King Jr., James Baldwin, Angela Davis, among many more of my
personal heroes, Morrison describes the “duty” as “the human project – which is to
remain human and to block the dehumanization and estrangement of others” (2017, p.
37). She describes how she had “forgotten the power of embedded images and stylish
language to seduce, reveal, control.” But she goes on to say she “forgot too their
capacity to help us pursue the human project” (2017, p. 37).
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In my pursuit, themes of my own observations ranged from what qualifies one to
even identify as Muslim, let alone varied expectations around how Muslims talk or
appear, to Islamophobic images and experiences within school communities. Students
expressed feeling frustrated, inspired, invisible, hyper-visible, and prideful, for example,
and often these experiences were reflected in each student at any given moment as
they were shifting their way through their American high school journeys.
Regardless of their individual identity locations, what these participating youth
have demonstrated is an experience of some tension around their Muslim faith while
also struggling to cope with the adolescent life phase that is high school. They become
(and I was) localized examples of how larger macro political narratives quite literally
shape the schooling experiences, and everyday life experiences of Muslim youth.
In this whole process, I’ve was touched by the idea of these youth and their faith.
Faith. These are students who are believing in something instead of believing against
something. We owe it to these students and the many like them to have the courage to
believe in their added value and humanity too. And for that well-meaning teacher,
because he is well-meaning, he already has the interest to want to do better, to have a
more inclusive, authentic classroom experience. I say, there is a joy in teacher
education, in being a lifelong learner, constantly evolving at your craft, and these
student participants have helped us better understand their for the moment varied
needs, while shifting through identity construction and holding space for what may not
be known. In a sense, they have helped me understand my own, at least for the
moment, until the next. “And so, the paradox remains.”
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